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PREFACE

The symposium,Arian Monogamy,waspresented
at the 100thStatedMeeting
of the AmericanOrnithologists'Union at the Field Museum,Chicago,Illinois
in October 1982. The idea for a symposiumarose after it occurredto us that
avian monogamylackedgeneralattentionfrom the ornithologicalcommunity.
We invitedspeakers
from amongthe fewwe knewwho at the time wereactively
interestedin theoreticaland empirical aspectsof monogamyamongbirds. The
morningsymposiumwas followedthat afternoonby a relatedcontributedpaper
sessionalso on monogamy. Contributorsto this volume spokein one of those
sessions.

Patricia Adair Gowaty
Douglas W. Mock

CHAPTER

1

AN INTRODUCTION
NEGLECTED

MATING

DOUGLAS

TO THE
SYSTEM

W. MOCK

Departmentof Zoology, Universityof Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019

An amusingparadox has developedover the past two decades:the speciesdoing
the research on evolutionary aspectsof mating systemsgenerally regards itself as
monogamous while devoting the great bulk of its scientific effort toward eluci-

dating the principles underlying polygamy. Admittedly, skepticism is justified
about how monogamous humans really are, but the neglect of scientific inquiry
into the causesof monogamy remains surprising.This is especiallyinteresting in
ornithology for two reasons:monogamy is the predominant mating system in
birds and the biological interest in mating systemshas been fundamentally shaped
by ornithologists(e.g., David Lack, John Crook, Frank Pitelka, Gordon Orians,
Jerram Brown, and many others). Whether the fraction of birds that are primarily
monogamousis 91% (as estimated by Lack 1968) or somewhatless,monogamy's
prevalence among birds requires explanation. Too little is known of why it has
been maintained in so many avian populations while being rare in virtually all
other

taxa.

Perhaps the neglect of monogamy is simply an artifact of the research protocol
that rewards pursuit of the extreme first. In the area of mating systems,most light
has been shed on sexual selectiontheory by analyzing how the critical component,
intrasexual variance in mating success,reaches its maximum. Quantifications of
male and female variance, both in the lab (e.g., Bateman 1948) and field (e.g.,
LeBoeuf 1974; Clutton-Brock et al. 1982), have spawned important insights into
how that variance is created. By contrast,mating variance in monogamousspecies
is expected to be relatively low, presumably reflected in the subdued or even drab
secondary sexual characters of many participants. Monogamous birds do not
establish spectacular leks and only occasionally are highly ornamented. On the
surface,monogamy has seemedrelatively tame and uniform, with a single male
mating routinely with a single female. Not only has sexual selection appeared
feeble, but the whole packageseemsbland.
The primary objective of this volume is to penetrate below the surface of
monogamy in general and avian monogamy in particular. The progress made
with non-monogamous mating systems can be used to steer investigations of
monogamy, but fresh approaches are also in use. These papers are intended to
precipitate new interest in the subtle machinations of sexual selection in monogamous birds and to stimulate thinking about long-standingproblems suchas the
many casesof marked sexual dimorphism existing in monogamous species.
SEXUAL SELECTION AND MONOGAMY

From the original formulation of sexualselectiontheory (Darwin 1871) and its
recent renaissance(e.g., Campbell 1972; Emlen and Oring 1977; Maynard Smith
1978; Blum and Blum 1979; Dunbar 1982), it has been clear that sexual selection
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can and does operate in monogamousanimals, but little attention has been given
to its precisepathwaysand intensity. Darwin (1871) suggestedthat early mating
could confer fitnessbenefitsif femalesthat were ready to breed first subsequently
attainedthe greatestreproductiveoutput;malesobtainingsuchmateswould enjoy
disproportionately high successalso. This idea was refined (Fisher 1930) and
tested with both field data and modeling (O'Donald 1974) to clarify the components most likely shapedby selection. Few other leads have been followed.
Sexual selection operatesthrough the processesof intrasexual selection (competition among members of the limited sex for accessto mates of the limiting
sex:usuallymales competingfor females)and intersexual,or "epigamic," selection
(mating preferencesby members of the opposite sex).Intrasexual competition can
be conductedin a variety of ways, including (but not restricted to) overt combat.
The intersexual component is probably very complex, especially in monogamy,
where both sexescan gain by being "choosy." Together, these processescan
produce variable degreesof within-sex variance in mating success,the key empirical measureof sexualselection'soverall intensity (Bateman 1948).
Understanding the diversity of monogamous mating systemstherefore hinges
on identifying sourcesofintrasexual variance in mating successunder the apparent
socialconfinesof monogamy. Suchvariance can derive from severalsources(even
within the restriction that each breeding adult be limited to one primary mate),
includingthe possibilitiesof having minor extra-pair liaisons(i.e., an arrangement
intermediate between total fidelity and bigamy), of having no mate whatever, and
of having a mate with relatively high or low reproductive value. For example, it
has been known for many years that territorial behavior can disenfranchisea
sizeablefraction of the potential breeding population, referred to collectively and
vaguelyas "floaters." Successfulmembers of each sex sociallyexcludeothersfrom
breeding, thus establishingvariance in mating successand the potential for selection favoring phenotypic charactersthat confer that success(e.g., featuresthat
enable acquisition of a territory). Experimental removal of breeders has demonstrated that these "floaters" are ready and willing to breed (Brown 1969).
Unfortunately, it is logistically very difficult to assessthe size of the floater population (most bird censustechniques rely on the behavioral conspicuousnessof
the successfulterritory holders), so we have no quantitative index of the impact
of territorial exclusionon the intensity of sexualselection.Qualitatively, however,
this kind of exclusion is comparable to the more spectacularforms of mating
exclusionfound in some polygynousspecies(e.g., intimidating, evicting, or even
killing competitors).From the geneticstandpoint, sociallyimposedcelibacydiffers
from sterility or death only by its impermanence.
Animals generally affect mating successvariance in two ways: they directly
promote their own successand/or they depress the successof others, thereby
gaining a relative advantage. Territorial exclusion falls under both categories,
becausethe resident simultaneouslyassuresitself of resourcesfor raising progeny
while denying that advantage to floaters (Verner 1977). Even more dramatically,
the successofconspecificscan be depressedvia infanticide (including egg-destruction, Picman 1977). Infanticide by adult birds is probably much more common
than is generally appreciated (reviewed by Mock 1984), particularly in non-monogamous species,which lack biparental defense. Its impact on reproductive
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successin monogamousspeciesis not well understood, but may be important in
colonial species(Mock 1984), communal/cooperativebreeders(Vehrencamp 1977;
Trail et al. 1981; Mumme et al. 1983b; Staceyand Edwards 1983), and perhaps
even in "typical" territorial species(e.g., Yom-Tov 1974).
Alternatively, variance in mating successcan arise when individuals manage
to mate successfullyoutsidethe primary "bond," even while making substantial
contributionsof parentalcare.Dubbed "mixed reproductivestrategies"by Trivers
(1972), this has been reported for males in many speciesof apparently monoga-

mous birds (seereviewsby McKinney et al. 1983; McKinney, Chap. 6), forcing
a reconsideration of the latitude allowed the term "monogamy." Recent treatments of intraspecificbrood parasitism (Anderssonand Eriksson 1982; Gowaty,
Chap. 2) have arguedthat suchbehavior is the geneticequivalent of more familiar
male philandering, becauseit conforms to Payne's (1977) characterization of
brood parasitismas "theft of parental investment." However achieved, usurpation
of a competitor's reproductive successcontributes to within-sex variance and
hence to the potency of sexual selection.

The importanceof mate choice(epigamicselection)has proven more difficult
to assess.Are male Northern Cardinals (Cardinalis cardinalis)red becausethat
hue repels male competitors, becauseit attracts females, or both? Burley (1977a,
198la, Chap. 3) has taken original and provocative experimental approachesto
the issueof mate choice, a subject that has largely defied field study.
PUZZLES OF MONOGAMY

Monogamousmating is highly correlatedwith relatively large contributionsof
postnatal parental investment (PI), from both males and females (Lack 1968).
Becauseanisogamy(sexualsize dimorphism of gametes)is theoretically responsible for the usual pattern of minimal male contributions(Trivers 1972; Parker
et al. 1972), the secondarydevelopmentof largemale PI is intriguing. Monogamy
can evolve only when this phylogeneticinertia has been overcome, so the factors
responsible for such a change are well worth consideration.
Among birds, male contribution to PI varies greatly, with males of many polygynous speciesproviding only gameresand males of polyandrous speciesproviding nearly everythingbut ova. Lessappreciated,but no lessinteresting,is the
fact that a hugerangeof male PI contributionsoccursamongmonogamousbird
speciesalso. In a few species(e.g., Willow Ptarmigan, Lagopuslagopus)the male
providesonly sperm and some vigilance,but femalesseemtoo dispersed(and/
or too aggressive?)to permit bigamy (Harmon 1984); this would seem to be a
variationof "facultativemonogamy"(Kleiman 1977).In EasternBluebirds(Sialia sialis),malescontributeboth spermand the nestingcavity,but are not essential
for successful
brood-rearing(Gowaty 1983); this type of facultativemonogamy
seemsto hingeon the overdispersionof nest cavities.In many "typical" monogamous species,the male defendsa territory in which the female collectsfood for
the brood. In still other species,he providessomeof the food directly,but may
not incubate(e.g.,Barn Swallows,Hirundo rustica),whereasin many more species
(e.g.,herons),he providesboth food and incubation.Finally, malesof many species
(e.g.,gulls,terns, swans,and storks)take substantialpersonalrisksto protecttheir
offspringfrom predators.Given that male mammals seldomprovide more than
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genes(monogamyis believed to be the primary mating systemin only 3% of
mammalian species:Kleiman 1977), the wealth of comparative material in the
ClassAves offersan obviouskey toward discoveringthe ecologicalcorrelatesof
a large male PI.

By now it is clear that monogamy is not a mating system,but a diverse array
of reproductive strategiesthat may have so little in common as to defy unified
definition (see Gowaty, Chap. 2, for definitions). Thus, a second goal of this
collection is to draw attention to how our languagesacrificesinformation by
lumping so much variation under one heading;the diversity merits study. In
practice, monogamy has served as a catch-all, where speciesare assignedonly
when they fail to satisfythe more easily specifiedcriteria for polygynyor polyandry. It has becomea mating-system-by-default.For example, in their review
of passerinemating systems,Verner and Willson (1969) assignedspeciesto monogamy only if 95% of the studied mating units were neither polygynousnor
polyandrous. Similarly, attempts to establish even a qualitative theoretical base
for monogamyhave simply reversedthe logic of polygynymodels(Wittenberger
and Tilson 1980; Gowaty 198 l a). No quantitative models have been produced
yet for the evolution of monogamyper se.
GENERAL FACTORS FAVORING THE EVOLUTION OF MONOGAMY

Becauseanisogamyis an extremelyprimitive characteramongsexualorganisms,
presumablypredatingthe evolution of complexparentalcare,it is logicalto assume
that monogamywasnot the primitive mating system;indeed,it hassurelyevolved
independentlymany times. Though the phylogenyof monogamyis not our primary concernhere, various aspectsof phylogeneticinertia (Wilson 1975) and
ecologycan be identified as likely contributingfactorsto the evolution of arian
monogamy,including:(1) parental care needsof the young, (2) oviparity, (3)
population structure,(4) spario-temporaldispersionof critical resources,and (5)
lack of specializationsfor uniparental care (e.g., no lactation).
Monogamy is commonly associatedwith "K-strategy" ontogeneticpatterns,
where the postnatal needs of offspringmay outstrip a single parent's ability to
provide. Obviously, this imbalance is related to the kinds and distribution of
resourcesusedin parenting.When uniparentalcareis sufficientto meet the brood's
requirements, desertion by one ("emancipated") parent is often more profitable
than stayingwith the brood (Trivets 1972; Maynard Smith 1977). Conversely,
whenever the combined efforts of two parentsallow considerablygreateroffspring
survivorship or quality, continued investment may become the better option.
Unless accompaniedby synchronizedlaying and/or sperm storage(as in most
oviparousreptiles,amphibians,fish,and insects),oviparity reducesthe likelihood
that the male parent can gain from desertion. In contrast with viviparity, it
encumbers the female for a much smaller fraction of the time for embryonic
development (in birds, often just a day), effectively forcing the male to remain
and continue copulating (and in many casesmate-guarding) at least until the last
ovum is fertilized. Insofar as this extended period of male commitment can
substantiallyreduce his reproductivealternatives,bird-type oviparity increases
the chancesfor monogamousbrood-rearing.
Population structureand breeding synchronyare expectedto influence the
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evolution of monogamy through the deserting parent's probability of finding
additional mates(Maynard Smith 1977). Similarly, agestructureof the population
theoretically influencesthe operational sex-ratio (number of fertilizable females
to the number of sexuallyactive males:Emlen and Oring 1977) and thus constrains
non-monogamous opportunities. By pointing out how life history parameters
affect lifetime breedingoptions, Murray (Chap. 8) calls attention to frequently
ignored demographic aspectsof monogamousreproductive strategies.
The effectsof ecologicalresourceson mating systemshas been a central topic
in the mating systemsliterature (e.g., Orians 1969; Pitelka et al. 1974; Emlen and
Oring 1977; Wittenberger 1979, 1981; Oring 1982) and has been considered
specificallywith regardto monogamy(Wittenbergerand Tilson 1980). Generally,
critical resourcesmust not be soreadily able to be monopolizedasto forcefemales
into acceptinglittle or no PI contributions from the resource-controllingmales.
Resourcedispersionmay promote facultative monogamy if the resultingpopulation density is so low that single males encounter females rarely during the
breedingperiod. Becauseof the arian potential for extreme mobility, such monogamy is probably relatively rare in birds.
SOME FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Here I want to sketchout six generalcategoriesof questionsabout evolutionary
aspectsof monogamy, some of which can be and are being addressedand some
of which must await inspired moments of researchclevernessto becomefeasible.
Male investment.--If the central riddle of monogamy is, indeed, why males
contribute so much parental care, then we clearly need to know more about the
nature of that effort. In particular, it would be instructive to know its value to
male fitness(benefits)relative to the presumedsacrificeof not pursuingadditional
mates(costs).First, is male PI essential,aspredicted?Ifbiparental careis required,
male optionsare constrainedfar more severelythan otherwise.A few studieshave
beguntestingthis assumptionexperimentally, by removing males at various points
in the breeding cycle and measuringthe impact of that loss on brood survival.
Provocatively, this has shown that monogamousmales are not always essential
(e.g., Gowaty 1983; Hannon 1984) for brood-rearing. (It remains possible, of
course, that such males do provide something of value to the female that may
not be revealed in the current brood's success,but why quibble?) This seems to
be a promising approach for understandingthe degree to which monogamous
males are indispensablevs emancipated,thereby indicating the relative importance of this vs other constraints.Such experiments on a variety of monogamous
specieswould be most interestingbecausesucha literature would allow comparative testing of the many male desertion hypotheses(e.g., Trivers 1972; Maynard
Smith 1977; Gladstone 1979) and improve our understanding of the long-term
consequencesof forced uniparental care. In many species,it would be equally
interestingto remove femalesand explorethe male's capacityfor uniparentalcare
as well. Alternatively, the ecological factors that demand postzygotic male investment can be explored through direct comparisonswhen closelyrelated uniparentaland biparental speciesbreed sympatrically(e.g., Postand Greenlaw 1982;
Beehler, Chap. 7; McKinney, Chap. 6).
Populationstructure.--A generalneed existsfor accuratemethodsof assessing
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the composition of whole local populations and discerningwhich bird gets to
breed and which does not. This will be a major logistic challengebecausemany
of the birds whose activities and existencewe need to know about are under great
social pressure from dominant conspecificsto be inconspicuous. Nevertheless,
accurate measurement of floater populations and operational sex ratios would be
extremely interestingand instructive (e.g., Payne 1979; Gowaty, Chap. 2), both
for assessingthe intensity of sexual selectionand for understandingthe reproductive alternatives available to each sex (Maynard Smith 1977, 1978).
Sexual selectionprocesses.--The search for sourcesof within-sex variance in
reproductivesuccessof monogamousanimals clearly needsto be extended.Some
of the features of intrasexual selection, for example, that have been studied well
in their more exaggeratedpolygynousforms shouldbe scrutinizedin monogamous
birds. Such behavioral events as overt combat, nest sabotage,and eggdestruction
may be rare but important contributors to variance. Hopefully, personsworking
on various other aspectsof avian breeding biology will be alert for such possibilities. Beyondthe anecdotallevel, it seemslikely that serendipitousfield students
will discover unexpectedand highly complex mixtures of intrasexual and intersexual selection and concentrate on such systems.For example, Fujioka and
Yamagishi (1981) reported that neighboring male Cattle Egrets (Bubulcus ibis)
have dominance relationshipsamong themselvesthat confer advantagesin extrapair copulations with each others' mates. Although the genetic impact of this
behavior is not known, it is provocative and may occur in other monogamous,
colonial speciesas well (e.g., White Ibis, Eudocirnus albus; Kushlan 1973; Rudegeair 1975).
Intersexual "mate choice" preferenceshave proven to be lesseasily studiedin
the wild, althoughcasualobservationsof behavioral selectivityare worth reporting
(e.g., Mock 1979). In monogamous mating systems,reciprocal choosinesswould
be favored (Burley 1977a, Chap. 3; Bitdam, Chap. 4), becauseboth sexesinvest
heavily and rely on each other. Laboratory experimentation seemsto hold the
most promise at presentbecauseof difficultiesin measuring"choosiness"in the
wild (Payne 1979). To my knowledge,no quantitative measuresare known for
the impact that mate choice has on within-sex variance in reproductive success
of wild animals.

The potential importance of mate-choice to the evolution and operation of
monogamy is enormous, extending beyond the acquisition of primary mates to
the realm of extra-pair matings as well. It is not clear, for example, the degreeto
which so-called "forced copulations" (FC) are, in fact, contrary to the female's
interestsand wishesin some species(Thornhill 1980b), nor how (whether?)such
males have the proximate power to effectFCs without female cooperation (Lumpkin 1981).
O2•pring requirernents:-- The ecologicalfactors believed to control how much
investment progeny need are many and complex. However, becausethese requirementsdirectly affectthe fundamental issueofbiparental care and its division,
monogamy will not be understood thoroughly until they are. Growth requirements, ontogeneticpatterns, predation pressure,thermoregulation, and nutrition
circumscribe parental options and thus affect the type of mating system. Even
within populationsthere must be unknown amountsof variability in the division
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of PI between the individual mates, which (theoretically) might benefit from
selfishly extracting more than half of the offsprings' needs from the parental
partner. Whether any suchpatterns of mutual exploitation actually occur in monogamousbirds is unknown. One conceptual problem that remains unsolved in
all studiesof PI is the lack of a common currencyby which all contributionsare
measured.Time and energybudgetshave been estimatedfor many arian activities
and a vague assumption exists that time and calories contributed to offspring are
interchangeableat least in principal, but other types of PI seemless easily converted. Perhapsthe most obvious of theseis risk, the chanceof being killed while,
say, trying to deter predators. Obviously, total PI will be harder to quantify in
specieswhere parents take such risks than in specieswhere parents eschew all
dangerousconfrontations.
Genetic relatedness.--At the very heart of all reproductive successmeasurements lies the assumption that observed mating patterns translate directly into
gametic success,yet challengesare growing to that assumption(e.g., seereviews
by McKinney et al. 1983; Gowaty, Chap. 2). Routine and accurateassessmentof
paternity, maternity, and sibling relatednessmay be the largest single logistic
obstacleto our studyof sexualselectionin the field (Sherman 1981; Mock 1983)
and is likely to produce a flurry of counter-intuitive discoveriesas new techniques
are applied (e.g., Bray et al. 1975; Gowaty and Karlin 1984).
Extensionsto family structure.--Finally, I am convinced that the so-called
"nuclear" monogamousfamily is a highly attractive systemfor studyingthe interplay of geneticand ecologicalconflicts.The monogamousfamily can be viewed
as a social microcosm with three dimensions: between mates (the "pair-bond"),
between parents and offspring, and between siblings. Under conditions of outbreeding,the parentscan be expectedto sharefew genesthroughcommon descent
and, therefore,to gain little through nepotisticgenerositytowards each other. In
long-lived specieswhere pair-bondsare brief(e.g., singleseasonor less),relatively
few constraintsshould exist on mutual exploitation ("sexual conflict" of Parker
1979; seealso Gowaty, Chap. 2), which may pay dividendsto the individual in
terms of future reproductivesuccess
with other partners(i.e., increasedlongevity).
By contrast,in speciesshowingpatternsof long-termpair-bonds(e.g., swansand
geese),thesedividendsshouldbe reducedbecausethe individual'sreproductive
future dependssubstantiallyon its partner'swelfare.
The other social dimensions of nuclear family structure, parent-offspringand
intersibling, feature very high coefficientsof relatedness(r = 0.5, assumingparental mate fidelity). Many circumstancesare known in which this commonality
of geneticinterestsis opposedby resourceshortages,forcingovert conflictamong
the participants.Nestlings of many speciesbehave in spectacularlyselfishways
at suchtimes, frequently causingthe death or developmentalretardation of siblings
(reviewed by O'Connor 1978; Stinson 1979; Mock 1984). Parentsplay a variety
of important rolesin suchbrood reductionsystems,rangingfrom overt infanticide
of some or all young to more subtle manipulationsof the brood-members'competitive abilities (Ricklefs 1965; Alexander 1974; O'Connor 1978; Hahn 1981;
Mock 1984). These systemshave been proposed as hotbeds of Trivers' (1974)
conceptof parent-offspringconflict (O'Connor 1978), although this possibility
remains largely unexplored.
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Finally, although I have emphasized the curious aspectsof male PI and alternative mating options in this discussion, it is certain that increased research
scrutiny of monogamy will uncover new facets of female strategiesas well (e.g.,

Wasser 1983). Our ignoranceof female variations on the monogamy theme is
almost complete and thus offers many research opportunities for the future.
THE COMPONENT CHAPTERS

This volume is not intended as an exhaustive review of all topics relevant to
the study of arian monogamy;rather it is a representativesampleof many of the
issuesand approachescurrently being used in the early stagesof suchstudy. In
the process,severalareasare reviewed in detail, including the problems associated
with measuring within-sex variance in reproductive success(Gowaty), demographicconstraintson mating systemevolution (Murray), coevolutionaryaspects
of epigamic selectionin monogamy (Burley), and the diversity of monogamy
within a single taxon (McKinney).
In addition, three major empirical approachesare showcased.Modern longterm field observationsof single-species
(Anderson)or multi-speciespopulations
(Beehler), which necessarilyrely on correlational analysesto indicate probable
causalfactors,have alwaysbeen the backboneof ornithologicalstudiesin behavioral ecology.Such projectsconcernanimals in their natural ecologicalcontexts
and provide the natural history foundations on which experimental refinements
must build.

The secondcategoryof approach in evidence here is experimentation. Both the
contributionsof Burley and Bluhm involve the use of captive birds to assaythe
mechanism and importance of mate-choice phenomena in monogamous birds.
The combination of Bluhm's experiment and Anderson'sfield data is particularly
appealingbecauseboth concernthe same species,Canvasbacks(Aythya valisineria), from the same Canadian population.
Thirdly, the analysisof geneticrelatednesshas led to specializedtechniquesfor
identifying kin (paternity and maternity) via protein electrophoresis(Gowaty) and
phenotypic markers (McKinney).
Not surprisingly,this pluralism of scientific approacheshas produced a varied
collection, full of exciting and unavoidably tentative ideas. In the openingchapter,
Patricia Adair Gowaty focusesattention on the likelihood that what we observe
as monogamy in the field (male-female consorts)may or may not reflect the true
genetic parentage of the offspring. Her data on the mixed parentage of Eastern
Bluebirds (Gowaty and Karlin 1984) have documented both the predicted vulnerability of males (e.g.,Trivers 1972; Alexander 1974) and a less-expectedsimilar
dilemma for females. If such patterns turn out to be commonplace, substantial
problems arise for the usual assumption of congruencebetween "apparent" monogamy and the genetic results of monogamy.
Next, Nancy Burley addressesthe elusive sexual selection process of matechoice,with particular attention to the role played by non-functional or "aesthetic"
phenotypic characteristics. The general question of how significant sexual dimorphism can arise within monogamy is at issue.Confronting the logical problem
of how many coevolutionary "steps" are required to establishFisherian runaway
selectionfor such traits, she proposesa new conceptualmodel that simplifies the
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processby reducing the steps into a few general rules or "programs" for preexistingpreferences.Thus, when novel featuresarise by mutation, they may find
a highly favorable behavioral landscapein the tastes of the opposite sex. She
discussessome recent experimental studies of Zebra Finch (Poephila guttata)
preferences,where the novel phenotypiccharactersinvolved are the color of plastic
leg bands (indisputablynot under geneticcontrol).
In the fourth chapter, Cynthia Bluhm provides the first experimental demonstration of the biological importance of free mate-choice in a monogamous bird
(or any other bird, for that matter). Female Canvasbacks allowed to choose their
own matesfrom a largecaptive populationbred copiously,whereasthoseassigned
mates not only refusedto breed but vigorously rejected the males. This study has
intriguing implications both for sexual selectiontheory (although we still must

wonder why it makes such a difference!)and for the judicious managementof
captive breeding programs in other taxa.
Michael Anderson'sfield study clearly showsthat the frequencyof apparent
monogamyis very high in wild Canvasbacks(99.1%), but not without its hidden
complexities.A few birds (7%) switchmatesbetweenfirst and second(last)broods
of the season,which might qualify them as "serial monogamists" (or "serial
polygamists,"dependingon your semantic preference).Anderson also identifies
the ways in which males contribute modest postzygoticPI and typically forego
the mixed strategiescharacterizingsomany otherwaterfowl.Finally, he discusses
a variety of ecologicalfactorsthat seemto constrainmale reproductivealternatives
and may have led to the evolution of this version of monogamy.
The next two chaptersoffer extensiveuseof the comparative approachon which
ethologywas founded, but in exactly oppositeways to get at the same subject.
First, Frank McKinney extends the variations-on-monogamytheme by intensively reviewing a singleduck genus,Anas. The "dabbling ducks" are relatively
well studied as a group, exhibiting the full spectrumof monogamy from singleseasonbonds with considerableextra-pair (including forced) copulationsto essentially permanent bonds with high mate-fidelity. By contrastingnorthern and
southernhemispherespecies,McKinney showsthe ecologicalcorrelatesof variable male investment and how reproduction options depend on the availability
of alternative

mates.

Bruce Beehler's approach differs in that he studied the exception, rather than
the rule. Birds of paradise, which provide classicalexamples of secondarysexual

charactersderived from polygyny,also include somelittle-known monogamous
species.Beehler compared one of these, the Trumpet Manucode (Manucodia
keraudrenii),with two of its sympatricpolygynousrelativesin a New Guinean
forest.He found that the three differ in ways stronglyimplicatingdiet as a major
constraint on male Manucode reproductive options. With considerable data on

the availability of the preferredfoods,he arguesthat the Manucode'sspecialization
on particularfruits may have forcedbiparentalcareand thusmonogamy.These
data on the relationship between diet and male investment are a most welcome
contribution to the monogamyliterature, in the John Crook (1964) behavioral
ecology tradition.
Finally, Bertram Murray contributes a short chapter that raises the neglected
issueof demography'sinfluenceon mating systems.He usesthe Lotka population
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model to consider,from the "floater" female'sperspective,the choiceof entering
a polygynousrelationship vs that of deferringuntil the next seasonand breeding
monogamously.Through an extreme (and thereforeillustrative) example, he shows
how expectedlongevitymust affectsuchdecisionsand pointsout that populational
phenomena (including mating systems)are the collective result of presumably
adaptive individual choices. A much-expanded treatment of how life history
patterns shape mating systemswill appear elsewhere.
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ABSTRACT.
--Use ofelectrophoreticexclusiontechniquesfor descriptionsofldnship
betweencare-givingadults and putative offspringin apparently monogamousbirds
had led to observationsof multiple paternity and maternity (more than one father
or mother representedin a brood).The exclusionssuggest
questionsaboutthe social
mechanismsleadingto multiple parentage,most of which probablywill not be re-

solvedby furtherdescriptions
basedon electrophoresis.
Uncertaintyof maternityis
possiblyan overlookedbut important driving force in the evolution of behavior of
femalebirds.Conceptsof matingsystemsbasedon geneticallyeffectivematings(those
resultingin offspringand, therefore,evolutionarilysignifican
0 are stressedas alternativesto conceptsemployingprimarily adult breeding-season
dispersions,"cohabitations,"pair-bonds,or ecologicalfactors.The conceptsderived from gameticcontribution ratiosexplicitlyfocuson geneticallyeffectivematingunlikealternativesthat
tacitly assumehigh positivecorrelationbetweenmating and "cohabitation."The
criticalevolutionaryquestionis how the complexovert aspectsof socialorganization
affectand are correlatedwith the geneticallyeffectivemating pattern and vice versa.
Tasks for ornithologistsinclude estimatesof population size, sex-ratio, and reproductivesuccess
of potentiallybreedingadultsbeforecurrentsexualselectiontheories
for the evolution of mating systemscan be evaluatedcritically.
INTRODUCTION

To evaluate theories for the evolution of mating systemsincluding monogamy,
both individual reproductive successand kinship must be known (e.g., Hamilton
1964; Orians 1969; Trivers 1972). Ornithological studies typically rely on circumstantial evidence such as association patterns in order to evaluate these variables. Thus recent studies of mating systems'evolution are based on long-term
field studiesof individually marked animals, which allow observationand precise
description of associationpatterns and assumedgenetic relatedness.This paper
addressessome issuesassociatedwith individual reproductive successand kinship
in "monogamous" speciesthat arosefrom an attempt to describeempirically the

mating systemof EasternBluebirds($iaffa $iaff$)in geneticterms.
Here I first define the topics, multiple parentageand apparent monogamy, and
describean example of an apparently monogamousspeciesthat exhibits multiple
parentageof clutchesand broods. Second,interpretationsof multiple parentage
in relation to apparent monogamy are examined, that is, what are the possible
socialpathwaysleading to multiple parentagein apparently monogamousbirds?
This section includes predictions of how behavior should vary under the alter-

native pathways to multiple parentage. The final section of the paper briefly
examines conceptsof mating systemsthat stressgametic successand raises a
fundamental question, how are apparent mating patterns as representedby social
Presentaddress:
Departmentof BiologicalSciences,
ClemsonUniversity,Clemson,SC 2963I.
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dispersionrelated to patterns of gametic success?
Empirical knowledgeabout the
origins of multiple parentageand the social pathway leading to it in relation to
socialorganizationis limited. Therefore,I hopereaderswill focuson the legitimacy
of the questionsand reserve conclusionsuntil appropriate data are forthcoming.
APPARENT MONOGAMY

AND MULTIPLE PARENTAGE

Apparent monogamy.--Apparent monogamy is an overt aspect of social organization; it is what one observesreadily, viz. the dispersion of adults during
breedingattempts (operationally, one male-one female social units), which might
be called patterns of "cohabitation" or association.Apparent monogamy indicates
little about biparental care or mating exclusively,two frequently assumedcorrelates of monogamous social organization. So defined, apparent monogamy is a
simple operational descriptive term that probably includes the vast majority of
birds (Lack 1968). So defined, it is the least common denominator of the many
avian speciescalled "monogamous" (Lack 1968).
For example, although apparent mating patterns suchas monogamy are usually
consideredto reflect actual mating patterns,theory (Trivers 1972) and data (e.g.,
Erickson and Zenone 1976; Evans 1982; Gowaty and Karlin 1984) suggestthat
apparent mating patterns and actual (genetically effective) mating patterns may
not be the same, and may in fact be two independent variables of social organization. "Apparent monogamy" indicates that some of the assumptionsusually
made in relation to "monogamous" birds perhaps should be reformulated explicitly as questions about them.
The concept of apparent monogamy does not challenge the widely accepted
notion of monogamy as a prolonged associationand essentiallyexclusive mating
relationship between one male and one female (Kleiman 1977; Wittenberger and
Tilson 1980). Wittenberger and Tilson (1980) imply by the quoted definition that
occasionalcovert matings outside the pair-bond do not negate the existence of
monogamy. However, their notion of monogamy is fully operational for only a
small number of bird specieslargely becauseresearch in avian mating systems
has emphasized polygyny and polyandry (Oring 1982). Most studies have been
conducted on unmarked populations and have been too short to substantiate
either exclusivity in mating or prolonged association(even within one breeding
season).The term "apparent monogamy" (operationally, one male-one female
socialunits) emphasizesquestionsabout the relationship betweenmating or gametic successand dispersion or associationpatterns in social organizations.
It should also be kept in mind that concepts of mating systems(Lack 1968;
Emlen and Oring 1977; Rails 1977; Gowaty 1981a; Daly and Wilson 1983) are
statistical and populational even though mating is an act between individuals.
These facts have led to confusion over whether individuals or populations are
polygynous, polyandrous, or monogamous. These difficulties can be resolved by
recognizing that mating systems are epiphenomena: ways of understanding the
combined outcomes of individual mating events (see Murray, Chap. 8, for additional clarification). Mating systemsare not things in and of themselves;they
are not emergent properties (properties unpredictable from observation of components of that which is being studied: Salt 1979) of populations, but are thought
constructsthat possiblyfacilitate a better understandingof evolution within pop-
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ulations. So, in some definitional schemes (see below), the combined outcomes
of many individual mating choiceslead to a collective characterization(statistical

or categoricalsummarizationsof the behavior of the componentsof that which
is being studied: Salt 1979) of mating for a population. In keeping with these
ideas, Wickder and Seibt (1983) stressthat the preferred use of the term "monogamy" is a mating tactic of an individual, and that monogamyas a sociographic
unit and monogamy as an individual's mating tactic should be distinguished.My
use of "apparent monogamy" is an attempt to make an additional distinction
between what is known and assumed about gametic success.
Multiple parentage.-- Multiple parentage occurs when a clutch or brood has
more than one mother or more than one father. Multiple parentage has been
observed in some birds (Vehrencamp 1977; Bertram 1979; Andersson 1983;
Koenig et al. 1984) and inferred in others(Evans 1982; Alatalo et al. 1984; Gowaty
and Karlin 1984). Multiple maternity can be verified when more than one female
is known to lay in a single nest (e.g., Vehrencamp 1977; Koenig et al. 1984).
Multiple paternity can be inferred when more than one male copulateswith one
female (e.g., Beecherand Beecher 1979). Alternatively, electrophoresisof blood
proteins offersa more direct inference of multiple parentagethan observationsof
copulations (Sherman 1981 and referencestherein). Multiple parentage is important in the context of questions about gametic contributions because such
observations afford important evidence that extra-pair copulations, for example,
may be evolutionarily effective.
In this paper, particular stressis given to multiple parentage,becausetechniques
(suchas electrophoresisof blood proteins for "paternity" exclusions)designedto
yield direct evidence of gametic successlead to observationsof broods or litters
with more than one father and/or mother. Such data seldom allow assignmentof
biological parentage.Thus the social pathways leading to multiple parentageare
open to investigationand these alternate hypothesesfor multiple parentageare
stressed below.

MULTIPLE PARENTAGE IN APPARENTLY MONOGAMOUS EASTERN BLUEBIRDS

Eastern Bluebirds consort in pairs (Gowaty 1980, 1981b, 1983); however responsesto experimental manipulations of both behavior and habitat are inconsistent with existing theory on the evolution of monogamy. For example, exper-

imentally deserted(lone),femaleEasternBluebirdsare as reproductivelysuccessful
as control (paired) females, implying that males may have time for extra-pair
copulations (Gowaty 1983). When more than one nest site is available within a
defendableterritory, a male can attract more than one female to a territory,
implying that apparently polygynousnestingattempts might occur when nesting
is confined to natural cavities. In an effort to describe gametic contributions of
care-takingadults (putative parents), I collaboratedwith an ecologicalgeneticist
who examined electrophoretically detectable variability at two loci in 257 birds
from 57 broods representing40 families of Eastern Bluebirds (families often
consistof two or more consecutivebroods) breeding in northwestern South Carolina in 1981 (Gowaty and Karlin 1984). We originally calledthe studya paternity
exclusionstudy (reflectingour generalexpectations);it was also a maternity exclusionstudy. One of 20 (5%) sampledmales took care of at least one offspring
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not his own and four of 27 (15%) sampled females took care of at least one
offspringnot their own. Multiple parentageoccurredin 25% of the subsampleof
families for which completedata were available (i.e., families in which the electrophoretic phenotypes,assumedgenotypes,for the care-givingmale and female
and all nestlingswere known). Theseestimatesmust be consideredconservative,
i.e., estimatesof minimal frequenciesof multiple parentage,for a variety of
important reasonsincludingthat the techniquecan only excludeparentage(Gowaty and Karlin 1984). The conservative nature of exclusion tests must be emphasized;it is likely that we were unable to detect many more actual casesof
multiple parentage.Thus we concludedwith the working hypothesisthat the
geneticallyeffectivemating pattern of EasternBluebirdsmay be describedbest
as polygamousbecausewe do not yet know the socialpathwaysthat resultedin
multiple parentage.Existingtheoriesfor the evolution of monogamynow seem
inadequate becauseexplanationsof the female tactic of intraspecificnest parasitism are largely unavailable.
EXPLANATIONS

FOR MULTIPLE

PARENTAGE

Asymmetriesin relatednessbetweencare-givingadults (putative parents)and
residentoffspringdepend on the social pathwaysleading to multiple parentage
(Table 1). Predictions about how putative parents should behave if these social
mechanismshave evolutionaryeffectsare discussedbelow in relation to the possible kinship asymmetries.
Multiple paternity.--Multiple paternity may be causedby multiple matingsby
residentfemales,forcedcopulation,multiple-bond matings,or egg-dumping.
Extra-pair copulationby females.-- Extra-pair copulation(EPC) by femalesmay
lead to (1) no offspring,(2) multiple paternity of her own brood, or (3) multiple
maternity of someoneelse'sbrood (a mixed strategyof offspringcare). When a
femaleengagesin EPCs,shemay mate with two or more maleswhile cooperating
in parental care with only one male (she may mate polyandrously).If all copulations are effective(eggsare fertilized), she may produce a clutch fathered by
more than one male, multiple paternity, in which casethe care-givingmale would
be unrelatedto at leastsomeof the offspring.Alternatively, shemay depositeggs
fertilizedby theseextra-territorialmalesin nestsoutsidethe territoryof her pairbondedmate.In suchcases,care-givingmalescanbe relatedto all of the offspring
for which they careeventhoughthe femalewill carefor only someof the offspring
she produces--a mixed strategyof offspringcare by females (see later section).
Strongselectionpressureagainstmalesthat cooperatewith femalesin caringfor
clutchesand broodssiredby more than one male is probable(Trivers 1972; Barash
1976; Morton et al. 1978; Zenone et al. 1979; Power and Doner 1980; Power et
al. 1981; Gowaty 1981b). EPC by femalesimplies that the mating strategyof
some females (at least) is polyandrous by choice.
Forced extra-pair copulations.-- Forced extra-pair copulation (FEPC) is well
describedin ducks(seereviewsin McKinney et al. 1984 and 1983 for references).
If multiple paternity results from FEPCs, the resident males will not be related
to the young resultingfrom such matings. Selectivepressureagainst males that
carefor offspringresultingfrom FEPCs of their mates shouldbe strongand should
favor malesthat guardtheir matesfrom forcedcopulations(Barash 1976; Beecher
and Beecher 1979; Power and Doner 1980; Power et al. 1981; Gowaty 198 lb).
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TABLE

1

MECHANISMS OF MULTIPLE PARENTAGE AND ASYMMETRY OF RELATEDNESS OF

CARE-GIVINGADULTS TO OFFSPRING."+"
• --"

INDICATESGENETIC RELATEDNESS;

INDICATES NON-LINEAL

RELATEDNESS
Relationshipof care-giversto offspring

Explanationsfor multiple parentage

Male

Female

Multiple paternity:
Forced copulations "FEPC"
EPCs by females
MBMs by females

Multiple paternity and maternity:
Intraspecificegg-dumping
Multiple maternity:
EPCs by males

q-

Multiple-bond matings.--Multiple-bond matings (MBM) can also lead to multiple paternity. Considerthe followingscenario.If male SpottedSandpipers(Actiris
macularia) return to find their old mates laying with a new mate, there is more
than an even chancethat the original male will displacethe new one (Lewis Oring,
pets. comm.). The female is, in fact, paired to two different males at different
points in her clutch generationand this obviously could lead to multiple paternity
of her brood. Neither the basic sociographicunit nor the individual mating tactic
of females may differ under this social pathway. Nevertheless,the genetic consequenceis like that for polyandrously(by choice) mating females.
Egg-dumping.--Egg-dumping is difficult to observe but known in some passefines (Bullough 1942; Seel 1968; Yom-Tov et al. 1974; Weatherheadand Robertson 1978) and well-described in ducks (see McKinney, Chap. 6, for references).Females laying their eggsin the nest of other females may be unpaired
"floaters," females that have lost their nests, or paired females resident on other
territories (Yom-Tov 1980). Egg-dumping by paired females has attributes of a
mixed strategy of offspring care (discussedbelow). In this paper, the term eggdumping will refer exclusively to casesof multiple parentagein which neither the
resident female nor resident male are lineal relatives of young resulting from a
dumped egg (Table 1).
Although egg-dumpingmay not seemparallel to the three casesabove of EPC,
FEPC and MBM, each of which leads to multiple fathers of (presumably) one
female's clutch, all four social pathways can lead to multiple paternity. Thus,
unless eliminated by appropriate kinship and behavioral data, each should be
considereda viable alternative hypothesisfor multiple paternity.
Although egg-dumpingis infrequently consideredin relation to mating tactics
of individuals, it clearly could be. For example, a female may copulate with
multiple males, produce a singly sired clutch and dump eggs from EPCs, thus
"stealing" this misdirected parental care from other females and males rather
than from her bonded mate. Such occurrencescould have important implications
for our understandingof individual reproductive tactics.
Multiple maternity.--Multiple maternity occurswhen femaleslay eggsin nests
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not their own. Dependingon whether these femaleshave copulatedwith the
residentmales,multiplematernitycanbe dueto egg-dumping
(asdefinedabove)
or to EPCs by resident males.

Extra-paircopulationsby males.--Usuallydiscussions
of EPCsby malesassume
that the extra-pair femaleslay any resultingeggsin someother males' nests.It is
possiblethat extra-pair femaleslay their eggsin the nestsof the maleswith which
they copulate.In either case,the femaleslaying eggsin nestsnot their own will

be gainingparentalcarefrom (probably)unrelatedfemales.If multiplematernity
is from EPCs by residentmales, the care-givingmale would be related to the
progenyfrom suchcopulationsand the care-givingfemalewouldnot (Table 1).
EPC by malesimpliesthat the matingtacticof somemales,at least,is polygynous.
Trivers (1972) predictedmultiple matingby malesin whicha "monogamous"
maleinvestsin the offspringof a primaryfemale,withoutpassingup opportunities
to inseminate other females which he will not aid. Trivers' discussion focused on

the behaviorof malesmating with femalesthat lay in the nestsof other males,
tacticsthat alsomightbe knownas mixed strategies
of offspringcare.Similarly,
I think it possiblethat (a) a male may matewith two or morefemales,(b) both
of whom may lay eggsin his nest,but (c) the male sharesthe parentalcare effort
with only one of thesefemales,thusmisdirectingher parentalcare.
Althoughseldomdiscussed,
suchuncertaintyof maternitymayoccurin a variety
of arian species.Selectionpressureagainstexploitedfemalesis expectedif only
by analogyto the well-discussed
theoreticalexpectationfor selectionagainstmales
that carefor offspringnot theirs(e.g.,Trivers 1972).If stealingparentalcarefrom
females occursregularly, countermeasuresshould have evolved also and the fol-

lowingpredictionsshouldhold: (1) female-femaleaggression
will be greatestduring the egg-layingperiod of the nestingcycle(Gowaty 1981b);(2) femaleswill
guardtheir nest-sites,especiallyduringegg-laying;(3) nest-siteguardingwill vary
in intensitydepending
onthenumberof femalesresidingin a territory(ananalogy
to the polyandrousand monogamousAcorn Woodpecker[Melanerpesformicivorus]groupsstudiedby Mumme et al. 1983b); (4) nest-siteguardingby females
will be strongerthan by males; and (5) conflict between males and females over
the intensityof nest-siteguardingwill dependon their independentprobabilities
of kinship to offspring.

Despitethe factthat the numericaladvantageassociated
with a male'smating
withtwoor morefemales,eachof whichlayseggsin the samenest,maybelacking
in the aboveexample,probableadvantagesto multiple maternityof clutchesfor
malesinclude:(1) increased
variabilityof progeny;(2) fertilityassurance;
and(3)
increasedgeneticquality of offspring.
CATEGORIES OF MISDIRECTED PARENTAL CARE AND UNCERTAINTY OF MATERNITY

No generally acceptedword deals with stealing of parental care from females
(Table 2), reflectingthe assumptionthat it is difficult to manipulatefemalesinto
caring for unrelatedoffspringin their own nests(seePower 1984 and Gowaty
1984 for alternate opinionsabout the semanticissues).True as the assumption
may be for mammals, it is probably relatively easy to manipulate a female bird
into caringfor unrelatedoffspringin her own nest (witnessthe successof interspecificegg-dumping
as an obligateor facultativeparentingstrategy).
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TABLE

2

CATEGORIESOF CARE OF NON-KIN: THE EVIDENCE, THE EVOLUTIONARYLOSER
(THE VICTIM) AND THE COMMON NAME OF THE MECHANISMOF CARE OF
NON-KIN
Evidence

Victim

Multiple paternity
Multiple maternity

care-givingmales
care-givingfemales
malesand females

Multiple maternityand paternity
Eggsor chicksof anotherspecies

Name

"cuckolcl•"
-egg-dumping(brood parasitism)
a) intraspecific
b) interspecific

In a recentstudyof coloniallynestingCliff Swallows(Hirundo pyrrhonota)up
to 24% of the nestscontainedthe eggsof more than one mother(Brown 1984).
The carefulobservations
leadto the conclusion
that theeggsbelonging
to parasites
mayrequirelessincubationtime thanhosteggsandto the hypothesis
that parasites
may toss eggsfrom the host nest. Brown's paper stressesthat intraspecificnest
parasitismmay be a costpeculiarto colonialnesting.Suchvulnerabilitymay
followfromthe egg-laying
habit itselfandisprobablywidespreadevenin dispersed
nestingpassefinespecies.Unlike mammals,birds probablylack maternitycertainty becauseof egg-laying.This lack of certaintyof maternityfor birds hasbeen
overlookedas a potential driving force of female behavior (seethe predictions
about female behavior in the precedingsection).
Modesofevolutionafily misdirecting(stealing)careof offspringhave important
similarities.In Table 2 egg-dumpingis designatedasinterspecificor intraspecific
because
interspecific
broodparasitismis functionallyidenticalto intraspecific
eggdumping(Hamilton and Ofians 1965;Payne 1977).When egg-dumping
(as specificallydifferentiated
in this paperfrom EPC by femalesand males)occurs,both
the residentmaleandresidentfemalecarefor unrelatedoffspring,andthe selection
pressuresagainstegg-dumpingshouldbe similar (Hamilton and Ofians 1965;
Payne 1977).
CONCEPTS OF MATING

SYSTEMS

What are the implicationsfor matingsystemtheoryif socialpathwaysto multiple parentageindicatenon-monogamous
matingtacticsby individuals?That is,
how many matings outside of one male-one female social units must be effective

(resultingin offspring)for individualsto be polygynous(males)or polyandrous
(females)?Clearly, only one in eachcaseis necessary.
Whether suchvariation is
evolutionafilyinterestingdependsuponhow many"covert"matingsoutsidethe
one male-onefemale socialunit must be effectivefor a (so-called)monogamous
matingsystemto be polygynous
or polyandrous?
The answerto that questionis
unclear.If 5% or more of maleshave more than one femaleon their territories,
someworkersdesignate
a species"polygynous"
(VernerandWillson 1969;Carey
and Nolan 1979). A similar arbitrary criterion,dependingon the frequenciesof
extra-pair copulations,may serve to label apparentlymonogamousspeciesas
effectivelypolyandrousor polygynous.
Observationsof multiple parentagearisingvia socialpathwaysthat indicate
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variation in mating tactics in apparently monogamousbirds can confound conceptsand definitionsof mating systems,becausethere are several,often implicit,
ideas in the question, "What is the mating system?"Wickler and Seibt (1983)
provide an excellentand timely review of such sourcesof ambiguity. The traditional question is concernedwith consort patterns or pair-bonding patterns (e.g.,
who is with whom on which territory and what are the behavioral mechanisms

that facilitate closeassociation?).
Studiesof mating systemsusuallyare basedon
the assumptionthat there is high correspondencebetween consort patterns (or
pair-bondingpatterns) and patterns of effectivematings,the gametic contributions. When multiple parentage is observed, the second question, whose crux
concernsgeneticallyeffectivecopulations,becomesparamount. Attempts to characterize mating systemsin terms of evolutionarily effective results have been
made in relation to sexual selectiontheory (e.g., Ralls 1977; Wade and Arnold
1980; Gowaty 1981a; Daly and Wilson 1983) and recentlythesecharacterizations
of mating systemshave been favored by Wickler and Seibt (1983). However, few
empirical attempts to describearian mating systemsin terms of gametic success
have been attempted (Gowaty and Karlin 1984).
During David Lack's time definitionsof mating systemsreferred to the quality
and duration of pair-bonds (Lack 1968). Such questionsremain interesting, if
different, from other questions about mating systems.Others (e.g., Emlen and
Oring 1977) have emphasizedecologicalfactorsthat effectdispersionsof breeding
adults; thus terms like "resourcedefensepolygyny" gained sway. Ecologicaldefinitions seem to orient thinking about some aspectsof social organization more
productively than those based on the duration or quality of pair-bonds (partly
becauseecologyis describedand measuredmore preciselythan pair-bonds).However, neither pair-bonds nor dispersionsof breeding individuals may be as highly
correlated with mating patterns as usually thought. For example, Red-winged
Blackbird (Agelaiusphoeniceus)femalesbonded to vasectomizedmale red-wings
frequentlymay mate with more than one male (Bray et al. 1975). Thus labelling
red-wings as polygynous may be misleading becausethe label tends to obscure
the fact that somefemales,at least,may mate with more than one male. Although
the dispersion of breeding adults appears polygynous,the genetically effective
mating pattern and the geneticallyeffectiveresultmay differ. How are dispersion
patterns or pair-bond patterns correlated with patterns of gametic contributions
by females and males?Any observeddifferencesmay lead to important alternate
conclusionsabout the evolution of sexuallyselectedtraits. Indeed, the only data
capableof rejectingor unambiguouslyconfirmingsexualselectionhypothesesare
those indicating individual gametic success.
Gametic contributions.--Concepts.--The following sections highlight mating
systems'conceptsbased on geneticallyeffectiveresults(i.e., matings resultingin
progeny)rather than thosebasedon consortpatterns,pair-bonds, or strictly ecologicalfactors.Suchdefinitions(seebelow) are "temporary verbalizationsof concepts" (Mayr 1982) that reflect modem, conceptualreorientation toward such
topics as sperm competition, extra-pair copulations, and notions about the effects
of actual rather than putative kinship (Sherman 1981). The conceptsexplored
here emphasize the possiblediscrepanciesbetween genetically effective mating
and other correlatesof social organization.
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"Genetic polygyny" may be defined as occurring when one individual male
effectivelycontributesgameresto the progenyof more than one individual female
(an individual's tactic) so that the ratio of effectivematingsby malesto effective
matings by femalesis (1 (Rails 1977; Gowaty 1981a). Similarly, "geneticpolyandry" occurswhen one individual female effectivelycontributesgameresto the
progenyof more than one individual male so that the ratio of effectivematings
by individual malesto effectivematingsby individual femalesis • 1. And, "genetic
monogamy" occurs when the ratio = 1. These ratios are gametic contribution
ratios (CGRs) (Gowaty 1981a) and can be usedto describeboth individual tactics
and collective characterizationsof populations (mating systems).For example,
within a population one mating subgroup(one male and one female) may have
a GCR -- 1, whereasanother in the same population (for example, one male and
three females)has a GCR ( 1. So despitethe fact that all of the femalesand some
of the malesmate with only one individual (i.e., are monogamous)the name that
best describesthe statisticalphenomenon(combined outcomesof matings) is
genetic polygyny or GCR ( 1.
Definitions of mating systems(collectivecharacterizationsof individual mating
tactics) based on gametic contributions are simple. Only three categoriesare
known: = 1, ( 1, and ) 1 ratios. Degreesor gradations of either ( 1 or ) 1 would
be apparent;for example, mating systemspredominatingin polygynousindividuals (GCR (1) can be relatively strongor weak dependingon the magnitude of
the ratio of breeding females to breeding males. When the GCR -- 1/2,on the
averageone male mates for every two mating females in the population; when
the GCR -- ¬, on the average one male mates for every four mating females and
so on. Thus, for example,for GCRs ( 1, the presumedevolutionaryadvantage
to mating males is inversely proportional to the magnitudeof the ratio (seeDaly
and Wilson 1983 for an alternative viewpoint).
Definitions of mating systemsbasedon GCRs depend on a measureof effective
mating successbetweenindividual mating males and individual mating females.
The salientcomparisonis betweenreproductivesuccess
(RS) of individual mating
males and the RS of individual mating females, an approach that stressesintersexual competition.

This conceptualschemeappearsnot to addresssystemssuch as "polygynypolyandry" occurringin variousratires(Jenni 1974; Bruning 1974). In rheasand
tinamous apparently individual males mate with more than one female and individual females mate with more than one male. But the combined outcomes of

individual matingsuccess
for femalesand malesareunknownand may leadoverall
to any one of three possibleGCRs (1, (1, • 1). It remainsthat the GCRs may
be quite different from the patternsof dispersionof breedingadults and the pairbonding. In addition, if the GCR equals one, it would lead to the interesting
conclusionthat the geneticresult of sociographicpolygyny-polyandrymay have
someimportant similaritiesto monogamy.Also in the caseof sociographicpromiscuity, where there is an equal probability that every individual could mate
with every other individual (indiscriminatemating), the GCR could also equal
one,againleadingto the conclusionthat sociographic
promiscuityand monogamy
may have some important genetic similarities. GCRs alone cannot be used to
estimatethe intensity of sexualselection(Wade and Arnold 1980), but combined
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with accurate estimates of the adult sex-ratios, these intensities can be estimated.
On the other hand, GCRs will unambiguouslyindicate whether the geneticsystems

are advantageousto femalesor males. Orians (1969) indicated that the evolution
of mating systemsis dependent on the individuals gaining the least advantage in
a mating system;thus the conceptof male vs female advantageis an important
one, which GCRs emphasize.
Definitions of mating systemsbased on differencesin the variance in RS of
males and of females have also been suggested(Daly and Wilson 1983) and are
based on the theoretical prediction that in apparently polygynousspeciesthe
variance in male RS is greater than the variance in female RS (Bateman 1948;
Trivers 1972). In schemesusing definitions based on the ratios of variance in
male RS to variance in female RS, non-mating individuals are emphasized (i.e.,
variance in male RS may be large becausesome males do not mate at all). The
theoretical

notion

that variance

differences in RS between the sexes drives the

evolution of many complex behavioral and morphological traits is so cogent(see
Rails 1976, 1977 for alternative conclusions)that it is easy to forget that such
differenceshave seldom been verified (Bateman 1948; Payne 1979; Howard 1979;
Clutton-Brock et al. 1982) or evaluated in terms of traits resulting from mating
advantage(Howard 1979). Thus it is appropriate to predict, rather than conclude,
for example, that one male-multi-female social units lead to greater variance in
male RS than female RS and that such variance differencesmay result in traits
such as sexual dimorphism.
More tangible examples may illustrate why it should be useful to evaluate
variance differencesdirectly rather than on the basisof assumedRS. Red-winged
Blackbirds are labeled as polygynousbecausemany nesting attempts are apparently polygynous(althoughothersare apparently monogamous)(Verner and Willson 1969; Orians 1980). If the sex-ratioof potentially breedingRed-wingedBlackbird adults is 1:1 (and all females mate effectively), it follows that the variance
in male RS will be greaterthan variance in female RS. However, if the sex-ratio

of potentially breeding adults favors females, as the sex-ratio of Red-winged
Blackbird nestlingsdoes (Fiala 1981), variance in male RS may be neither large
nor different from variance in female RS. On the other hand, in apparently monogamousspecies,variancedifferencesin RS betweenthe sexesmight be different
if females outnumber

males or males outnumber

females.

In the case where

females outnumber males, variance in female RS might be larger than variance
in male RS. These differenceshave not been definitively evaluatedeven in Redwinged Blackbirds,thus underscoringthe difficulty in obtaining the appropriate
data. Another, perhaps more pithy example comes from a benchmark study of
Bobolinks (Dolichonyx oryzivorous)by T. A. Gavin and E. K. Bollinger (pers.
comm.). Basedon detailed behavioral observationsand electrophoreticexclusion
data, they report an intriguing caseof two males defendingcontiguousterritories.
One (B) is the only bearer of a rare allde in the adult population and has no
females nesting on his territory. The other (A) has one female nesting on his
territory. This female fledgedsix offspring,three of which carried the rare allele
of male B while alternate alleles at other loci excluded male A from paternity.
Two other nestlingsfrom this brood could not have been fathered by male B and
could have been fatheredby male A. The sixth nestlingcould have been fathered
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by either male. Using traditional measuresof RS, male A would have been assigned
a RS value of 6 whereas male B would have been assigneda RS value of 0.
Based on the exclusion data, male A had a RS value of 2, possibly 3, whereas
male B had a RS value of 3, possibly 4. This situation came from a speciesthat
is sociographicallypolygynous!
To evaluate sexualselectionhypothesesfor the evolution of socialorganizations,

reliable estimatesof population size (including"floaters"),the sex-ratio,and RS
(includingestimatesof geneticallyeffectiveextra-pair and multi-bond copulations)
of potentially breeding adults are all needed. None of these measuresis easily
obtained, yet knowledge of all of them is crucial to evolutionary analysisof social
organizations.
The major advantage of gametic approachesto thinking about mating systems
is that they focus attention on evolutionary mechanisms. With these definitions
it is possibleto ask how genetically effective mating patterns affect social organization patterns such as consort patterns. Mating is correlated with rather than
synonymouswith the dispersion of breeding adults and pair-bonding behavior.
Gametic success,bonding, and social dispersion should be thought of as inde-

pendent variables. Secondaryquestionscan also be posed:How do copulatory
patterns (including null copulations, those not producing progeny) effect the dispersion of adults during the breeding season?These definitions help set priorities.
For ornithologiststwo tasks seem paramount: (1) reliable estimation of gametic
success,and (2) estimation of numbers of territorial non-breedersand floaters.
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ABSTRACT.--Twosorts of programs, or evolved plans for making decisions,are
envisionedto control sexuallyselectedbehaviors.One of these,the generalassessment
program (GAP), is hypothesizedto interpret information and determine the best
courseof action for its bearer.GAPs are organizedby rules of strategythat accord
with the principlesof sexualselection.Patternrecognitionprograms(PRPs)are speciesspecificprogramsthat identify and classifysignalsand cues,including novel ones.
Becauseof their species-specificity
and becauseof the arbitrarinessof many signals,
the configurationof PRPs is lesspredictablethan that of GAPs. By viewingbehaviors
as organizedin this manner, it becomespossibleto appreciatehow a sexuallyselected

trait might evolverapidiy,givena minimum numberof mutations.
To determinewhetherorganismsdo have programsfavoringthe rapid evolution
of sexuallyselectedtraits,animalsmustbe exposedto novel stimuliandtheir reactions
recorded.Several relevant experimentsare reported here. In the first set of experiments, adult Zebra Finches(Poephilaguttata) were allowed to perch next to their
choiceof four opposite-sexedconspecifics,three of which were attired in novel phenotypes.Coloredleg bandsthat covereda portion of the orangelegsprovided the
alteration in phenotype.In one experiment,femaleswere given their choiceof bandless,vs red-, orange-,and green-bandedmales. They preferredto perch next to redbanded males and were unattractedto green-bandedmales. In another experiment
involving silver,yellow,and black-and-whitebands,femaleswereattractedto males
attired in yellow.Red is a colornormallylimited to the beaksof male Zebra Finches,
whereasyellow is not presenton the body surfaceof wild-type Zebra Finches.The
preference of females for yellow-banded males underscoresthe relative unpredictability of preferencesfor novel traits. Subsequentexperimentationrevealedthat femaleswere probablyattractedto the contrastprovided by yellow bandson orange
legsand not to the yellownessper se. In similar experiments,maleswere attracted
to black-banded

females and were not attracted to blue-banded

ones.

In the secondcategoryof experiments,birds were permitted to displayperching
preferencesfor same-sexedbirds for which heterosexualexperimentsrevealeda significantpreference.Femalespreferredto perchnext to blue-bandedfemalesand were
unattractedto black-bandedones.Similarly, malespreferredto perchnext to greenbanded males and were unattracted to red-banded ones. It appears that red-banded

malesand black-bandedfemalesare simultaneouslyperceivedas attractive by opposite-sexedindividuals and possiblyas threateningby same-sexedindividuals. If
thesenovel traits had a geneticbasis,the highly organized,preexistingresponses
of
conspecifics
would enhancethe possibilitythat their frequencywould increaseand
that further evolution of the speciesappearancecould occur without necessitating
any mutation that affectsthe behaviorof individualsof either sex.

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the existenceand possiblesignificanceof organized responsesto novel sociosexualstimuli in a monogamousestrildid, the Zebra Finch
(Poephilaguttata). A line of reasoningis developedto suggestthat theseresponses
22
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may permit someunderstandingof the processof sexualselectionin monogamy,
and in particular the origin of "aesthetic"(non-functional)speciescharacteristics.
Unfortunately, the importance of sexualselectionin monogamouspopulationsis
not well understood.Indeed, although sexualselectionhas long been thought to
operate in polygynousand promiscuousspecies(e.g., Campbell 1972; Ghiselin
1974; Halliday 1978; Blum and Blum 1979; Thornhill and Alcock 1983), its
occurrencein monogamousspeciesis often ignored or denied (but seeO'Donald
1973, 1974, 1977a, b). This viewpoint that sexual selectionis unimportant in
monogamytypicallyresultsfrom considerationof the potentialfor greatvariation
in reproductive successof males of polygynousspecies,where alleles strongly
favored by sexual selectioncan increaserapidly in frequency(e.g., Arnold 1983
and referencestherein). It is worth recalling, however, that sexual selection,like
natural selection,operateson differential reproductive success,and that if sex
differencesand evolutionary changeoccur in monogamouspopulations,which
they clearly do, then sexualselectionis likely to occur as well. I focushere not
on how variable reproductive successis effected in monogamy, but rather on

originsof aesthetictraits that might enhancethe quality (if not quantity) of mating
opportunitiesof bearersof suchtraits. Monogamousbirds vary from beinghighly
dimorphic to sexuallymonomorphic or indistinguishable(Burley 1981a) in appearance.They also display great variability in their degreeof "flashiness,"with
only some speciesconformingto the dull image that might be expectedon the
basisof their matinghabit. Numeroushistoricaland ecologicalfactorshavedoubtlessly contributed to this diversity. It is my hope, however, that this paper will
stimulate readersto reflect on the diversity in speciesphenotypedisplayedby
monogamousbirds and to ponder the role that sexual selectionhas played in
effectingthat diversity.
In this paper I arguethat much of our understandingof behavioral evolution
is basedunnecessarily
on rather simplisticconceptionsofgenefunctionand somewhat naive expectationsregardingordered sequencesof mutations. My purposes
here are: (1) to suggestthat understanding the evolution of behavior requires
viewing units of behavior as complicatedentities ("programs") that permit the
expressionof emergentproperties,by which I mean evolved plans of procedure
for making decisionsand implementingbehaviors;(2) to hypothesizethat such
programs operate to allow individuals to react appropriately to environmental
stimuli dependingon their sex, age, and situation; and (3) to hypothesizethat
when novel socialstimuli occur(throughmutation), individuals of both sexesare
alreadyprogrammedto respondin organizedways.Programsare assumedto have
complex genetic bases.Their physiologicalcomponents are not consideredhere,
although some components will be obvious.
I focushere on a subsetof socialbehaviors,namely sexuallyselectedbehaviors
and morphologicaltraits associatedwith them. I hypothesizethe existenceof two
typesof programs(GeneralAssessmentProgramand Pattern RecognitionProgram) to regulatesuch behaviors.Supportingevidenceis provided for the hypothesisthat latent sex-specificreactionsto novel phenotypesoccurin organisms,
and that theselatent responsesform preadaptationsfavoring the increasein frequencyof somepossiblysmall set of mutations(and disfavorothers)when they
occur. Hence the evolution of sexually-selectedtraits may be very rapid, not
requiring an ordered sequenceof mutations to effectnovel, complex behaviors.
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THE PROBLEMS

Much of the recent literature on the evolution of behavior is subjectto at least
two kinds of criticism. (1) Many theorists, in particular mathematical modelers,
treat complex behaviors as if they were determined by single genes(e.g., Levitt
1975; Macnair and Parker 1978; Parker and Macnair 1978; Wade 1979; O'Donald
1977a, 1980; Lumsden and Wilson 1981). However, singlegenesdo not determine
morphological properties such as chins and elbows (Waddington 1957), and numerous genes probably affect seemingly "simple" properties such as body size
(Lande 1978, 1980b, 1981b; Falconer 1981; but seeParsons1980). Although the
ultimate origin of evolutionary novelty residesin mutation, it is reasonableto
doubt conclusions based on overly simplistic conceptions of gene function. If
behavioral traits suchas mate preferencesand altruistic tendencieshave complex
geneticbases,how meaningful are predictions based on single-locusmodels with
alternative allelesfor selfishnessand altruism or selectivityversusnon-selectivity?
A closelyrelated issueconcernsthe context-specificityofgene function. Within
species,optimal reproductive strategiesare often, if not universally, different for

thetwosexes.
However,
it isunlikelythatdiffering
strategies
areprogrammed
by
sex-specificgenes because, regardlessof the mechanism of sex determination,
conspecificsof both sexesshare most loci in common (Ohno 1979). Moreover,
althoughsex-limited expressionof traits sometimesoccurs,researchon the process
of sexual differentiation and gender role acquisition (e.g., Harris 1970; Money
and Ehrhardt 1972; Quadagno et al. 1977; Bancroft 1978; Gorski 1979) has
revealed the existence of considerable developmental flexibility for numerous
traits. Also, many factorsthat might affectreproductivestrategy,suchas physical
condition and age, vary over the courseof an individual's lifetime. These considerations further erode the plausibility of the idea that individual genes effect
complex behaviors.
(2) Theorists often construct models suggestingthat an ordered sequenceof
mutations is necessaryto arrive at an evolved condition. If an ordered sequence
is required, then the possibility of the sequenceoccurring declinesrapidly as the
number of steps in the sequenceincreases(Frazzetta 1975).
A simple scenario for the evolutionary convergence of intrasexual and intersexual signals demonstrates both of these problems. Assume that a mutation
occursto give male bearersan advantagein intrasexualcompetition. The presence
of this mutant allele can be detected by conspecifics.Non-carriers of the allele
that respond by avoiding interactions with conspecificsbearing the mutation
benefit more than non-carriers that "ignore" the competitive asymmetry, because
the former incur lessrisk of seriousinjury. However, becausea benefitto avoiding
carrierscould not accrueprior to the spreadof the mutation conferringcompetitive
superiority, an "avoidance" mutation can increase in frequency only after the
mutation conferring competitive advantage does so. (The "avoidance" mutation
may be recurrent, but will only be selectedfor after the competitively superior
genotypebecomesreasonablyabundant.)Similarly, an allele for femalepreference
for the competitively superior phenotype could only be selectedfor after the
superiormale type has becomeestablishedin the population. Once femalesbegin
to prefer males based on the appearanceof superiority rather than an actual test
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of superiority (male combat), carriers of the competitively superiorallele will gain
an additional benefit, viz. they will not have to prove their superiority as often.
By this reasoning, two traits that, if present, would enhance the possibility of
fixation of the allele for competitive superiority (avoidance of the phenotype by
other males and preference for the phenotype by females) are not likely to occur
until after bearers of the competitive phenotype have become well established.
Of course, in taxa in which appropriate responsesto novel social conditions can
be easily learned, mutations for an avoidance responseand/or preferenceresponse
may be unnecessary.
Eventually the carrier phenotype may become fixed in the population, making
obsolete the allele for preference of the phenotype. Later, a new mutation might
arise that further enhancescompetitive ability in another way. Females might
show an initial aversion to carriers of the new mutation, having evolved a preference for what is now the status quo. If so, the mutation sequencemust now
begin anew, with the added necessity of a mutation to suppressthe previous
female preference or a modifier mutation that changes the expression of the
previous mutation.
If single genesfunction in the highly specificfashion suggestedby the above
scenario,the potential for sustainedevolution of sexually selectedsignalsappears
quite restricted. However, we know that homeostatic mechanisms of behavior,
physiology,and development exist permitting organism adjustment to differing
ecologicalcircumstancesor physiological milieux (Thompson 1942; Goss 1965)
and suggestingthe possibility of a much more flexibile response.The immune
system, for example, appears designed to respond to the unexpected: "A given
antibody is a theory made by the animal about what is in its environment" (Steele
1981). I argue below that similar complex mechanisms exist that facilitate organized responsesto novel sociosexualenvironments.
To replacethe above scenario,I suggestthat many genesinteract to run programs
that contain instructions of the sort: "If you are a dominant male, do thus and
so, whereas if you are a young male, do this instead, and if you are a female in
reproductive condition, pursue a third alternative." Programs are coded for by
genescommon to the genepool. Individuals then make context-specificresponses.
Such programs eliminate the need for several of the repeated stepsin the sexual
selectionscenariooutlined above; instead, they permit individuals to respond to
novel stimuli in the context of their sex, stagein life, and fighting ability. These
programs also allow us to understand how evolution through sexual selection
could proceedrapidly without requiring that most mutations have large effects
on behavior. They also provide a simple mechanism for the convergence of
intrasexual and intersexual signals (Darwin 1871; Lande 1980a, 1981 a).
This paper focuseson programs related to sexual selection and contains an
hypothesisfor the existenceof two kinds of programswith discretecharacteristics.
One program(the GeneralAssessmentProgram-- seebelow)containsan organized
set of rules that form a strategy for optimizing mating and reproductive
opportunities. These rules generally accord with sexual selectiontheory (insofar
as our understandingof the processof sexualselectionis accurate),but are refined
to reflect ecologicaland life history characteristicsof the population/speciesconcerned. The function of the other program, Pattern Recognition Program, is to
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identify, classify,and evaluate sociosexualstimuli. Its role is principally classificatory rather than strategic.As a result, its structureis not derived directly from
evolutionary theory and its rules cannot be easily predicted from such theory.
SEXUAL SELECTION AND THE EVOLUTION

OF SEXUAL DIMORPHISM

Darwin (1871) hypothesized that sexual selection involves two interrelated
processes:within-sex competition for mates and between-sexselectionof mates.
Darwin believed that females were typically the "selective sex," and males the
"competitive sex," but current theory (Trivers 1972) holds that the form and
intensity of sexual selection varies with the relative apportionment of parental
investment (PI) between the sexes.Where females incur most or all the costsof
rearing offspring, accessto females is the factor most limiting male reproductive
success(RS). In this instance, female-female competition for mates and male
choice should be largely absent. Where PI is more evenly shared by the sexes,
both sexesshould experiencesimilar levels of competition and display similar
patterns of mate selectivity (e.g., Burley 1977a, 198 lb).
Mate preferencescan be broadly categorizedinto severaltypes.Economic traits
confer direct, resource-related benefits to the mate and/or offspring of the individual possessingthe characteristic.For example, size is an economic trait if it
reflects differential ability to obtain and maintain a breeding territory (Orians
1969; Searcy 1979a, b). Genetictraits are thosethat indicate high geneticquality
of the selectedindividual, with the likelihood that the geneticquality of offspring
will be relatively high. Vigor and resistanceto diseaseare examples of traits that
could be indicative of high genetic quality. A current tendency to discount the
utility of mate choice for genetic traits (Williams 1975; Maynard Smith 1978;
Borgia 1979) is based partly on the expectationthat the heritability of fitnessis
too low for femalesto profit from discrimination of genetictraits. However, recent
evidence suggeststhat the heritability of fitnesscomponentsmay often be substantial (e.g., Istock 1978; Giesel and Zettler 1980; Grant and Price 1981; Boag
and Grant 1981; Cade 1984).
Economic and genetictraits both have proximate functional value; i.e., by being
selectivefor such traits, individuals improve the quantity and/or quality of offspring. By contrast, aesthetic traits lack proximate value. Aesthetic traits are
arbitrary symbolswhose value is defined by the signallingsystemof a particular
species.Among the most common aesthetictraits are thoseassociatedwith species
and sex identification. In one speciesof bird the message,"I am an adult male,"
is communicated via bright red plumage, whereas in another it is conveyed by
iridescentblue. feathers. Of course,such traits are ultimately functional if they
increase the reproductive successof their bearers, but the benefit to the bearers
does not explain the origin of the preferencefor the trait. The origin of aesthetic
mate preferencesis currentlya topic of considerableinterest(Lande 198 la; Arnold
1983 and referencestherein).
Fisher (1930) provided an hypothesisfor the evolution of aesthetictraits. His
hypothesis(hereafter referred to as "Fisherian selection") posits that aesthetic
traits' evolve from economic traits. For example, large males can defend good
territories, therebyincreasingtheir mates' reproductivesuccess.A mutation con-

ferring female preference,for large males is thereforeadvantageousto its female
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bearers. An important assumption is that preference is directional: the largest
males are always preferred. (Recent quantitative modeling by Lande [1981a]
suggests
that this assumptioncan be relaxed somewhat.)This resultsin a runaway
process favoring ever-increasing male size. At some point large size becomes
dysfunctionalwith respectto its original purpose,but the preferencefor it remains
through the momentum of female choice: a female that selectsa non-extreme
mate produces sons that are unattractive to almost all females and so, while
surviving, fail to reproduce.Size is eventually limited by decreasedsurvivorship
of the largestmales.
The Fisherian schemecan easily be conceivedto originatewith geneticas well
as economic traits. Assuming that there is a heritable basis to traits that indicate
health, longevity, vigor and stamina, females should prefer those males judged
to be most physically fit in order to maximize offspring quality. The Fisherian
processwould just exaggeratesuchtraits past the point at which they are reliable
indicators of physical capacity. However, Fisherian selection, important as it is,
cannot explain all occurrencesof aestheticfeatures.The hypothesis(and recent
modifications and alternatives by Zahavi 1975, 1977; Borgia 1979) may have
only limited relevance to speciesthat form long-term pair bonds, becausemonogamy limits, but does not eliminate, variation in reproductive successamong
males, the driving force of Fisherian selection (Mayr 1972). Nevertheless, it is
clear that aestheticfeatures, as defined above, are present in many monogamous
species,although they do not appear to be as exaggeratedas in many non-monogamousspecies.Moreover, it is often difficult to imagine how flamboyant or
"bizarre" traits that appear to have only display value evolved from a "functional"

(economicor genetic)state(Borgia 1979).
This reasoningsuggeststhat aesthetictraits often become evolutionarily elaborated with only minimally functional antecedents.One likely way in which this
may happenis throughthe amplification of signalsinvolved in speciesrecognition
and reproductive isolation (Sibley 1957; Mayr 1972). In this process,co-occurring
speciesevolve phenotypesthat emphasizedifferences;individuals possessmechanismsthat enable them to recognizethe opposite sexbut prefer conspecificswith
traits that exaggeratethe species'identity. To see one possibleorigin for such
preferences(see also Muller 1942; Kaneshiro 1980), we can consider the model
of allopatric speciation. (This model is used for simplicity only; the reasoning
that follows is not closelytied to mode of speciation.)Two populations have been
separatedfor a sufficientlylong time to have diverged genetically.Upon reestablishing contact both show post-mating isolation, although the phenotypesand
behavior of the two groupsare similar. Small phenotypic changeshave neverthelessoccurred, perhaps as a result of genetic drift. Suppose,for example, that
during isolation the body surfaceof individuals of population A obtained a bluish
cast, whereas individuals of population B became green. When contact is reestablished, individuals of population A that display a preference for blue mates
and thoseof B that display a preferencefor greenmates will have a reproductive
advantage over individuals that mate randomly. This preferenceshould operate
at a comparative level; i.e., individuals that are the most green or most blue of
those available should be preferred, becausetheir population of origin is least in
doubt. Hence, over evolutionary time individuals of population A will become
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bluer and those of B greener. It is not at all clear that directional preferences

would be lost oncethe "species"divergesufficientlyto becomeunambiguous;in
fact, given that individuals of one or both sexestend to prefer the most extreme
mates,individualswith lessextremepreferencesmay sufferreproductivelybecause
their offspringwould be relatively unattractive. Thus, what beginsas a functional
(genetic) preferencemay quickly acquire aesthetic value.
The reproductive isolation hypothesismight be criticized on the groundsthat
evidencefor morphological(usually size-related)characterdisplacementis weak
(Grant 1972, 1975). However, the evidencefor reproductive characterdisplacement, as opposed to ecological character displacement, is strong (Grant 1975).
Researchershave demonstrated that color and pattern are important aspects of

speciesrecognitionin birds (e.g., Lack 1943; Klint 1980), and Smith (1966) has
shown that sympatric congenersare sensitiveto minor but discretespeciesdifferences.Character displacementis an important component in our understanding
of speciationprocesses(Carson 1968; Ohta 1978; Kaneshiro 1976; Powell 1978;
Templeton 1979). The mate choice component of sexual selection is likely the
force that typically leads to reproductive character displacement.
Fisherian selection and the reproductive isolation hypothesisprovide some
understandingof the possibleorigins of aestheticfeaturesand the evolution of
sexual dimorphism. Other processes,such as selection for rapid pair formation
among nomadic or temperate species(O'Donald 1972; Jehl 1970; Burley 198 la),
may alsobe involved. If traits evolve directly throughaestheticpreferences(i.e.,
without genetic or economic precursors),it seemsprobable that preferencesfor
particular traits must often be present prior to the occurrenceof the trait in the
population. Otherwise, when a mutation occurs, it is unlikely to establish itself
except through drift or pleiotropy. In the following sections,I addressthe questions: (1) how sexually selectedtraits arise that have primarily aesthetic significance;and (2) how sexuallyselectedtraits can evolve without requiring a series
of ordered mutations for morphological and behavioral traits.
The General AssessmentProgram (GAP).- The purpose of the General AssessmentProgram (GAP) is to permit organismsto respond strategicallyto situationsinvolving sexualcompetitionand mating/reproductiveopportunities.The
GAP receivesinformation (from another program; seebelow) and decideswhat,
if anything,shouldbe done in responseto that information given the contextof
the individual in whosebody the program "resides." For example, supposean
unmated adult female encountersa group of bachelormales. Her GAP will respond
by examininga mate assessment
subprogramto evaluatethe relative qualitiesof
the various males. If an adult male encountersthe samegroup, his GAP will turn
on a different subprogram,one regulatingintrasexualcompetition.
If somethinglike the GAP does exist, a general pool of information must be
available to all individuals in a population. The implications for the evolution of
sexually selectedtraits are straightforward:the occurrenceof GAPs provides
preadaptationsfavoring certain mutations. For example, a mutation that confers
even a slightlythreateningmale phenotypemight confer a double advantageto
its male bearers:a survival advantage (becauseother males avoid bearers of the
mutation) and a reproductive advantage (becausefemales are attracted to such
bearers). It is unnecessaryto invoke the occurrenceof a separate mutation that
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allows femalesto act as if they perceive that mutant males are threateningto other
males, becausefemales have the same genetic background and programs for behavior as males. The program simply tells females to respond to the same cue
differently than males.
Two questionsimmediately follow from this conceptualization:(1) Where did
GAPs originate and how do they evolve? Sexual selection is an ancient process
which hasoperatedon organismsat least sincethe evolution ofanisogamy. Indeed,
it is likely that the battle of the "sexes" was responsible for the very origin of
anisogamy(Parker et al. 1972). The rules governing sexualcompetition probably
beganto be incorporatedinto the genomesof sexuallyreproducingspeciesshortly
after the evolutionary invention of sexuality. Over evolutionary time, these rules
have becomeamplified, refined, and adapted to a wide variety of species"needs."
Neither microevolutionaryevents,speciation,nor larger macroevolutionaryevents
eliminate GAPs. Instead,followingchangesin prevailingselectionpressures,GAPs
are modified. Different specieshave different GAPs, but their general form is
predictablefrom sexualselectiontheory. (2) Under what circumstanceswill novel
("mutant") phenotypesbe perceived as "attractive" and/or "threatening" to certain conspecifics?To answerthis question, I conceive of another kind of program
with very different characteristics.
The Pattern Recognition Program (PRP).--The Pattern Recognition Program
(PRP) respondsdifferentially to environmental stimuli; it identifies and classifies
important stimuli from the multitude of thoseavailable and it makes a preliminary
assessmentof the meaning of novel stimuli. This determination depends on the
sensorysystemof the organism and how its past history has shapedthe species
PRP. PRPs are further organized by physiological processessuch as stimulus
filtering and result in such phenomena as releasersand supernormal stimuli (e.g.,
Tinbergen 1942; Lorenz 1950 and referencestherein). The evolution of signals
of all kinds necessitateschangesin and/or refinements of PRPs.
In my conceptualization, PRPs permit the identification of possible mates and
competitors. GAPs then use this information to decide what to do given the
context (sex, reproductive state). Whereas GAPs are relatively consistent from
speciesto species,PRPs tend to be more species-specific.For example, consider
the task of speciesidentification. Imagine two closely related sympatric species
with similar mating systemsand reproductive biology. Both speciesuse visual
cues,primarily color, to locate potential mates. Allow premating isolating mechanisms to be well developed, with speciesA typically having a green appearance
while speciesB is usually blue. It follows that the reaction of the PRP in species
A to blue individuals will be negative (becauseblue individuals tend not to be
appropriate mates), whereasthe reaction to green individuals will be generally
positive. The PRP of species B will effect the opposite reaction. On the other
hand, the GAPs for mate choice of the two speciescould be identical; i.e., the
speciescould have very similar strategiesof reproduction.
PRPs are not only species-specific.The form and evolution of PRPs involved
in sociosexualinteractions (and possiblyother behaviors as well) are relatively

unpredictable,both becausesignals(in the senseof Burghardt 1970; Otte 1974)
are somewhat arbitrary symbols and becauseof the lack of predictability of neurophysiologicalresponse.For example, imagine that degree of rednesssignals
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dominance rank in a particular speciesof fish. Orange individuals are relatively
subordinate, whereas those that are cherry red are dominant. We can then ask
the question:if a mutation occurredthat conferreda slightly purple tinge to the
red coloration, would this be perceived by the fish as an intensification of red?
To predict the responseof the fish to the mutation we would at least need information on the specificityof the red receptorsto different wavelengthsand on the
occurrence(or lack thereof) of blue or purple receptors.If such receptorswere
presentwe would need to know the social significanceof blue when presenton
the body surface of conspecifics.In short, without a great deal of specificinformation, no reliable prediction of a mutant's social status would be possible.
At this point, it is possible to appreciate how PRPs permit the evolution of
novel signalsas well as the amplification of existing ones. Consider the Redwinged Blackbird, the adult male phenotype being glossyblack with red epaulets
on the wings. Males also have a narrow yellow stripe at the distal border between
the red epaulet and the black body-and-wing plumage. Red epaulets function in
successfulterritory defensein this species(Smith 1972) and are very conspicuous
during display. Imagine that the ancestorof this specieshad a similar appearance,
but that the degree of redness varied more and the yellow border was absent.

Male-male competitionto acquireand defendterritoriesinvolved displaysof the
epaulets, and those with the most intense red had the greatest competitive advantage. Then imagine that a mutation occurred that made a part of the epaulet
yellow. Such a mutation could make the epaulet look less intensely red (more

orange),particularly if yellownesswere spreadin small dots throughout the red
patch ("yellow dot" mutation). However, if the yellownessoccurredat the border
between red and black ("yellow border" mutation), its effect could be to make
the epaulet stand out againstthe black background or appear more intensely red.
A yellow dot mutation would probablybe selectedagainst,whereasa yellow border
mutation might be selectedfor, becauseit could promote the ability of its bearers
to intimidate other males. However, in this case, it would not be the yellowness
per se that is important; rather its evolution as a discretelyobservablecharacteristic was a byproduct of directional selection for more intense redness.Other
mutations (perhapsconferringa "greenborder" or a "white border," as found in
the Tricolored Blackbird, Agelaius tricolor, Peterson 1961) might have had the
same effect.

We can extend this line of reasoningeven further, back to a time when blackbirds
were merely black. At that time, males displayed ownership of their territories
by erectingtheir iridescentblack feathers,assuminga certain postureand singing
a particular song.The males that appearedlargest, shiniest,and most active were
most convincing to other males and were most successfulat acquiring and mainmining territories. Could we predict that a mutation that conferred a patch of red
color in a relatively conspicuousplacewould be perceivedas intimidating to other
male blackbirds? I am confident we could not. However, neither could we be
certain that such a reponsewould not occur. The possibility of a responsewould
dependon the birds' ability to perceivethe color red, of course,but also on more
subtle characteristicsthat determine the birds' responseto the color red in that
particular context.
Allowing for the possibility that blackbird color receptors, sensoryfilters, and
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neural wiring were arranged so that a displaying red-shoulderedblackbird was
more intimidating than a plain blackbird, there are, however, certain predictions
we could make: having received this information, individual blackbirds would
respond to it differently. The most dominant males should be least intimidated
by the pre-mutant phenotype advertising greatest dominance and hence least
intimidated by a mutant. In contrast, the least dominant males should be most
intimidated by a mutant. The dominancestatusof any mutant might be enhanced
by the mutation, but the status of an otherwise relatively dominant individual
would increase more than the status of an otherwise

subordinate

because other

dominantswould be more likely to be intimidated by the display of a dominantcum-epaulet than of a subordinate-cum-epaulet (Shields 1977; Ketterson 1979;
Rohwer and Ewald 1981). If individual females made mate choices in part on
the basisof the dominance displaysof males, they would alsobe affectedby males
with the normal phenotype, but their GAPs would inform them that the appropriate responsewould be attraction to mutant males, just as it had previously
told them to be attracted to the most dominant pre-mutant phenotype. In other
words, GAPs would incorporate this species-idiosyncratic response to redness
into the normal domain of decisionmaking. Further mutations might occurthat
result in modification of the location or intensity of the coloration, or even add
other new colorsto the body surface,dependingupon the responsivenessof PRPs.
In summary,General AssessmentPrograms(GAPs) for matingbehaviorsevolve
in accordancewith the principles of sexual selection. Through the occurrenceof
GAPs, organisms of both sexeshave organized ways of respondingto novel
featuresof their environment, and the length of the sequenceof ordered mutations
necessaryto evolve any sexually selectedtrait is curtailed. Pattern Recognition
Programs(PRPs) are more idiosyncraticamong species,in part becausesensory
systemsare sensitive to only a portion of available stimuli and emphasize some
stimuli while disregardingothers. The sensorysystemof any specieswill therefore
be preadapted to perceive some not-yet-evolved stimulus in a particular way.
Through the conjunctionof PRPs and GAPs, speciessustaindirectional selection
for sexually selectedcharacteristicswhich are largely or totally of an aesthetic
nature.

EVIDENCE FOR GAPS

AND PRPs

There is a growingliterature on both empirical and theoreticalaspectsof sexual
selection.Rather than exhaustively review that literature here, I will provide two
examplesof apparentdecision-makingrulesof the kind expectedto be components
of GAPs.

I (Burley 1977a, b) extendedTrivers' parental investmenthypothesisto predict
patterns of intraspecificvariability in mate selectivity, arguing that when both
sexesincur PI, individuals will exercise selectivity in proportion to their own
mate quality: highly preferred individuals should be more selective of mates
because they can afford to be so, whereas less desirable individuals must settle
for inferior mates or fail to reproduceat all. When there is a discrepancybetween
the sexesin relative PI incurred, the sexwith greaterPI should showhigher overall
selectivity and less variability in selectivity than the sex investing less PI. In
speciesin which only one sex incurs PI, a correlation between mate quality and
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selectivity should be absent: because the sex with no investment should mate
indiscriminantly, the reproductive opportunitiesof lower quality individuals of
the investing sex are not constrained by their attractiveness.This hypothesis
should be modified to include mating investment (Low 1978; Alexander and
Borgia 1979; Willson and Burley 1983), becauseif the act of securinga mate
restricts an individual's ability to locate future mates, it should be somewhat
selectiveof mates regardlessof a lack of PI (e.g., Johnson 1982).
To test hypothesesregardingbetween-sexand within-sex variability in selectivity in a mating systemwith biparentalcare,I introducedRock Doves(Columba
livia) to an experimental designin which an unmated individual was presented
with a choice between two opposite-sexbirds tethered to eliminate intrasexual
interferencecompetition (Burley 1977a,198 lb; Burley and Moran 1979). Because
femalepigeonshave greaterPI than males,I predictedthat, overall, femaleswould
show greater selectivity and that there would be less intrasexual variability in
selectivity among females. Both hypotheseswere supported.Pigeonsbehave as if
guidedby a general,three-stepdecision-makingrule: "Monitor one's own attractiveness to opposite-sexconspecificsand set one's selectivity on the basis of
attractiveness

and sex."

Another example concernsthe hangingfly(Bittacus apicalis) investigatedby
Thornhill (1976). In this and related species,males offer food items to females
during courtship. Females partially or totally devour these "nuptial gifts" during
copulation, which varies in length from less than one to more than 30 min.
Thornhill found that duration of copulation was positively correlatedwith size
(length x width) of nuptial prey over a portion of the prey sizerange(3-19 mm2),
but for large prey (20-55 mm 2) no suchcorrelation was found. Duration of copulation also affected the number of sperm transferred. Below about 5 min, no
sperm were transferred; between 5 and 20 min there was a strong positive correlation with number transferred;beyond 20 min, however, the number of sperm
transferreddid not increase.Both sexescould terminate copulation, at which time
the male was likely to grab the food from the female, possiblyto use it again to
court a new female. Thornhill found that copulations involving prey lessthan 18
mm 2 were always female-terminated, whereas those involving larger prey were
male-terminated. Males bearing small or unpalatable prey items were often totally
rejectedby females,but when only small prey items were available, femalesoften
did accept males but copulated for only short intervals.
Apparently a GAP for evaluatingthe quality of potentialnuptial giftsis common
to both sexesof adult hangingflies.When male hangingfliescapture prey items
smaller than 19 mm 2, they usually feed on them and then discard them. They
retain only larger items for courtship.Sometimesthis rule is broken and smaller
prey items are used in courtship; this tendency would likely be affectedby the
availability of larger prey items and a male's successin capturing large prey.
Females react similarly, showinga preferencefor males with large prey and rejecting or displayingpartial acceptanceof maleswith smallerprey. Again, it seems
reasonableto expectthat the acceptabilityof males with smaller prey is dependent
on the availability of males with larger items.
Circumstantial evidence for GAPs can be obtained whenever organisms are
found to follow consistentlycertain patterns of behavior consistentwith theory.
Because PRPs are conceived to be unpredictable, evidence for their occurrence
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cannot be obtained soeasily. Moreover, evidencethat different organismsperceive
the world differently will not tell us much about how differential perceptionaffects

evolution through sexualselection.To test the hypothesisthat speciesare preadaptedto respondin certain waysto novelphenotypeswe mustpresentthem with
novelphenotypesand measuretheir reaction. To have much chancein identifying
an attractive novel phenotype, experimenterseither need a large number of available mutations (probably prohibitive for most species)or they must rely on "pseudomutations" by experimentally altering the organism'sphenotype (e.g., Noble
1936; Noble and Vogt 1935; Marler 1955; Lewis 1971; Smith 1972; Rohwer
1977). Below i summarize evidence that individuals of one species,the Zebra
Finch (Poephila guttata), find certain oppositely-sexedpseudomutants"attracfive" (compared to wild-type) and others "unattractive." More importantly, I
demonstratethat reactionto pseudomutantsis sex-specific,suggesting
that a program (GAP) apparently exists permitting individuals to respond to novel conspecificphenotypesin the context of their sex.
Zebra Finches are monogamousAustralian estrildids. They are sexually dimorphic, the female having a gray dorsal surface,an off-white ventral surfaceand
an orange beak. Males' beaks tend to be redder and males also have black breast
bars and narrow, horizontal black-and-white striping extendingfrom the chin to
the breast bar, gold cheek patches, and chestnut spotted flanks. Both sexeshave
species-specific,
black-and-whitemarkingson the face and tail (seeKeast 1958
and Immelmann 1965 for more thorough descriptions).The experimental pseudomutations consisted of several colors of small plastic leg bands, of the kind
routinely used for identification of individual birds in the field and laboratory.
Preferencesfor pseudomutantsversus wild-type (unbanded) birds were determined by relative time spent perching next to each of four types: an unbanded
bird, and three birds eachbandedon both legswith one band of a particularcolor.
Both legsper bird were banded with the same color, but each banded bird wore
a different color. Experiments were conductedusing an apparatusthat permitted
viewing by experimental birds of only one of the four stimulus birds at any one
time. Birds could engagein courtshipactivities and could communicateby sound
as well as sight. Between trials, color bands were rotated among stimulus birds
so that observed preferences for color bands could not have resulted from preferencesfor particular birds. (See Burley et al. 1982 for details of experimental
designand additional detail on experiments1 and 2.)
Experiment 1. --Individual femaleswere tested for their tendencyto perch next
to unbanded (+) males or those wearing red (R), orange (O), or light green (g)
bands. Perchingpreferenceswere significantlynon-random (Friedman multisample test, P < 0.001); females most preferred R males, least preferred g males, and
did not discriminatebetweenO and + (nonparametricmultiple comparisonstests
[Fig. 1]).
Experiment 2. --Individual males were tested for their tendencyto perch next
to unhanded(+) femalesor thosewearingblack (B1),orange(O), or light blue (b)
bands.Perchingpreferenceswere significantlynon-random (Friedman multisample test, P < 0.001); males spent most time perching next to B1 females, least
time with b females.They did not discriminatebetweenO and + [nonparametric
multiple comparisonstests(Fig. 1)].
Limited evidence suggeststhat these preferenceshave a sexual component,
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becausetestbirds weredeprivedof physicaland visualcontactwith opposite-sex
conspecifics
for sometime prior to the experiments
andtheycommonlyengaged
in courtshipactivitiesduringexperiments.Also, numberof courtshipsongbouts
sung by experimental males correlated positively with time spent in view of
stimulusfemalesin the one experimentin which data were collectedon song
behavior (Burley et al. 1982).

At leasttwo alternativeexplanations
mightaccountfor thesepatterns:(1) the
responsesare a measureof general(context-free)color preferences.A priori, it
seemsunlikely that the birds would have consistentcolor preferencesthat are
truly context-free.If this were the case,we would find, for example,that female
Zebra Fincheswould prefer to sit in red chambersversusgreenonesand prefer
red food over greenfood. Perchingpreferences
of birds for empty, color-coded
chambershave not been measured;however,Zebra Finchesapparentlyprefer
seedsdyedwith lightgreenfood coloroverthosedyedred (unpub.data).(2) The
preferencesare purely social. If this were the case, male Zebra Finches would
prefer to perchnext to R vs g malesand femalesto prefer to perchnext to B1vs
b females. Data presentedbelow indicate that this is not the case.

Allowingthe inferencethat the experimentalprocedurereflectssexual(i.e.,
mate) preferences,
it remainsto be askedwhat kind of informationthe pseudomutants "signal" that makes them differentiallyattractive or unattractive. One
possibility is that the preferencesare aesthetic,that rules exist common to the
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majority of individuals of one sex that attract them to opposite-sexindividuals,
but that novel phenotypesare not perceived to amplify existing signals.Another
possibility is that the pseudomutants are perceived to advertise exaggeration(s)
of existing signals.If so, what could those signalsbe? Possiblesignal meanings
include state of health, speciesidentification, and/or relative dominance status.
It seems reasonable to implicate species identification in these results because

estrildid leg color is interspecificallyvariable and Zebra Finches inhabit a wide
geographicalrange that overlaps with those of a number of related species(Imreelmann 1965; Burley et al. 1982). Moreover, the leg and beak color of their
closestrelative, P. bichenoviLis blue-gray with a metallic cast. Light blue is a
color not preferredby male or female Zebra Fincheswhen worn by the opposite
sex (above and Burley et al. 1982).
State of health and dominance status are likely to be interrelated. A trait that
may advertise either or both of these conditions is beak color. Beak color varies
from orangeyellow to brilliant red; males' beaks tend to be redder than females',
but there is considerable overlap between the sexes (Burley and Coopersmith,
pers. obs.). Beak color also varies with age:dependentoffspringhave black beaks.
Young birds in adult plumage(3-4 months) often have paler beaksthan those of
older birds (6-7 months or more). Among fully adult birds housed in unisexual
cages,individual beak color sometimes changesmeasurably (using a Munsell©
color set) within the span of one or two weeks. Among color-banded birds permitted to pair and reproduce in a large aviary, substantial color change occurs
over one to three months. Changesin value, chroma, and hue have been detected
and occur in both directions (whiter/blacker, paler/brighter, more yellow/more
red). Thus, beak color is not a constant trait, but rather varies over time and may
reflect changing social and/or physiological conditions. In males, the size of the
black breast bar also varies, although somewhat more slowly. The cause and
significanceof variation in the size of the breast bar are unknown.
The color of the red leg bands employed in experiment 1 is similar to a very
bright red beak of a male Zebra Finch. Red bands on legsmay intensify the effect
of the beak, possibly also signallingbetter health or higher dominance status.
Perhaps the presenceof light green bands diminishes the effect of the red beak.

It is more difficult to discerna link betweenthe female phenotypeand males'
preferencefor black-bandedfemales.As noted, black is the color of the juveniles'
beak, but males do not seem to prefer females with black beaks (Garson et al.
1980). Black is found in both the species-specific
horizontal tail stripesand vertical
eye stripes.
If the effect of the experimental pseudomutations is to alter the perceived

dominance status of their bearers, and if GAPs occur, we would expect, for
example,that males allowed to perchnext to an array of males (R, O, g, +) would
react differently than females allowed the same choice. It seems somewhat reasonableto expect males to show an aversion to R-banded birds; however, as noted
earlier, this effectshouldbe greateron subordinateindividuals than on dominants.
Very dominant individuals should be the most disposedto attempt to test the
honesty of the signal displayedby R males. If so, dominant individuals might
even be attracted to R males; therefore, we might expect variability in male
responseto the R, O, g, + test sequence.Similar reasoning would apply to in-
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FIG. 2. Female perchingpreferencesin isosexualexperimentwith black (B1),orange(O), blue (b),
and unbanded (+) test sequence.

trasexual interactions among females. If, on the other hand, pseudomutations
primarily or exclusively signal state of health or speciesidentification, I would
predict either generalavoidance responsestoward b and g individuals, preference
for associationwith most probable conspecifics(BI, R), or possibly random association if, for example, in nature Zebra Finches form mixed-speciesflocks that
include specieswhich the b- and g-banded birds slightly resemble(Immelmann
1965).
In summary, either isosexual(i.e., same-sex)preferencesin the oppositedirection of heterosexualpreferences,or individually variable isosexualpreferences
(reflectingdominance statusof test birds) would support the interpretation that
pseudomutationsaffect the perceived dominance statusof their bearers.Either of
these results would also tend to support the occurrence of GAPs and PRPs, in
that both sexesdisplay organized, sex-specificresponsesto phenotypesthat presumablyhave yet to occurin the species.Random isosexualresponsescould result
if the pseudomutationsserve only an epigamic function or if Zebra Finches make
relatively little speciesdiscrimination when joining groupsfor foragingor other
non-mating activities. Isosexual responsesin the same direction as heterosexual
responseswould result if preferencesare exclusively social, rather than sexual, or
if certain phenotypessuggesta poor state of health and were possible disease
carders. Isosexual preferencesin the opposite direction of heterosexual preferences, as well as individually variable and random isosexualpreferences,are
consistentwith the interpretation that the observedheterosexualpreferences(experiments 1 and 2) are sexual(i.e., mate-oriented)in nature and that suchpreferencesare related to the occurrenceof PRPs. Random isosexualresponseswould
not support the hypothesisthat both sexespossessthe same GAP. However, in
the following experiments, random responsescould not be distinguished from
individually variable preferencesthat reflect the dominance statusof test subjects.
Experiment 3. --Adult, female Zebra Finchesreared by non-color-banded,wildtype parentswere permitted to perch next to BI, O, b, or + femalesduring twohour test periods. Nine females were tested three times and an additional nine
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were testedtwice. Repeated trials for each subjectwere spacedtwo or more weeks
apart and involved novel stimulus sets.The tendency to perch next to the various
stimulus types was nonrandom (Fig. 2; Friedman multisample test, P < 0.05);
femalesspentthe most time perchedin view ofb females(overall viewing time =
38%) and the leasttime with BI females(16%). Times spentwith +, and O females
were intermediate. Non-parametric multiple comparisonstests revealed that the
only significantdifferencein ranks of time spentwith the stimulustypeswas that
between BI and b females (P < 0.025).
Experiment 4.--Adult male Zebra Finches were tested for their tendency to
perch next to R, O, g, and + males under conditions identical to those employed
in experiment 3. Eleven males were tested three times, and six males were tested
twice. Perching tendencies were nonrandom, with most time spent with g males
(35%) and least time with R males (15%) (Fig. 3; P < 0.05). A posteriori tests
revealed that g was more preferred than R (P < 0.025), but other comparisons
were not significantlydifferent.
In both isosexualtests, resultswere in the opposite direction of those reported
for the equivalent heterosexualtest. These results demonstrate that preferences
for birds wearing leg bands of thesecolors are indeed sex-specific.The resultsalso
indicate that both sexesare predisposedto perceive novel phenotypesin certain
organizedways, thus supportingthe GAP conceptand the hypothesisthat further
evolution of the Zebra Finch phenotypethrough sexualselectioncould occurwith
a minimum

number

of mutations.

These results also have implications for understanding how color bands are
perceived. Results are consistent only with the hypothesisthat bands affect the
perceived dominance rank of their bearers. Becausetest subjectshad received
only limited visual contact (Burley et al. 1982) and no physicalcontact with colorbandedbirds prior to testing,and stimulusbirds were bandedwith any one color
only for short periods,the responsesappear to result from PRPs. The possibility
also existsthat multiple signal functions have convergedover evolutionary time;
for example, it could be that signalsthat perhapsoriginally evolved in the context
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Relative times spent perched in each of the four arms of the test chamber by subjectsof

both sexesin isosexualexperiments.While perchedin an arm, the subjectwas alwaysable to view
one stimulus.

of speciesrecognitionhave been amplified for other purposes,so that an individual
with exaggeratedspeciescharacteristicsalso signalssocial dominance or other
characteristics.

It should be noted that significancelevels obtained from isosexual tests are
weaker than thoseof the heterosexualtests.The data suggestindividual variability
in responses,but given the method of analysisthis possibility cannot be examined
without many more replicatesper individual. The choiceof statisticaltechnique
is limited to rank-order tests by the distributions of time spent with stimulus
birds, which deviate markedly from normality (Fig. 4).
Evidence that Zebra Finches have preferencesfor conspecificswith novel appearances(those wearing red and black leg bands) supportsthe concept of PRPs.
However, becausered and black are colors already present on the body surface
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FIG. 5. Female perchingpreferencesin heterosexualexperiment involving silver (S), yellow (Y),
black-white stripe (B1-W) and bandless(+) test sequence.

of the species,the evidenceshowsonly that existingcolorscould be enhancedor
rearranged, but not that PRPs could function in the evolution of novel colors in
the speciesphenotype.To determineif novel colorsare generallydisfavoredand
familiar ones preferred, I tested Zebra Finches with additional color sequences.
The one I report here includeddull silver (S), yellow (Y) and horizontallystriped,
black and white (BI-W) bands. The dull silver resemblesthe predominant color
of the dorsal surface of both sexes. It was selected in part to determine if birds
are affectedby the presenceof numbered aluminum bands worn by all birds in
the experiments. The narrow stripes of the BI-W bands are similar to barring
found on the "throats" of adult males. Also, both sexeshave broad horizontal
black-and-white stripeson their tail feathersand vertical black-and-white stripes
under their eyes.The color yellow is not found anywhereon the body surfaceof
wild-type Zebra Finches. Based partly on the results of earlier experiments, I
expected females would be attracted to BI-W males, males would be unattracted
to BI-W females, both sexeswould show an aversion to Y, and that both would
be relatively indifferent to S.
Experiment 5.--Adult female Zebra Finches were permitted to perch next to
S, BI-W, Y, or + males during two-hour test periods. Fifteen females were each
testedtwice. The methodswere identical to thosereportedabove. The tendency
to perch next to the various stimulus types was nonrandom (Fig. 5; Friedman
multisample test, P < 0.005); females spent the most time perched in view of Y
males(45% of overall viewing time). They spentabout equal amountsof time in
view of S (17%), BI-W (17%) and + (22%) males. Multiple comparisonstests
revealed that Y was much more preferred than any other phenotype (all P's <
0.001), and that females did not discriminate among BI-W, S, and +.
Experiment 6. --Adult male Zebra Finches were allowed to perch next to S, BIW, Y, or + females during test intervals of two hours. Fifteen individuals were
testedtwice, but two trialswere discardedfor technicalreasons.The tendencyto
perch next to the stimulus types was not significantlynonrandom (Friedman
multisample test, P < 0.25; Fig. 6). The data suggestthat males prefer S and +
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femalesto BI-W and Y ones, but at current levels of performance the sample size
would have to be doubled to demonstrate a significantpreference.
In summary, female Zebra Finches displayed a marked preference for males
wearing leg bands of a color not found on the body surfaceof the species.This
unexpectedpreferencesupportsthe hypothesisthat totally aesthetic,"unpredictable" preferencesare containedin a speciesPRP. It is alsointerestingto note that
some Australian estrildids have yellow legsand/or plumage (Immelmann 1965;

Batesand Busenbark1970). Superficially,this appearsto be a contradictionto
the hypothesisthat speciesidentification is an important componentof the preferences.However, it is also possiblethat, as in the Red-winged Blackbird example
discussedabove, it is not yet yellownessper se that is attractive, but rather that
the contrastbetween orangelegsand yellow bands is responsiblefor the enhanced
attractivenessof Y males. One more experimentwasperformed to determinethis
and to test the Fisherian hypothesisthat females select on a comparative basis,
favoring the most extremely ornamented males available for traits known to be
preferred.
Experiment 7.--Adult female Zebra Finches were allowed to perch next to
males, one of which was unbanded,while the other three were ornamentedin the
followingways: one bird wore yellow bands (Y) as in experiment5. Another
male's toesand "legs" (tarsometatarsi)were painted with goldenrodcoloredLiquid Paper©, a quick-drying fluid for correctionson yellow paper. After the fluid
dried, Y bands were added (one per leg). This phenotypewas dubbed "superyellow" (SY). The toesand tarsometatarsiof the final male were painted with red
Magic Marker ©, thus making the legsappear dark orange-red.Yellow bandswere
added after the marking fluid was dry to the touch. This phenotypeis referred to
as super-red-yellow(SRY). Males did not display any behavioral effectsof the
marking process,but were usuallyallowed to rest overnightbetweenmarking and
testing.(Occasionallymales had to be "touched up" an hour before a test.)
In this experiment the ornamentation of the birds in the stimulus setscould
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FIG. 7. Female perchingpreferencesin heterosexualexperimentinvolving superred-yellow(SRY),
superyellow(SY), yellow (Y), and bandless(+) test sequence.

not be rotated becausethe marker and correctingfluid did not wear off completely
enoughover a shorttime period to make a SY or SRY into a Y or + bird. However,
in two of the four perimeter setsused, the SY and SRY birds were switched after
half of the trials were completed,and the Y and + phenotypeswerealsoexchanged
at this time. These two stimulus setswere used in approximately twice as many
trials as were the remaining sets and were rested for several weeks between the
first and second half of the trials in which they were employed. As in other
experiments,each female was exposedonly once to any one stimulus set.
Seventeen females were tested twice; one trial was discarded for technical reasons.Perchingpreferenceswere significantlynonrandom (Friedman multisample
test, P < 0.025; Fig. 7). Females spent most time perched in view of SRY males
(39%) and least time next to SY males (16%) and + males (18%). A posteriori
testsrevealed that SRY males were preferred over all other types; Y males were
preferred to SY and + (P < 0.05); the difference in ranks of + and SY was not
significant,but suggesteda possiblepreference for + (P -• 0.10). Thus, females
appearto be attractedto the contrastprovided by the yellow color againstorange
legs and not by the yellownessper se. A mutation conferring yellow "ankles"
(actually, the distal portion of the tarsometatarsi) would seem to have a much
greater chance of increasingin frequency as a result of sexual selectionthan would
one that conferredyellow coloration to the entire foot. This would result in the
addition of spotsof a novel color to the already colorful appearanceof the male
Zebra

Finch.

Aesthetic mate preferencesare usually consideredto be propertiesof females
of polygynous and/or promiscuous species,among which males provide little or
no assistanceto females in their reproductive attempts. Results presented here
suggestthat suchpreferencesmay also occurin both sexesof monogamousspecies
with biparental care. The potential implications of these findings for our understandingof both the force of sexualselectionand the dynamics of monogamous
mating systemsare considerable.
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DISCUSSION

Estrildid finches,particularly the Australian species,tend to be quite uniform
in morphology,feedingecology,habitatrequirements,and behavior(Keast 1958;
Morris 1958; Goodwin 1982). Both intra- and intergenerichybrids have been
reportedfor captive birds (Immelmann 1965). Hall (1962) found rather small
interspecificdifferencesin estrildidsongand attributedthis findingto the facts
that estrildidsare relatively social,typically associatingin groups,and they use
songprimarily for courtshipand do not employit in territory defense(unlike
many otherpasserines).
Thus, he reasoned,estrildidslocatemateswithin flocks
in which speciesidentificationcan be easilyestablishedthroughvisual cues,making identification by songunnecessary.
Whether or not Hall's explanation for the conservativetrend in estrildid song
evolution is correct, it is clear that closely related speciesdiverge markedly in

beakandlegcoloraswell asplumagecolorandpattern(Morris 1954;Immelmann
1965;Goodwin 1982). The Double Bar Finch (Poephilabichenovii),for example,
whichis probablythe closestrelativeof the Zebra Finch (Keast 1958), hasplumage
characteristicsthat hardly resemblethose of the Zebra Finch, as well as having
distinctivelycoloredbeaksand legs(bluishgrayinsteadof the Zebra Finch'sredorange;seealsoabove).On the otherhand,its courtshipsongis almostindistinguishable
from that of theZebraFinch(Immelmann1965;pers.obs.).A number
of the Australian speciesalso display distinct intraspecific,regionalvariation in
plumagecolor or pattern(Keast 1958). That estrildidsdivergemore in visual
appearance
thansomeotherpasserine
familiesisindicatedby thefactthatplumage
characteristicshave long been employed as an important taxonomic tool for
passerines.
When Steiner(1960) usedplumagedifferencesas a primary meansof
categorizing
17 species
of estrildidsendemicto Australia,he generated13 genera;
most otherclassifications
(e.g.,Keast 1958; Mayr 1968; Goodwin 1982) recognize
5 to 7 genera.

Sibley(1957) arguedthat plumagetraits were inappropriatetaxonomiccharactersfor certain other avian groups(passefinesand non-passerines),
especially
highly polygynoustaxa in which sexualselectionis expectedto be intenseand

thosegroupsin whichthereis strongselectionfor species
isolatingmechanisms.
He did not examine estrildids, but becauseAustralian speciesare thought to

displaylifelongmonogamy(Immelmann 1965), the intensityof sexualselection
shouldnot be particularlygreatin thesespecies.It is alsonot clearwhat external
factorsmightbe generating
strongselectionfor isolation.In fact, Morris (1958:
395-396) commented:"One cannothelp wonderingwhy thereshouldbe somany
speciesof estrildines,when it seemsas ff a fraction of the number would have
beenjust as efficientecologically."Insteadit seemsthat the radiationmay be
causedby factors internal to the "species"themselves.
There is growingrecognitionthat the conceptsof sexualselectionand species
isolationcannotbe socleanlyseparatedaswasoncethought.Indeed,the potential
importanceof sexualselectionin facilitatingor causingrapid evolutionand speclarionis ratherwidely acknowledged
(Carson1968;Spieth1974;Kaneshiro1976,

1980;Ringo 1977;Ohta 1978;Paterson1978;Templeton1979;Lande 1981a,
1982).A questionof fundamentalimportancein this regardconcerns
the origin
of novel, aesthetic mate preferences.
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I suggestthat latent aesthetic preferences(contained in PRPs) become manifest
when mutations occur to alter the phenotype in "attractive" ways. If this is true,
then considerable evolution of species phenotype can occur without requiring
mutations for changesin preferences. Isolated populations could also diverge in
this way, because different mutations for phenotype would occur in separate
populations. At some point in the speciation process,however, changesin PRPs
must occur or premating isolating mechanisms will not evolve. Kaneshiro (1976)
has suggestedthat changesin preferencesoccur becauseindividuals in derived

populationsloseelementsof the "mate recognitionsystem"(Paterson1976)through
drift. Although this may occur in some cases, such an entropic processcould
hardly account for the vast array of phenomena which sexual selection has been
hypothesized to produce.
It is clear that mutation must introduce evolutionary novelty into PRPs eventually. I envision that changesin PRPs often occuras pleiotropic effectsof changes
resulting from selectionacting on other "programs." Consider, for example, programs that govern recognition of potential predators and suitable food items.
Changesin the complexion ofpredators or the available food supply should result
in selection on these programs. There is no reason to supposethat such selection
routinely affects other programs, but some types of change are likely to have
additional effects.A changein spectralsensitivity, for example, might be selected
for in a speciesthat locates predators and prey by sight. This changemight also
affect the PRP by altering the way conspecificsare perceived (e.g., a changethat
permits the perception of a color not previously perceptible to the species in
question) or by altering the threshold of sensitivity to a particular color. Mutant
individuals that are better able to escape predators or improve their foraging
efficiency are selectedfor and in turn exert selection on the speciesphenotype.
The changesin their mate preferencesare not functional per se; hence they are
necessarily of an aesthetic nature.
In summary, changesin PRPs may occur as the result of selection for "functional" considerations, including species isolation (see p. 27), or as the "non-

functional" result of selectionon other programswith pleiotropic effectson PRPs.
Other possiblepathwaysfor the evolution of what I have here termed PRPs include
drift (e.g., Kaneshiro 1976) and "arbitrary" mutations in PRPs (e.g., Lande 1981a;
Kirkpatrick 1982; Arnold 1983).
An assumption common to several models that invoke arbitrary (non-functional) mutations in "PRPs" is that novel ("mutant") mate preferencesroutinely
arise for which there is no counteractingpreference;i.e., "non-mutant" females
mate randomly with respect to a certain male characteristicwhereas "mutant"
females show selectivity in this respect. Considerable conservatism may be expected in mate choice. Because most novel mutations have mildly deleterious
effects(Wright 1977), it would seemprudent for femalesgenerallyto avoid mating
with males of unusual phenotypes; I would expect such a rule to be incorporated
into the GAP for mate selection. (Apparent evidence to the contrary, the phenomenon of rare male advantage is open to other interpretations [O'Donald
1977b, 1980; Burley, pers. obs.].) As a result, female preference should exert
normalizing selection over a fairly broad range of traits. Male preference should
be even more normalizing. If conservatism is a typical property of mate choice,
males with unusual attributes that appeal to "mutant" females should not enjoy
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the reproductive advantagesthat thesemodels indicate they should. This criticism
does not obviate the possibility that some novel preferences and phenotypes
evolve as suggestedby such models, but it does bring into further question the
generality of these modes of origin.
Finally, I believe that the conceptual compartmentalization of behaviors and,

in particular, decision-makingprocessesinto "programs" with specifictasks,will
prove extremely useful to the scienceof animal behavior (see also Gould 1982).
This approach eliminates the need for simplistic notions ofgene function that are
widespreadamong studentsof the evolution of behavior. No paleontologistwould
begin a lecture on the evolution of flight by asking the audience to imagine a
mutant gene for wings. Yet those interestedin the evolution of behavior often
ask for parallel indulgences.Perhapsour willingnessto perceive behavior in such
simple terms results from lack of discrete morphological structure. When one
examinesa wing, for example,the complexorganizationof this structureis readily
apparent. But is the basis of a behavioral adaptation, such as altruism, so much
lessorganizedthat our facileinvocation of single-geneoriginsis more respectable?
And if we invoke suchgenesonly for the sakeof argument, illustration, simplicity
or metaphor, what do we really mean when we speak of them?
The need for a broader conceptualization of interacting programs and subprogramswith resultingemergentpropertiesis clearly evident if we reject the singlegenemodels and the necessityof the repeatedoccurrenceof ordered sequences
of mutations. The compartmentalization presented here, which deals with only
a small subset of decisions organisms make and ignores the important question
of how alternative possibilitiesare weighed,couldbe elaboratedgreatly.Although
it is quite unlikely that there existsa distinct morphological"entity" that can be
demonstrated to be a GAP or a PRP, the compartmentalization of the decisionmaking processinto programs is more than a heuristic device. In this paper I
have suggested
one approachfor testingfor the existenceof programswith GAPlike and PRP-like properties: ask organisms to make decisions in novel circumstancesand gaugetheir responses.Undoubtedly other experimental approaches
can be devised.
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ABsTe.•c'r.--Thechoiceof a mate is theoreticallyan important determinantof an
individual's fitness. The present study investigatesthe relationship between mate
choiceand reproductivesuccess
in terms of eggproductionin captivewild Canvasbacks(Aythya valisineria).The eggproductionof pairs allowed to form in a freechoicesituationwas comparedwith that of birds randomly assignedto each other.

The predictionwasthatfemalesof self-formedpairswouldlay moreeggsthanfemales
randomlyassignedmates.The resultsdemonstratedthat only femalesof self-formed
pairslaid eggswhereasfemalesof randomlyassignedpairsdid not. Furthermore,the
femalesof randomlyselectedpairs refusedto accepttheir assignedmates.The large
differencein eggproduction betweenthe two groupsindicatesthat free mate choice
had a substantialeffecton the reproductivesuccess
of individuals.Captive females
recognizedtheir self-chosenmatesand acquiredan exclusiveand tenaciouspreference
for them as breedingpartners.The majority of the captive Canvasbackswere monogamousalthougha smallproportionwerepolygynous.Pairsusuallyinvolved birds
of the same age that had been reared together.Mate retention varied from 16-49%
over five years and did not correlatewith the previousyear's nestingsuccess.
INTRODUCTION

In sexuallyreproducinganimals, the choice of a mate theoretically can be an
important determinantof an individual's fitness(Darwin 1871; Fisher 1930). In
a monogamousmating systemwhere each breedingadult forms a pair bond with
only one member of the opposite sex, mate choice may be especiallyimportant
(Trivers 1972). This is becausehalf of the geneticcomponent and often a sizeable
postzygoticparental investment for each offspringcomes from the prospective
mate for each breeding attempt. Mate choice is, therefore, a possiblemechanism
that animals might use to increasetheir reproductive success.
Most of our understandingof the adaptive value of monogamy is derived from
studiesof long-lived specieswith perennial pair bonds and of speciesin which
pairs commonly reunite year after year. Coulson(1966, 1972) showedthat female
Black-leggedKittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla), that retained the samemate, initiated
breeding earlier and produced larger clutches than non-retaining females. Increasedindividual breeding successhas been related to pair bonding and mate
fidelity in other speciesaswell, includingRed-billed Gulls (Larus novaehollandia•,
Mills 1973), Northern Gannets (Sula bassana;Nelson 1966), Parastic Jaegers
(Stercorariusparasiticus;
Davis 1976), Manx Shearwaters(Puffinuspuffinus;Brooke
1978), and Northern Fulmars (Fulmarus glacialis; Ollason and Dunnet 1978).
Coulson (1966) argued that reproductive successreflected the compatibility of
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the individuals as cooperatingparents which Erickson (1978) suggestedmight be
establishedin part through mate choice. In birds that pair for life such as Zebra
Finches(Poephilaguttata), LesserSnow Geese(Anserc. caerulescens),
and BlackleggedKittiwakes, the original choice of a mate could have fitnessconsequences
over severalbroods (Butterfield 1970; Cooke et al. 1982; Coulson 1966, 1972).
Pair-bondingis characteristicof mating systemsin all tribes ofAnatidae (Heinroth 1911; Delacour and Mayr 1945; Kear 1970). Early investigators studying
captive or unmarked wild populations of ducks concluded that all specieswere
monogamously pair bonded. However, recent studies have demonstrated that
apparently monogamous mating systems are more complicated than they first
appeared becausethey conceal a variety of secondarymale reproductive tactics
(McKinney et al. 1983; McKinney, Chap. 6). In the African Black Duck (Anas
sparsa) paired males participate in extra-pair courtship leading to the formation
of liaisons and, at times, subsequentmate changes(McKinney et al. 1978). In

other ducks such as Mallards (Arias platyrhynchos),Pintails (A. acuta), and
Green-winged Teal (A. crecca), paired males pursue other females and forcibly
copulate with them (Smith 1968; Barrett 1973; Derrickson 1977; McKinney and
Stolen 1982; McKinney et al. 1983). As an anti-cuckoldrytactic, malesguard and
actively defend their mates by attacking males attempting forced copulations
(McKinney and Stolen 1982; McKinney et al. 1983). Femalesalsomake vigorous
attempts to avoid forced copulations by hiding or escapingfrom their pursuers.
During renestingperiods, when forced copulations occur most frequently, paired
males try to force copulations on their own mates (Bums et al. 1980; McKinney
and Stolen 1982), which suggests
that spermcompetition may be important (Cheng
et al. 1982, 1983). Thus, although monogamy is the primary mating systemin
Anatidae, the interestsof individual males have resultedin a number of secondary
reproductive tactics.
The processof pair-formation in wild waterfowl is poorly understoodbecause
few studies have used marked individuals. However, studies on individually
marked captivesindicate that in most waterfowl species,males perform courtship
displaysto femalesand femalesapparentlychooseamong courtingdrakes(Weidmann 1956; Weidmann and Darley 1971). When the present study was initiated,
little was known about mate preferences of Canvasbacks (Aythya valisineria).
Therefore, the first objective was to examine the mate preferencesof wild Canvasbacks and to determine whether female choice influences subsequent egg
production. The hypothesisto be testedwas that captive femalesplaced with selfchosen mates would lay more eggs (and, presumably experience higher reproductive success)than females placed with randomly-assignedmates. The second
objectivewas to describethe primary mating systemof a flock of 150-250 captive
Canvasbacks. The prediction here was that individuals in the flock would form
monogamouspair bonds. This prediction was based on reviews of Anas breeding
behavior (Weller 1964; McKinney 1975a) indicating that the basic mating system
is seasonalmonogamy.The third objective was to quantify the frequencyof mate
switching vs mate retention between years and to determine how this affects
reproductivesuccessof individuals. The predictionwas that individuals retaining
a given mate would lay more eggsthan those that changed mates.
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METHODS

The Canvasback breeding stock was reared from eggscollected in the field from
1973-1978 in southcentral Manitoba and Saskatchewan.The eggswere artificially
incubated and hatched, and the birds were reared and maintained at the Delta
Waterfowl Research Station (50ø1I'N, 98ø19'W) using standard avicultural procedures(Ward and Batt 1973). All ducklingswere web-clipped to identify siblings.
Adult Canvasbackswere individually marked usingnumbered aluminum legbands
and numbered plastic nasal saddles(Bartonek and Dane 1964). Continuous records of age, health, and genealogywere maintained for all individuals.
The Canvasbackswere housedindoors over each winter (from early November

until mid-April) and were isolated from other speciesof waterfowl. Adults (2 to
8 years old) over-wintered in 40-50 bird groupsthat were balanced for sexesand
age classes.In mid-April the ducks were hand-carried from the wintering house
and placed in an outdoor pen consistingof a concrete tank (30.5 x 12 x 0.4 m
deep) coveredby welded wire netting supportedby a 1.8-m high steelframe. The
tank had two equal compartments, each with a deep central trough. The compartments were filled with 30-40 cm of water. The large pen was subdivided into
rows of 10-15 visually isolated cubiclesand a central open area measuring4 x
20 m.

Breeding cubicles measured 2.4 x 1.8 x 0.8 m and contained a metal feed pan,
a concrete block protruding above the water surface for a loafing area, and a box
filled with dried bulrush (Scirpusspp.)for nestingmaterial. A standardcommercial

diet (Ward and Batt 1973) was provided ad libitum. The nest boxes (40.5 x
40.5 x 70 cm deep) were attached midway along the sidesof the cubicles,2 cm
above the water surface. Ramps made of hardware cloth provided accessto the
nest boxes. Individual nest boxes were randomly placed in the open area of the
pen where additional feeding and loafing ramps were also provided.
Observations were made of the wintering flock each of five springs (MarchApril 1976-1980) to identify the pairing statusof the individual ducks. For the
purposeof this paper, I define male-female socialrelationshipsin terms of pairbonds, which I define as "mutual social attachments between mating partners
that are strengthenedby courtship and copulation." After four weeks of daily
observationsall individuals were classifiedin one of three categoriesaccording
to their pairing status:(1) strongpairs (seecriteria below), (2) actively displaying
but not clearly formed pairs (males frequently performing displaysduring bouts
of flock courtshipand femalesInciting (Hochbaum 1944) toward courtingdrakes),
and (3) unpaired birds (males and femalesdisplayingvery little). The criteria used
to identify strongpairs were: (1) members of the dyad usuallyin closeproximity
(within 1-2 m), (2) the drake defendinga particularben's feedingterritory around
the communal food bowls, (3) a female consistentlyInciting beside one particular
male in a courting party, coupled with "chasing" other males away, and (4)
attempted mounting and/or successfulcopulation of the pair, followed by simultaneous bathing.
Backgroundon behaviorin the winteringflock.--Repeated bouts of courtship
by severalmales over at least several(3-5) dayswere required for pair formation.
When captive Canvasbacksbegan courting in February and March, there was a
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period in which courtship consistedmainly of mutual exchangesof Neck-stretch
displaysamong sexually active birds. Drakes also gave Head-throw and Kinkedneck displays (Hochbaum 1944). The frequency of the displays increasedas the
seasonprogressed.By late March some femalesattracted severalcourting drakes
simultaneouslyand "courting parties" of 3-8 drakes formed. Receptive females
performedInciting and usuallyapproachedone of the drakesin the courtingparty.
Typically, thesefemalesgave Inciting besideseveraldrakesfor the first few days,
thus increasingthe frequenciesof the drakes' approachbehavior until one male
eventually was able to maintain a position at the female's side. Strong pairs
eventually developed from such associations.In most cases,the captive Canvasbacks formed monogamouspair bonds similar to those of wild birds (Hochbaum
1944; Weller 1965).
The importance of free mate choice.--I designedan experiment to test the
importanceof free mate choiceon behavior and egg-laying.The controlsconsisted
of one group of 19 strongpairs which were chosenrandomly from 29 pairs in the
main flock. These pairs were placed in randomly selectedbreeding cubicles.The
remaining 10 pairs were separatedfrom their matesand the femaleswere assigned
malesthat had been stronglypaired to other females(ForcedPairs--Type I). That
is, establishedstrongpairs were broken up and their members assignedto other

previouslystrong-pairindividuals. A third group (Forced Pairs--Type II) consistedof 12 females that had been actively courted, but were not clearly paired.
Each was placed in breeding cubicleswith a mate chosenrandomly from sexually
active males that had not courted that particular female. All pairs were visually
but not acousticallyisolated from each other. All ducksused in this experiment
were 2, 3, or 4 years old and only one female had previous breeding experience.
One week after pairs were placed in breeding cubicles, all were removed and
placed in the open pen for two days. This was necessarybecauseof the aggressive
behavior of some females(Forced Pairs--Type I) toward the drakesplaced with
them. Observationsof pairing behavior were made during thesetwo days. Three
of the 10 pairs that had initially been forced pairs (Type I) were reunited with
their original mates. All other experimental dyads (the remaining 7 setsof Type
I forced pairs and 12 pairs of Type II) were returned to their original breeding
cubiclesfor the duration of the experiment. Nesting and egg-layingbehavior were
monitored for all pairs at 08:00, 11:30 and 14:00 h daily from mid-April through
late June.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Importance of free mate choice.--The behavior of the Canvasbacksplaced in
breeding cubicles could be categorized clearly as one of three types--those in
which (1) both male and female partners continued their courtship directed at
each other; (2) females aggressivelypecked and chasedtheir male pen partners;
and (3) males and femalescoexistedbut did not court each other. Eighteenof the
19 control pairs continued their courtship activity. Generally thesepairs adjusted
rapidly to the cubicles.Most of thesebirds synchronizedtheir activity patterns,
fed, and gave courtshipvocalizationswithin a few hours after being placedin the
compartments. In sharp contrast, nine of 10 strongly paired females that were
placedwith males other than thosethey had chosen(Forced Pair--Type I) became
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TABLE

1

NUMBERSOF EGG-LAYINGFEMALESAND OF AGGRESSIVEFEMALES,AND DRAKE
MORTALITY

FOR THREE PAIR TYPES
Number

Pair type

Description

Date

of

Number

of

aggressive Drake
egg-laying
females• mortality 2 females•

StrongPair

Birds from strong,self-

April 13-21

1/19

0/19

0/19

(Controls)
Forced Pair (I)

formed pairs
Birds from strongselfformed pairs that had
their mates exchanged

April 23-June 30
April 13-21
April 23-June 30

1/19
9/10
6/7

0/19
0/10
5/7

17/19
0/10
0/7

ForcedPair (II)

Birds that courtedactively
but did not clearly pair.
Courted but unpaired fe-

April 13-21
April 23-June 30

2/12
2/12

0/12
0/12

0/12
0/12

April 23-June 30

0/3

0/3

2/3

males were placed with

randomlyassigneddrakes.
Strong Pair

Birds from former Forced

Pairs (I) (April 13-21)
that were reunited with
their self-chosen mates on

April 23.
24.00, P < 0.01 (d.f. = 2).

27.81, P < 0.01 (d.f. = 3).
31.70, P < 0.01 (d.f. = 3).

extremely aggressivetoward their new companions(X2 -- 24, P < 0.01, d.f. -- 2;
Table 1). By the secondday, thesefemalesactively chasedand peckedthe males
wheneverthosemaleswere in the water. Although males are larger and heavier
than females,they did not retaliate.Under theseconditions,five of sevendrakes
died from five to 45 daysafter introductionin the cubiclesalthoughno malesin
other experimentaltreatments died (X2 = 27.81, P < 0.01, (d.f. = 3; Table 1).
Among Forced Pairs--Type II, 10 of 12 dyadscoexistedpeacefullywith each

otherbut did not breed.Theseducksdid not exchangecourtshipdisplays,nor
werefemalesaggressive
towardthedrakes.Malesandfemalesdid not synchronize
their maintenanceactivities,as did strongpairsin the controlgroup.
A significantly
greaternumberof controlfemalesof strongpairslaid eggsthan
femalesof eitherforcedpairs(TypesI andII) (X2 = 31.7, P < 0.01, d.f. = 3; Table
1). Seventeenof 19 femalesof strongself-formedpairs laid eggswhile none of
the femalesin the forcedpairslaid. The averagereproductiveoutputwas0 eggs
per forcedpair vs 18.8 eggsper strongpair (Mann-Whitney U-test,P < 0.001).
This highreproductiveoutputof strongpairscontinuedfor the remainingthree
yearsof the study,resultingin a total of 2600 eggsbeingproduced(an averageof
17.0 eggsper pair, 153 pairs).

Female Canvasbackslaid eggsonly after they had formed a strongpair-bond
and wereisolatedin breedingcubicleswith that samedrake.Becausepair-bonding
precedesreproductionin almost all ducks(Heinroth 1911; Kear 1970), and becausestablepreferencesfor individual mates are normal, the disruptionof pairbondsmightbeexpectedto inhibitegglaying.However,evencourtedbutunpaired
femalesdid not form pair-bondswith drakesassignedto them without a normal
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socialcourtshipand female-choicephase;suchfemaleslaid no eggsin the following
two and one-half

months.

These resultsdemonstratethat female Canvasbacksare highly discriminating
and tenacious in their mate preferences.Female choice has been reported in a
wide variety of animals (seereviewsby Halliday 1978, 1983) includinglek forming
SageGrouse (Centrocercusurophasianus;Wiley 1973), Ruff (Philomachuspugnax; Hogan-Warburg 1966; Rhijn 1973; Shepard 1975), Red-winged Blackbirds
(Agelaiusphoeniceus;
Lenington 1980), a few ungulates(UgandaKob (Adenota
kob), Buechner and Schloeth 1965; Leuthold 1966), elephant seals (Mirounga
angustirostris;Cox and LeBoeuf 1977), amphibians (see review by Arak 1983),
fish (Semler 1971), and numerousinsects(Borgia 1979; Thomhill 1980b; Parker
1979). However, none of these previous studiesdemonstrated that females may
be tenaciousin their mate preferenceoncethe initial choicewas made. This may
be due to the polygynousmating systemsof the speciesinvolved and/or the low
parental investment of the males.
In any species,the "quality" of the mate is presumablya critical determinant
of reproductive successand the genetic constitution of the offspring (Halliday

1978, 1983;Partridge1980).Thereforeit is not surprising
to find that animals
do not pair indiscriminately.In many species,this selectivitydependsupon refined
perceptual discriminations and selectivearousal of the animals involved (Burley
1981b). In this study, courted but unpaired femalesdid not pair or lay eggswith
randomly assignedmates, even when placedtogetherfor two and one-half months.
Thus, female Canvasbacks seem to be more discriminating in their mate preferencesthan wild Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos)in captivity (pers. obs.) or domestic speciessuch as Rock Doves (Columba livia; Klint and Enquist 1981), in
which females will form pairs and lay fertile eggswhen placed with randomly
assignedmates.When givena freechoiceof mates,femaleducksappearto regulate
the pairing process(Johnsgard1960; Weller 1965). They show interest or lack of
interestin a drake by leading,following,attacking,or fleeing.
There is no obviousreasonwhy mate choiceis cruciallyimportant to female
Canvasbacksbut at least two possibleexplanations should be considered.First,
it may be important for wild females in helping them securefeeding areas, defendedby reliable mates,wherethey are free from harassmentduring the prelaying
and laying periods (Anderson, Chap. 5). If males vary in their ability to provide
this service, females might choosemales through some criteria that accurately
indicate the individual male's potential for defense.In other speciesof waterfowl,
such as Gadwalls (Anas strepera;Dwyer 1974), Shovelers(A. clypeata; Afton
1979), and Bewick'sSwans(Cygnuscolumbianusbewickii;Scott 1980), defense
by the paireddrake seemsto provide the seclusionnecessaryfor increasedfeeding
by the female. Second,males may vary in their ability to locate feeding areas.
Canvasbackfemalesrely heavily on sagopondweedtubers,snails,midgefly larvae,
and other invertebrate foods during the prelaying and laying periods (Serie, pers.
comm.). Becauseprairie potholesvary dramatically in their plant communities
and invertebrate populations both temporally and spatially (Stoudt 1965, 1971),
thesepreferredfood suppliesmay be limited in their availability on certain potholesduringthe breedingseason.Male Canvasbacksmay differ in their ability to
locate particularly rich potholes and females could gain by choosing"better"
males.
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Female aggressivebehavior.--The dramatic aggressivebehavior of femalestoward males other than their mates during the prelaying seasonappearsto depend
on their prior formation of a strong pair-bond: unpaired (but courted) females

did not behaveaggressively
toward male penmates.Hochbaum(1944) noted that
female Canvasback behavior in the wild changed temporally and that females
became more "pugnacious" or "aggressive"toward courting drakes other than
the preferred mate as the seasonprogressed.
The literature on female aggressivebehavior in birds is sparse(Gowaty 198 lb),
with most published studies concerningonly intersexual or social dominance.
Smith (1980) reportedthat femalebirdsdominatetheir matesduringthe breeding
seasonin 37 monogamousspeciesfrom 18 families. For females,the early breeding
seasonis a critical period in their annual cycle. At this time the female parental
investment greatly exceedsthat of males becausethey must bear the energetic
costsof producing eggs,which are often quite large (Perrins 1970; Trivers 1972;
Emlen and Oring 1977). Smith (1980) reasonedthat if dominance permitted a
female to obtain more food during this critical period, it could give her a clear
advantageover more subordinatefemales.Indirectly, femaleaggressive
behavior
may also confer a selective advantage to their mates. A male that "allows" his
mate to feed more during the prelayingperiod may father a larger and/or betternourishedclutch (Smith 1980) and hencegain by deferringhis own feedingwhen
food is limited.

I suggestthat one important function of aggressivebehavior in female Canvasbacksduring the prelaying period is that of repelling courting drakes other
than their mate. If female mate choice is adaptive, females should avoid forced
copulations,which effectivelycancelstheir choosiness(e.g., Gowaty, Chap. 2).
Forced copulationshave been observedin 39 speciesof Anatidae (McKinney et
al. 1983). In wild Canvasbacks,attempts of forced copulationsare rare, but "monogamous"male Canvasbacksmay form extra liaisonsafter their mates begin to
incubate (Anderson, Chap. 5). The aggressivebehavior of paired females in the
captive flock effectivelykept other drakes away from the pair. These pairs were
lesslikely to be disturbedby unpairedcourtingdrakesduringtheir mountingand/
or copulationattempts.The aggressive
behavior of femalesin the wild may also
serve this function.

Individual recognition.--Immediately upon their releasefrom the breedingcubicles on 21-23 April, the Canvasbacksjoined the free-swimmingflock in the
open area of the breedingpen. The birds re-associatedinto their original pairing
status groups (strongly paired, actively courted but not clearly paired, and unpaired). Fifty-eight birds that had been stronglypaired (i.e., Strong Pairs and
ForcedPairs--Type I) re-associatedand formed 29 pairs.Another 24 birds (Forced
Pairs--Type II) participated in courtshipbouts but were not clearly paired. The
remaining 20 birds in the flock were unpaired. Some members of the initial strong
pairs re-associatedwith their original mates in lessthan 15 minutes and after two
days, all 29 strong pairs had reformed. (See Appendix I for probability calculations.)
In this study, the mates chosenby the females reflectedtheir own preferences
in the sensethat femalesdid not choosematesassignedto them at random from
the first two years that they were in captivity (1975-1976). In this experiment,
Canvasbacks
re-associated
with their originalmatesafter a separationof two days.
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AGE-RELATED PAIn FORMATION FROM 1976--1980

Year

Number of pairs with
matesof the sameage

Number of pairs with
matesof a different age

1976
1977

25
30

17
8

1978

55

7

1979
1980

26
28

14
12

•

X2

9.88*
62.59**

182.78'**
55.11'*
85.98'**

• All Canvasbacks
that chosema•s in 1976arerecorded;the firstyearpair formationdatawerecollec•d. After 1976,onlyCanvashacks
that did not retain their previousmatesand chosenew matesare recorded.
*P

< 0.05. **P

< 0.01. ***P

< 0.001.

Although this separation was brief, members of other pairs have re-associated
after longer separation periods. I have seen members of three different pairs reassociatewith their mates from the previousyear after beingphysicallyseparated
in different groups over the winter (Nov. 10, 1977-March 15, 1978; Bluhm 1981).
Members of one of thesepairs, visually isolated but in auditory contact, copulated
within 30 min of being placed together in the same flock in mid-March. Another
captive pair has remained intact for seven years. Thus, captive Canvasbacksare
capable of individual recognition and may show long-lasting mate preferences.
Age-related pair formation. -- During the 1976-1980 period the occurrenceof
age-dependentpairing and mate retention between years was recorded. The Canvasbacksshoweda significanttendencyto choosemates of a similar ageeachyear
(Table 2).
Other studieshave shown that birds use multiple criteria suchas plumage color
and pattern, courtship frequency, age, and reproductive experience in assessing
the quality of a mate (Burley 198 lb). Although I did not specificallytest which
criteria Canvasbackswere using to assessmate quality, the fact that they formed
pairs according to age classesis provocative. Although other possibilities exist,
one hypothesisis that birds of the same age may imprint sexuallyon each other
while still ducklingsor they may simply retain the ability to distinguishindividuals
they had been reared with from others in the mixed-age adult flock. Age-related
pair formation has been documented in other arian speciessuch as the Prairie

Warbler(Dendroica
discolor,
Nolan1978),SnowGeese(Cookeet al. 1976),and
Canada Geese (Branta canadensismaxima; J. A. Cooper, pers. comm.).
In a subsampleof 25 pairs of Canvasbacksof known genealogy,it was found
that none of the birds had formed pairs with their siblings.This may be explained
by the chronologyof rearing proceduresused at the Delta Station where newly
hatched Canvasbackswere placed with their siblingsonly for the first 2-3 weeks.
Afterwards, ducklings from a few (2-3) individual clutcheswere merged. At approximately two months of age, all ducklingswere placed together and kept separate from adult Canvasbacks until the following May. Avoidance of sibling
mating may have occurred as a result of early filial imprinting (when the ducks
were kept in family groups)with sexualimprinting occurringlater. The details of
imprinting in Canvasbacksare not understoodsufficientlyto evaluate this possibility, but resultsreported here are consistentwith Bateson's(1980) suggestion
that imprinting enablesan animal to learn the characteristicsof its closekin so
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TABLE
PAIR FORMATION

3
1977--1980

Total number of pairs

167

Monogamouspairs
Polygynousmatings
Polyandrousmatings

138 (82.6%)
29 (17.4%)
0 (0.0%)

MALœ PAIR FORMATION
Year

Total number
of pairs

1977
1978
1979
1980

43
40
47
37

1977--1980

% of males

Monogamous
pairs

% pairs

Polygynous
matings

% matings

(51%)
(59%)
(54%)
(50%)

37
38
34
29

(86.0%)
(95.0%)
(72.3%)
(78.4%)

6
2
13
8

(14.0%)
(5.0%)
(27.7%)
(21.6%)

FEMALE PAIR INFORMATION

1977-- 1980
Females mated

Year

Total number
of pairs

% of
females

Monogamous
pairs

% pairs

with polygynous
males

% of matings

1977
1978
1979
1980

42
47
62
40

(62%)
(70%)
(73%)
(66%)

37
40
34
24

(88.0%)
(85.1%)
(54.8%)
(60.0%)

5
7
28
16

(11.9%)
(14.9%)
(45.2%)
(40.0%)

that later it can choose a mate with slightly different phenotype (but not too
different) from its parentsand siblings.Suchbehavior may be the result ofputative
evolutionary pressuresto avoid inbreeding on the one hand, and excessiveoutbreeding on the other (Mather 1943; Bateson 1978, 1980, 1982; Maynard Smith
1978; Shields 1982). This assumesa correlation betweenrelatednessand similarity
of external appearance.Recently, Bateson et al. (1980) have provided good evidence to support this assumption in Bewick's Swans.

Mating patterns.-- Pair formation was observed in the free-swimming flock
from March-April for four consecutiveyears. The majority of Canvasbackswere
monogamous (Table 3). Fifty-three percent of the total number of Canvasbacks
formed pairs with the majority (82.6%) being monogamous and the rest (17.4%)
being polygynous.
The total number of males mating with females ranged from 50-59% of all the
malesin the flock and the majority of thesewere monogamous.Some of the males
mated with more than one female. Generally, polygynous males mated with two
females; however, one male paired with five females. This particular male's mating
pattern accountedfor the increasein polygyny during 1979. Although he copulated
with all five females, he directed most of his courtship activity toward only two
of them. Males involved in polygynous matings changed from year to year.
Becauseof the occurrenceofpolygyny, a higher proportion of females(62-73%)
formed pair bonds than males, despite an equal sex-ratio in the flock. Most females
mated monogamously:no females were polyandrous.
Only one forced copulation was observed in the flock during the four years of
observations. The female in this situation was soliciting a copulation from her
mate, but he lost his footing and fell off her back while attempting to mount.
Immediately, an unpaired drake mounted the female and successfullycopulated
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TABLE

WITH THE SAME OR

De, Ai•s

Same mate

Years

1976-1977
1977-1978
1978-1979
1979-1980

NO. 37

4

INCIDENCE OF CANVASBACK FEMALES THAT MATED
DIFFERENT

MONOGRAPHS

Different mate

(#)

(%)

(#)

(%)

4
10
29
19

16
18
49
34

21
45
30
36

84
82
51
66

with her (as indicated by her post-copulatory bathing movements). The female
then rejoined her mate, as if unaware (or indifferent to the fact) that he had not
copulated with her.
In recent years the focus on avian sociosexualinteractions has shifted from the

relationship itself to its fitnesspayoffsto each participant. Becausemale ducks
apparently contribute very little to parental care (Ashcroft 1976; Sayler and Afton
1981), they are expected to seek additional mating opportunities. Recent work
on dabbling ducks has demonstratedthe existenceof a variety of secondarymale
reproductive strategies(McKinney et al. 1983; McKinney, Chap. 6). These results
show the main secondarytactic used by some of the captive males is polygyny.
Presumably captivity provides "optimal" conditions for the economical defense
of many females, and males are able to pair simultaneously with more than one
female. In the wild, most males form a single bond early in the season. Later, a
small number of males form liaisons with a secondfemale when their original
mate is incubating (Anderson, Chap. 5). Becauseforced copulations were rare in
the captive Canvasbacks(as in the wild), suchdoesnot appear to be an important
male reproductive tactic in this species.
Mate retention.--Mate retention between breeding seasonsvaried from 1649% over the four years (Table 4). Mate retention did not correlate with previous
breeding seasonsuccess;in other words, birds that laid eggsdid not re-pair preferentially with the samemate the following year. The majority (74%) of the pair
bonds formed in the flock lasted only one breeding season.Fourteen percent of
the flock retained the same mate for two years, 7% for three years, and 11% for
three yearsor longer (Table 5). One pair remained togetherfor sevenyears.This
female laid fertile eggsevery year and this pair was one of the highestegg-producers
in the flock.

TABLE
DURATION

5

OF iM_ATE RETENTION

Years

Number of pairs

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

149 (74.0%)
29 (14.0%)
14 (7.0%)
5 (2.0%)
2 (1.0%)
1 (0.5%)
1 (0.5%)
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Theoretically, both members of wild pairs might increase their reproductive
successas a result of being strongly paired. However, becauseCanvasbacksare
migratory, and males leave the females during incubation, it is unlikely that
members of a pair would encounter each other during fall migration, or on the
wintering grounds and re-form their previous association. This appears to be
confirmedby field data. Mate retention betweenyearsin wild Canvasbacksis 0%
(Anderson, Chap. 5). Furthermore, only female Canvasbacksare highly philopatric; 76% of adult females returned to their natal areas contrasted with 9% of
adult males (Anderson, Chap. 5). In general, migratory ducks do not appear to
form pair-bondswith the samemate for more than one season.Instead,they form
pair-bonds on the wintering grounds, an act which may increasenesting success
by facilitating earlier nesting (Lack 1968). A paired female may benefit from a
male's presenceby gaining increased feeding efficiency and dominance status.
Once they arrive on the northern breedinggrounds,female Canvasbacksprobably
form new pair-bonds only if their original mate dies or vanishes.Anderson (Chap.
5) observedone female switchingmates after her original mate had been severely
injured during the prelaying period. The female and her injured mate remained
together for a few days, but she eventually left him and re-paired. Thus, in the
wild, Canvasbacksappearto be tenaciousin their pairing, after the original choice
between

mates has occurred.

CONCLUSIONS

The free choice of a mate and the processof pair formation is an important
determinant of an individual Canvasback'sreproductive success.In this study,
variation in reproductivesuccess
wasa resultof largedifferencesin eggproduction.
Long-term observational studiesof individually marked wild birds are neededto
assesshow reproductive successvaries with the timing of pair formation and pairbond duration. Studies of mating systemsof tropical and southern hemisphere
waterfowlspecies,whichare suspected
to have long-termpair-bonds,may provide
valuable information on this point. We also need to determine how each component of reproductive success,suchas clutch size,fledglingsurvival, and offspring
survival to breeding age, varies with the age and experience of individuals and
the duration of their pair-bond. Last of all, studiesare needed to determine the
inherited basis of differencesin reproductive success.
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The null hypothesiswas that all combinationsof associationsof birds from the three pairing status
groupswere equallylikely (i.e., a stronglypairedmale might associatewith an unpairedfemale,etc.).
The actual probability equation is:

S!I!

P = --

(Conover 1971)

N!

where P
S
I
N

=
=
=
=

observedprobability
number of birds (in terms of pairs) showing a mate preference

number of birds showingno clear mate preferencedivided by two (= pairs)
total number of pairs in all treatments

Thus, for the observedprobability of re-associatingin original pairing statusgroups:
P

29!22!
51•

6.4 x 10 -•

or

P<0.001

The probabilityof ducksre-associating
with their originalmate is representedby:
O•
p=--

N!

where P = observedprobability
O = number of birds (in terms of pairs) associatingwith their original mate, and
N = total number of pairs in all treatments
Thus, for the observed probability of re-associatingwith a former mate

p = 22.•
= 7.3x l0-46 or P < 0.001
51•
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IN CANVASBACKS

(A YTHYA VALISINERIA)
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Station,RR 1, Portagela Prairie,ManitobaR1N 3A1, Canada
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ABSTRACT.--Observations
of individually-markedwild canvasbacks(Aythya valisineria)in theparklandsof southwestern
Manitobaindicatethat seasonal
monogamy

is theirbasicmatingsystem.However,malescommonlyengaged
in extra-paircourtship and sometimesbred with a secondfemale after leaving their primary mate.
Forcedcopulationsand polygynywerealsorecorded,but seemto bevery rare.Present
evidencesuggests
thatextra-paircourtshipin canvasbacks
is part of a secondary
male
reproductivestrategyof serial monogamy.Comparisonsof canvasbacks
with other
duckssuggestthat both ecologicaland phylogeneticfactorsmay have affectedthe
evolution of thesemating patterns.
INTRODUCTION

Monogamy is by far the most common mating systemin birds (Lack 1968;
Oring 1982). Despitethis, most researchon mating systemshasfocusedon supposedly"more interesting"non-monogamousspecies.Consequentlyour understandingof the ecologicaland phylogeneticforcesthat have shapedmonogamous
systemsin birds is limited.
Early investigatorswho studied captive or unmarked populationsof ducks
believedthem to be basicallymonogamous(e.g.,Heinroth 1911; Hochbaum 1944;
Delacour 1954-1964). However, the assumption that ducks are monogamous
raisesa paradox:becausemale ducks ostensiblycontribute very little parental
care,theory predictsthat they shouldbe seekingadditional mating opportunities
(Trivers 1972; Emlen and Oring 1977; Maynard Smith 1977). If they are not
doing so, we must ask, "Why not?"
Recent work on dabbling ducks (Anas) has shown that overlying a basic mo-

nogamoussystemin many speciesis a secondarymale strategyof forcibly copulatingwith otherfertilizablefemales(Smith 1968;Barash1977;Derrickson1977;
Baileyet al. 1978; McKinney et al. 1978, 1983;Wishart and Knapton 1978; Bums
et al. 1980;Chenget al. 1982; McKinney, Chap. 6). In somespecies,pair males
alsoengagein courtshipof femalesother than their mates(e.g., McKinney and
Stolen 1982).
No detailed behavioral study of a marked wild population of any pochard

(Aythya)wasavailableasI beganmy study,but with the dabblingduckexperience
asa backdrop,it seemedlikely to me that in this grouptoo, matingpatternsmight
be more complicatedthan they appearedon the surface.The pochardsare a rather
homogenousassemblage
of 15 speciesof freshwaterdiving ducksthoughtto be
closelyallied to the dabblingducks(Johnsgard1968) and thus a logicalgroupto
extend comparisonsof social behavior.
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METHODS

This studyof mating patternswas part of a broader 5-year studyof Canvasback
(Aythya valisineria) socialbehavior (Anderson 1985). Studiesof breedingbirds
were conductedprimarily on a 31 km 2 area centered 9.6 km southeastof Minnedosa,Manitoba, Canada (50ø10'N, 99ø47'W). The native aspenparkland community of the area has largely been replaced by intensive small-grain farming.
Knob and kettle topographyhas produceda high density of small wetlandsnumbering 26/kin 2 and averaging0.45 ha in size (Stoudt 1982). The area has a 30year history of waterfowl studiesand long-term information is available on population and habitat trends for most species,including the Canvasback (Olson
1964; Kiel et al. 1972; Trauger and Stoudt 1978; Stoudt 1982).
Behavioral observationswere made during approximately2200 h (myself)plus
400 h (assistants)from late-April to late-June in 1975 through 1979. Nearly all
observationswere made on 373 individually marked birds that were captured by
one of severalmethods. Live-female decoy trapping (Andersonet al. 1980) provided the primary technique for capturing mature breeding birds in spring (51
males and 50 females). Additional incubating females (7) were caught using a
modified nest trap (Weller 1957). Flightless immature Canvasbacks(137 males
and 123 females) were caught by drive-trapping (Cowan and Hatter 1952) or
night-lighting(Cummingsand Hewitt 1964) betweenmid-July and mid-August
1975, 1976, and 1978. Five birds resident on the study area had been previously
marked by U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service personnel. A few additional birds were
marked with experimental dyes early in the study.
Captured birds were banded with standardUSFWS aluminum bands and fitted
with plastic nasal saddles(modified from Sugdenand Poston [1968] and Doty
and Greenwood [1974]), which were individually distinguishableby color and
alpha-numeric code. Adults were examined for signs of breeding status (down
pulled, pubis spread,eggin oviduc0. Adults more than one year old were distinguishedfrom ducks in their first springusing feather pattern criteria (Serie et al.
1982). Iramatures were sexedby cloacalexamination (Hochbaum 1942).
Systematicobservationsconsistedmainly of intensivelyfollowinga few marked
pairs concurrently. Additional opportunistic or deliberate observationswere also
made as needed,e.g., to find nestsor to ascertainpairing statusesat crucial times.
Data reported here on pair-bonds and social interactions were collectedduring
randomized sampling of marked pairs for a broad spectrum of behaviors and
thesemethods are detailed elsewhere(Anderson 1985).
Details of social organization emergegrudingly from field studies.In only 47
casesof 115 marked-bird breedingsequences(one or both mates marked) was it
possibleto learn pair-bond historieswith certainty. The data reported here involve
only those 47 well-known pairs.
For data analysesthe breedingseasonwasdivided into the followingintervals:
"Post-arrival"--first day on the breeding groundsto the beginning of nest-site
exploration; "Pre-laying"--beginning of nest-site exploration to the day before
layingof the first egg;"Laying"--laying periodfor the firstclutch;"Incubation"-day of laying of the last egg to hatch or destruction of the first nest; "Renest
Interval"--1oss of an initial clutch to the day before laying the first egg of the
secondclutch; "Second Laying"--laying period for the secondclutch; "Second
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Incubation"--day of laying of the last eggto hatchingor destructionof the second
nest.

For this analysis,courtship time included all sexual displays and brief (< 15
sec)pausesbetweendisplays.Data on courtshiptime were arc-sinetransformed
from percentagedata and analyzed by single-classificationanalysis of variance
(Sokal and Rohlf 1981). Becauserepeat observationswere made on marked birds,
data for different breeding statuseswere not strictly independent. I could not
analyze for individual bird effectsusing a split-plot design becauseall birds did
not go through all breeding stages in all years and so could not be assigned
randomly to different classificationgroups.Thus I had to assumethese data were
independent and analyzed them using a simple ANOVA design.This is a reasonable assumption as tests run for trends in the courtship data did not reveal
any interdependenceof errors (P > 0.25).

RESULTS

Of 115 observed consort relationshipsamong marked birds, 114 were onemale/one-female pairs, clearly suggestingthat the Canvasbacksat Minnedosa were
monogamous.

Philopatry.-- Pairs formed on springmigration (Weller 1965; Anderson, pers.
obs.)and malesfollowedtheir matesbackto traditional breedinggrounds.By the
time birds arrived at Minnedosa, 97% (N = 110) of returning resident females
were paired. Females were highly philopatric and on average76% of marked adult
femalesand 27% of immature femalesreturned each season.Evidence suggests
that nearly all living femaleshomed (Anderson 1985).
In contrast, among males only 9% of adults (5/52) and 1.5% of immatures
(3/206) returned. Of these8, all but 1 (an immature male) were seenonly the year
immediately after marking. No migrating males ever returned to the study area
more than once. No repeat pairings were recorded among marked birds, and all
homing males, regardlessof their previous status,returned as unpaired birds. Of
the 5 adult males that returned, 2 had been unpaired during the previous year
and 3 had been paired. There was no evidence of mate retention for more than
a single breeding season.

One-male/two-female trios.--I discoveredonly 1 polygynoustrio in which a
male maintained a simultaneous relationship with 2 females and copulated with

both. The trio emergedlate in the seasonwhen both females were in renesting
intervals and many males had already left the study area. One trio female lost
her renest clutch during laying. I was unable to determine the fate of the second
female.The trio male wasan unusuallydominant and aggressive
male and divided
his attention betweenthe two females,althoughone was decidedlyfavored. He
attendedher more closelyapproximately70% of the time (N = 33 h) and responded
more consistentlyto her moves and displays.Aggressionbetweenthe two females
was evident whenever the trio was together.
I observed3 other trios which, upon casualinspection,would probably have
been mistaken for polygynoustrios. These occurred late in the seasonwhen 3
older renestingpairs were joined in their daily travels by post-breedingyearling
daughtersof the pair female. In these situationspair males actively displayedto
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1

COURTSHIP
BY PAIREDMALESOFFEMALES
OTHERTP.AN THEIR MATES(N -- 24
MALES SAMPLEDFORAT LEAST3 CONSECUTIVE
BREEDINGSTAGES).
1 SEETEXT
FOR EXPLANATION
B•cling status
of male's mate

OF BREEDING STATUSES

Hours of observation

% time (s.e.)

(138)
(137)
(113)
(92)
(71)
(67)
(54)

2.6 (0.6)
2.2 (0.4)
1.2 (0.3)
6.1 (0.2)
0.8 (0.4)
1.3 (0.1)
10.3 (0.4)

Post-arrival
Pre-laying
Laying
Incubation
Renestinterval
Secondlaying
Secondincubation
Single-classification
ANOVA, F(6,664) = 6.58, P < 0.05.

the "extra" femalesbut were never observedcopulatingwith them. None of these
young females renested.
Forced copulations.--Only 4 forced copulation attempts (for criteria see
McKinney et al. 1983) were recordedduring this study (1 forced copulation for

every 9 intensively-observedpairs or every 650 h of observation).This is in
contrastto > 100 normal pair copulationsthat I observed.Marked pairsnormally
copulated2 or 3 times per day (Anderson 1985).
All 4 forced copulation attempts were made by paired males, 2 by males with
incubating mates and 2 by males with post-breedingmates. No forced copulation
attempts were recorded among unpaired males. Of the females with which males
forcibly copulated, 1 was laying a first clutch, 1 was a post-breedingfemale, and

2 were of uncertain status(but either in renestintervals or second-layingperiods).
As in the 1 caseof polygyny,3 forcedcopulationsoccurredlate in the breeding
season.The 1 forced copulation recorded in mid-seasonwas in a very dry year
(1977) when no renestingoccurred.The one polygynousmale observedin this
study also carried out 1 of these 4 forced copulations.

I recorded2 forcedpair copulationattempts (after McKinney et al. 1983). One
immediately followed an attempted forced copulation by another male on the
female. In neither case did the paired males pursue these attempted mountings
of their resistingmates to completion.
Extra-pair courtship.--In contrast to polygyny and forced copulations, male
courtship of females other than their mates was common. Virtually all males
occasionallyleft their mate and displayedto other females.Males did this throughout the breeding season(Table 1), but especially when their own mates were
incubating and seldom while their mates were either in a laying period or a renest
interval.

Displaying males approached females of any status. However, laying females
were approached significantly more often than expected and females in secondlaying,incubation, and post-breedingcondition were approachedsignificantlyless
often than expected (Table 2). This was calculated by comparing the breeding
statusesof females approached by displaying males vs the random probabilities
of encountering females of that status (based on the proportion of observations
of marked females of each status).
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TABLE

2

APPROACHES FOR DISPLAY BY PAIRED MALES TO FEMALES OTHER THAN THEIR

MATES. OBSERVED VALUES FOR EACH BREEDING STATUS ARE COMPARED WITH
OVERALL PROBABILITIES OF ENCOUNTERING MARKED FEMALES OF EACH STATUS1
Breedingstatusof approachedfemales

Observed

Expected

Contributionto x2

Post-arrival

114

94.6

1.8

Pre-laying
Laying

82
70

92.1
39.6

0.6
8.5

Incubation
Renest interval

12
54

10.5
55.9

0.1
0.1

Secondlaying

16

37.6

8.6

Second incubation

2

8.9

4.4

Post-breeding

2

12.8

7.8

Overall x • = 31.9, 7 d.f., P < 0.001, N = 664 h.

However, because females in some breeding stagesused ponds without conspecificsmore frequently than at other times (Anderson 1985), it was necessary
to examine the persistenceof courtship directed at females of known reproductive
status during those observations when females were on ponds with other Canvasbacks. This analysis shows that females in the presence of conspecificswere

displayed to more extensively during renest intervals than during any other reproductive stage(Table 3). So, although displaying males approached females of
all breeding stages,they were most persistentin displaying to renestinghens.
Mate switches.--Of the 47 marked-bird breeding sequencesfor which I knew
the precisenature of individual mate relationships,8 (17%) involved a mate switch
sometime during the breeding season,and this pattern was roughly similar in each
of the four years that I followed marked pairs (Table 4).
Of the 8 females that switched mates, 4 were in renesting intervals, 1 was in
the pre-laying stageand 1 was of unknown status.The statusesof two otherswere
not known precisely, but circumstantial evidence suggeststhat they too were in
renest intervals. The singlefemale that switched mates in pre-laying was originally
paired with a male that injured a wing and subsequentlywas unable to fly between
ponds.

TABLE

3

COURTSHIPOF MARKED FEMALESBY MALES OTHER THAN THEIR MATES (N = 14
FEMALESSAMPLEDFORAT LEAST3 CONSECUTIVE
BREEDINGSTAGES)
1
Breeding status
of female

Post-arrival
Pre-laying
Laying2
Incubation2
Renestinterval

Hours of observation

% time (s.e.)

(85)
(84)
(109)
(44)
(90)

2.8 (0.4)
3.1 (0.6)
4.1 (1.1)
1.0 (0.1)
13.8 (1.2)

• Single-classification
ANOVA, F(4,407) = 5.86, P < 0.01.
2 First nestsand renestswere combinedbecauseof small samplesof second-nesting
observations.Femaleswith first nestswere cour•d
slightly,but not significantlymore than femaleswith secondnests.
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4

MATE SWITCHES AMONG MARKED

CANVASBACK PAIRS

Year

Total pairs

FaUnsknown

Switches(%)

1975
1976
1977
1978
Total

8
22
46
39
115

5
12
17
13
47

1 (20)
3 (25)
2 (12)
2 (15)
8 (17)

Of the 8 males that succeededin acquiringmates during theseswitches,3 were
previously-pairedmales whosefirst mates were incubatinginitial clutches.Three
other males were unmarked and their statusesunknown. However, based on their
behavior and the statusesof most marked males on the study area at that time,
it is likely that they too were mates of other incubating females. No switching
males were ever observed subsequentlyattending their original mates. No switching males abandoned their first mates until those females were about 7 d into
incubation. So, at least some females changedmates within a breeding season,
and at least some paired males sequentiallybred with more than one partner.
Two malesthat took over switchingfemaleswere previouslyunpaired. Unpaired
maleswere transienton the studyarea but spentmuch of their time moving about,
displaying,approachingpairs, and apparently "testing" existingpair-bonds (Anderson,pers. obs.). It appearsthat occasionallythis behavior leads to a breeding
opportunity.
With sofew well-documentedmate changesit is difficult to suggestwhy certain
pairs switched. In one instance, a renesting female switched after her first mate
had abandoned her during incubation to establisha breeding relationship with
an earlier renestingfemale. In one instance noted above, an original paired male
was injured. In 2 of the remaining 3 casesinvolving marked original males, the
females were observed actively rejecting (chasing, Inciting) their "old" mates
during social courtship. In these 2 cases,the male and female had been farther
apart during observationsfrom arrival to egg-layingthan were mates in a sample
of pairs that did not later switch mates (Table 5). One such female was seen
repeatedly without her mate prior to nesting, a pattern never observed in any
other marked pair. Males of switchingpairs initiated fewer mutual displaysand
showedlessconsistentactivity coordination with their mates than did non-switching males (Table 5). The reverse was true for females (Table 5). The males in
these 2 pairs displacedother males in agonisticencountersslightly lessoften than
did males of non-switching pairs (53% vs 59%). However, the overall frequency
of winning, losing, or drawing (defined by supplanting)during encounterswith
other Canvasbacks,prior to renesting,wasindependentof eventualmate switching
(G -- 2.1, 2 d.f., P • 0.10, N = 463 interactions).For similar aggressiveencounters
with other species,males of pairs that later switchedmates won only 35% of the
time compared with 70% for males of non-switching pairs (G = 8.9, 2 d.f., P <
0.05, N = 344).
DISCUSSION

Single-seasonmonogamy was clearly the predominant mating system among
Canvasbackson the Minnedosa study area. Arguments concerningfactorsleading
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TABLE

5

COMPARISONS OF PAIR BEHAVIOR BETWEEN 2 PAIRS THAT SWITCHED MATES AND

4 RANDOMLY-CHOSEN PAIRS THAT DID NOT. DATA FROM ARRIVAL TO
EGG-LAYING 1

Mean distancebetweenmates(m)
Initiation of mutual displays2
Males

Females
Activity coordination3
Males
Females

Switching
pairs (s.d.)

Non-switching
pairs (s.d.)

5.4 (4.1)

3.1 (1.2)**

0.9 (0.7)
1.5 (1.1)

1.2 (0.5)*
1.3 (0.7)*

-0.5 (0.7)
- 1.2 (0.9)

+0.1 (0.2)*
-2.2 (0.9)*

• Means compared by t-tests, N = 177 h.
2 Display bouts per hour.
aNet frequencyof activitychanges(+ = yes,- = no) by onebird within 15 secof its partnerchanginga•ivities. High valuesindicate
relatively greatereffort at pair coordination(seeAnderson 1984).
*=P<0.05,**=P<0.01.

to monogamyamongCanvasbackshave been offeredelsewhere(Anderson 1985),
and center on at least three important factors: (1) indirect male parental investment, (2) female philoparry and the timing of pair formation, and (3) a combination of the timing of female breeding requirements and resource distribution
patterns. These factors are briefly summarized below.
Males are providing several kinds of indirect parental investment, i.e., investment via their mates which ultimately benefit offspring.Males are vigilant in the
company of their mates, chase encroachingconspecifics,give calls warning of
approachingpredators,and chaseparasitic Redheads(Aythya americana; Anderson 1985). Still, this is little male investment compared with, for example,
many passefines or geese. Furthermore, at least some of this indirect parental
investment is potentially shareable(Wittenberger 1979) among offspringof more
than a singleconsort.Thus, other factorsmust preventmalesfrom monopolizing
additional

females.

Females are highly philopatric. This, togetherwith the timing of pair formation,
severelylimits a male's options. By pairing early in spring,females seemto gain
advantagesof priority accessto critical resources(e.g., food), improved feeding
time efficiency,and reduceddisturbance(Anderson,pers.obs.).Femalesmay also

profit from having additionaltime to assesspotential mates(McKinney 1986),
and from the opportunity to choosemates from greater concentrationsof flocked
migrating males. Becausefemales are limiting for males (male-biasedsex-ratios

and higherfemaleparentalinvestment),malesareprobablyselectedto pair, within
limits, whenever females are ready (Anderson 1985). Becausemales can only
follow a single female back to her natal area, they have few options. They must
either pair early and follow a singlehoming female or remain unpaired on migration and attempt to establishsingleor multiple bondswith residentbreeding
females, a pattern that rarely succeeded.

Breeding was spread over about two months at Minnedosa and on average,
58% of Canvasbacknestswere unsuccessful
(Stoudt 1982). The accompanying
asynchronyof female breeding schedulesand thus resourcerequirements, coupled
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with the patchy spatial distribution of the Canvasbacks'key resourcesand large
home ranges,apparently made it impossible for males to monopolize multiple
mates simultaneously (Anderson 1985). So, although much of a male's indirect
parental investment is potentially shareable by more than one female, breeding
schedulesalmost never allow it. Conversely,highly asynchronousfemale schedules
did create sequentialbreeding opportunities for males.
Despite these constraints,variations on monogamy were found. Males were
opportunistic and sought additional matings and females appeared to be continually assessingtheir mates. Forced copulations were uncommon in Canvasbacks
at Minnedosa and occurred late in the season. It is problematic whether or not

theseresultedin fertilizations. Polygynywas observedonly once, also late in the
season.However, it is interesting that in captive flocks where sexually-active males
may be scarce,and all breeding requisitesare available in a small area, simultaneous mulitple bonds may occur (Bluhm, Chap. 4; pers. obs.). So, at least a low
incidence of polygyny may be possible in other natural environments. Circumstantial evidence suggests
the possibleoccurrenceof polygyny (or kinship trios?)
in both Common Pochards(Aythyaferina) and Tufted Ducks (A.fuligula) (Bezzel
1964; Reichholf 1964).
On the other hand, extra-pair courtshipby males was widespreadat Minnedosa,
and descriptionsof behavior in unmarked Canvasbackselsewhere(Erickson 1948)
seem similar. Males frequently approached females that had recently arrived on
the study area. If males normally develop individual relationshipswith several
females whose home rangesoverlap with theirs, strangefemales should attract a
male's attention. The discoverythat courting males alsopreferentially approached
females in their first laying period (but not the second)was surprising. Because
no females were recorded switching breeding partners at that stageand forced
copulations were rare, the reasonsfor such preferencesare unclear.
Females in renestingintervals were not approached more often than expected
by chance,but they were courted far more intensively and persistentlythan other
females.This was also the period during which femaleswere most likely to change
mates. With little or no possibility of kleptogamy, the coststo an individual female
or male of abandoning a partner to start a new breedingattempt should be lowest
immediately after loss of a first clutch. Therefore, it is not surprising that most
mate switches occurred during renest intervals. Also, becauseoperational sexratios (Emlen and Oring 1977) were typically more skewed at that time than
earlier in the season,females were in a position to be "choosy." The ratio of
unattached males to available females increasedby 40% from early May to early
June (1.07 vs 1.39) (Anderson, pets. obs.). Paired male aggressionand male efforts
in affiliative behavior were also correspondinglyhigher than during pre-laying
(Anderson 1984, 1985).
Consideringthe observedpattern of extra-pair courtshipin males, the statuses
of courted females, and the evidence from mate switches, I suggesta working
hypothesisthat extra-paircourtshipin Canvasbacksis an evolvedstrategyfor the
acquisitionof secondpair bondsby already-pairedmales. Similar argumentshave
been made for the function of extra-pair courtship in several speciesof birds
(Mock 1979; McKinney and Stolen 1982).
Canvasbacks are the first wild anatid studied in detail in which extra-pair
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courtshipseemsto be suchan important paired male activity. Extra-pair courtship
has been observed in Mallards (Anas platyrhynchos)during the non-breeding
period (Weidmann 1956; Lebret 1961; Raitasuo 1964; von de Wall 1965), in wild
African Black Ducks (A. sparsa;McKinney et al. 1978), and in captive Greenwinged Teal (A. creccacarolinensis;McKinney and Stolen 1982), but the goalsof
such behavior have remained unclear. This is also the only detailed study of a
non-territorial duck in which males seldom attempt to force copulations on other
fertilizable females. The question of what factor(s) may have affectedthe cost/
benefit of these alternative male reproductive strategiesin ducks remains open.
I offer the following comparisonsas a tentative step toward an answer and to
point out areas and specieswhere further work is needed.
An instructive comparisonwith Canvasbacksis the LesserScaup (Aythya affinis), its best-studiedcongener.Female Canvasbacksinitiate breedingearly and,
except in dry years, commonly renest if an early nest is destroyed (Dory et al.
1984; Anderson 1985). This meansthat the cultivation of other liaisonsby male
Canvasbacksmay pay off in a secondbreeding sequenceprovided that some mate
switchesoccurbetweennestingattempts. Scaupinitiate breedinglater at the same
latitude, seldom renest except in exceptional years (Rogers 1959, 1964; Afton
1984), and (perhapsconsequently?)exhibit a high frequencyof forced copulations
(Hammell 1973; Alton 1983). Little clear-cut evidence is available for other
Aythya speciesbasedon marked birds. Redheadsseemto engageoccasionallyin
both forcedcopulationsand extra-paircourtship(Sayler,pers.comm.;pers.obs.)
but, becausethey are semi-parasitic(Weller 1959), they are especiallydifficult to
study. Ring-neckedDucks (Aythya collaris) have been recordedparticipating in
both forcedcopulationsand mate switching(Hohman, pers.comm.). Common
Pochardsand Tufted Ducks may provide a Palearctic parallel with Canvasback/
LesserScaupreproductivestrategies(Hohn 1943; Bezzel 1964, 1969; Cramp and
Simmons 1977), but hard evidence of breeding patterns based on marked birds
is lacking.Almost nothingis known of the breedingbehavior of the four species
of white-eye ducks in the wild, although FerruginousDucks (A. nyroca) might
engagein extra-pair courtship (Dement'ev and Gladkov 1952:491).
Comparisonswith the better-studieddabblingducks(Anasspp.)remainhighly
speculativebut suggestsome fruitful avenues for further research.Several Anas
species,like the Canvasback,may renest yet still combine pair-bonding with
occasionalforced copulations--Mallards,(McKinney et al. 1983 and references
therein), Northern Pintails (Anas acuta; Smith 1968; Derrickson 1977), Bluewinged Teal (A. discors;Stewart and Titman 1980), and Green-winged Teal
(McKinney and Stolen 1982). Why don't Canvasbacksattempt forcedcopulations
more often?

Some fundamentaldifferencesbetweenthe two tribes may have predisposed
Canvasbacks
towardsa differentstrategy.For example,specializationfor diving
has favored somewhatdifferent body shapesbetweenpochardsand dabbling
ducks. Consequently,pochardshave somewhatheavier wing-loading(Raikow
1973; Humphrey and Livezey 1982), are somewhatlessmaneuverable,and perhapsaerial pursuitsare more costly.At the sametime, becauseof their specialized
diving skills, female pochardsmay be relatively more difficult targetsfor forced
copulationsthan dabblingducks.In Northern Pintails (Derrickson 1977), and
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possiblyother species(Titman and Seymour 1981; McKinney et al. 1983), females
on land may have more difficulty escapingforced-copulation attempts than females that dive under water. However, at least male Lesser Scaup have overcome
any such disadvantage.
Male Canvasbackshave significantly more time "free" from their mates than
do male dabblingducks(Anderson 1985). Even in late pre-layingand early laying
periods, female Canvasbacksspend several hours each day working on their
substantial over-water nests, which is much more than the brief time most dabbling duck hens seem to spendat dry-land nest scrapes.This female involvement
leavesmale Canvasbackswith more solitary time which might be usedto cultivate
liaisons with other females. Also, because Canvasbacks, like most pochards, are
usually found in social groups throughout the breeding season(Mendall 1958;
Bezzel 1969; Anderson 1985), they also have ready opportunities to interact
repeatedly with several pairs and probably to develop individual relationships
(including monitoring of breeding status)with many birds whose home ranges
overlap theirs.
The patterns and probabilities of nesting mortality may also be a factor. From
the limited data available, Anas hen mortality rates appear to be higher than for
Canvasbacks(Sargeant 1972; Eberhardt and Sargeant 1977; Johnson and Sargeant
1977; Stoudt 1982). (LesserScauphens are also upland nesters,and they too are

frequentlykilled on nests[Afton 1983].)If this is generallytrue, then the relatively
low chance of nesting mortality for Canvasback hens might favor cultivating
liaisons with known individuals. Severe nesting hen mortality could make timecostly liaisonsa lessattractive option for males. Similarly, high rates of nest loss
and highratesofrenesting(both characteristicof many prairie-nestingAnasspecies)
would lessenthe probable payoff associatedwith each individual renestingliaison
for many dabbling ducks compared with Canvasbacks.
Whatever the reason, it seems that for Canvasbacks the option of forcibly
copulatingwith other females must produce a lower averagefitnesspayoff than
the option of establishingan exclusive secondbreeding relationship with a single
female. However, the relative costsand benefits associatedwith extra-pair courtship and forced copulations have not been assessedfor any single species,much
less for broad inter-tribal comparisons. Becausesome ducks engagein both ac-

tivities, e.g., Mallards (Humburg et al. 1978; Ohde et al. 1983; McKinney et al.
1983), further intraspecificcomparisonsof alternativemale reproductivestrategies
seem especiallypromising for analyzing these trade-offs.
We certainly require studiesof how secondarypair-bonds are cultivated and
how femalesare targetedfor forced-copulationattempts in severalspecies.More
long-term observationalstudiesof wild birds are also badly needed to improve
our ability to make detailed cross-species
comparisonsof variations on monogamy. We need studiesconcerningthe subtle and indirect forms of male parental
investment, its importance to females and subsequentoffspring, and how male
investment might limit male options outside the primary pair-bond. In Canvasbacks at least, female assessmentof these male attributes might be a factor in
mate switches.Lastly, we need much better information on the relationship of
critical resourcesto spacingpatterns and breeding synchronyin wild ducks, with
the associatedimplications for understandingmating systems.
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After 40 years of work on the mating systemsof wild waterfowl, we are just
beginning to understand some of the ecological forces and phylogenetic factors
that have shapedthose systems.The surprisingcomplexity of waterfowl mating
patterns, coupled with the diverse radiation of the family, offers an excellent
systemfor general study of the evolution of subtly different mating options.
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ABSTRACr.--Monogamyis the primary mating systemin dabbling ducks. Paired
males contribute to their mate's breeding effort by (a) protecting the female from
predatorsand disturbanceby rival maleswhile shefeedsintensivelyduringthe period
of eggproduction(probably all ,4nas species),(b) defendinga territory within which
the female feeds(severalspecies),(c) helpingto carefor the ducklings(certainsouthern
hemispherespecies).Paired males also engagein forced extra-pair copulations(recordedin 21 of 37 Anas speciesto date) and in somespeciesthesemay be important
secondaryreproductivestrategies.Polygamydoesnot occurin holarcticspecies,probably becauseeach male is unable to monopolize more than one female in synchronouslybreedingpopulationswith male-biasedadult sex-ratios,but bigamousbehavior
has been observed in captives of three southern hemisphere species(Cape Teal, ,4.
capensis;SpeckledTeal, ,4. fiavirostris; White-cheekedPintail, ,4. bahamensis).Opportunitiesfor malesto hold two matessimultaneouslymay occurin wild populations
of such speciesbecauseextended and/or irregular breeding seasonsare likely to
produceasynchronyin the breedingand molt schedulesof individuals.

INTRODUCTION

In birds with monogamous mating systems,paired individuals are generally
consideredto have very limited possibilitiesfor increasingtheir reproductive
successby activities unrelated to their pair-bonds. Some instancesof intraspecific
nest parasitism may prove to benefit paired females by supplementingthe eggs
they incubate themselves, but this phenomenon has not yet been well documented
(Yom-Tov 1980). Opportunistic extra-pair copulations and occasionalpolygyny
have been observed in many species(Gladstone 1979; Oring 1982; Ford 1983;
McKinney et al. 1984), but cost-benefit analysesin terms of male fitnesshave not
been made. The prediction by Trivers (1972)-- that males of monogamousspecies
can be expectedto try to inseminate additional females, without aiding or monopolizingthem, and that "mixed male reproductivestrategies"will result-- seems
logical but is still largelyuntested.There is circumstantial evidencefor suchmixed
strategiesin severalarian species(Beecherand Beecher1979; Mineau and Cooke
1979; Fujioka and Yamagishi 1981) and comparativestudiesof waterfowl (Anatidae)have suggested
factorsthat appearto favor or prohibit their use(McKinney
et al. 1983). My purpose here is to review evidence for secondaryreproductive
strategiesin one group of primarily monogamouswaterfowl and to suggestsome
promising lines for future researchon such variations on the monogamy theme.
The dabblingducks(tribe Anatini) compriseone of the most familiar and widely
studiedgroupsof birds. As surface-feedingducks,they feedprimarily by dabbling,
head-dipping, and up-ending in shallow water. Their food consistsof aquatic
plants and invertebrates, strained from the water by lamellae on the sidesof the
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bill. Fresh water is preferred, but some speciesuse brackish lagoons and even sea
shores.All spend time swimming but they walk well on land and come ashoreto
rest. Most nest-sitesare on the ground in vegetation, but a few speciesuse treeholes. In all speciesincubation is by the female only. Usually ducklings are led,
brooded, and protected by the female only, but the male helps in a few species.
The group has representativeson all continents except Antarctica. Most of the
37 living species(now usually placed in the single genusAnas) fall clearly into
one of 7 sub-groups:mallards, wigeons, green-winged teals, pintails, and bluewinged ducks,found in both northern and southernhemispheres;and austral teals
and silver teals occurringonly in the southernhemisphere.Many geographicraces
have been distinguished,including 20 forms endemic to islands (Weller 1980).
Most species(26) breed primarily in temperate, subarctic or alpine zones, and

many of thesemake extensiveseasonalmigrations. Of the remaining 11 species
breeding in subtropical and/or tropical regions, many are sedentary, but two are
nomadic.

With such a worldwide distribution, the members of the genus Anas are well
suited for comparative, correlational studiesinvolving factors dependent on latitude, geography,climate, and ecology.In this review I stressthe importance of
factors likely to influence the temporal availability of females, becausethis is
especially relevant to secondary male strategies.
Although much information is available on diverse aspectsof the biology of
many dabbling ducks (Sowls 1955; Johnsgard 1965, 1978; Frith 1967; Bellrose
1976; Palmer 1976; Cramp and Simmons 1977; Bookhout 1979; Todd 1979;
Weller 1980) data on mating systems based on study of wild, marked birds is
lacking for most species.Almost all species(and many races)have been kept and
bred in zoos and private collections, but few studies on captives have focused on
the variations in monogamy that concern us here. The traditional view has been
that dabbling ducks are monogamous and little attention has been paid to extrapair-bond activities of males. Extra-pair copulations have been observed in 21
Anas species,but only a few of thesespecieshave been studied thoroughly enough
to permit speculationon the probable significanceof suchcopulationsin enhancing
male fitness (reviewed in detail by McKinney et al. 1983). Bigamous behavior
has been observedin only three species(all captives)and, becausethesefindings
are new, most attention is given to this topic here.

SEASONAL MONOGAMY:

THE BASIC ,•N.,IS MATING

SYSTEM

In Anas speciesbreeding in temperate and subarctic regions of the northern
hemisphere,pair-bonds form on the wintering grounds,usually severalmonths
before breedingbegins.Pairs migrate northward in spring,the female leading her
mate back to the area where shebred in previous seasons.These pair-bonds break
during the short breeding season(April-June), usually while the female is incubating. If early clutchesare taken by predators,oneor severalreplacementclutches
may be laid. The same pair-bond may be retained for these renest attempts or
mate-switchesmay occur. New pair-bonds form each winter and it is probably
rare for individuals to breed together in successiveseasons.Therefore, in these
speciesthe basic breeding system is seasonalmonogamy and mate-choice has
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nothing to do with territory quality. (For reviews of Anas breeding behavior see
Weller 1964; McKinney 1975a.)
The process of pair formation has not been studied in marked individuals of
any wild Arias populations, but there are many clues to the basic mechanisms
from studiesof individually marked captives (Weidmann 1956; Weidmann and
Darley 1971; McKinney 1975b; Cheng et al. 1978, 1979; Laurie-Ahlberg and
McKinney 1979; Standen 1980; Williams 1983) and from field observationson
unmarked birds (Lebret 1961; Wishart 1983). Males intent on pairing approach
females and direct courtship displaystoward them. Females respond to suchmales
by threatening them, by showing acceptanceof them Coyperforming inciting
displaysbeside them), or by various kinds of behavior that encouragemale courtship (e.g., nod-swimming). The adult sex ratio in wintering populations is usually
skewed in favor of males (Bellrose et al. 1961), so that competition is intense and
some males fail to securea mate. When a number of males direct courtshiptoward
the same female, "social courtship" results. This usually occurson water. As well
as directing displays at the female and maneuvering to attract and hold her attention, males threaten one another and perform aggressivedisplays.Chasingand
fighting tend to be infrequent, but subordinate males perform appeasementdisplays (e.g., nod-swim) that seemto enable them to remain in the competition.
The female makes her initial choice from among the males that court her and
indicatesher preferenceby performing inciting displaysbeside the chosenmale
and threatening other males. When given free choice, females exhibit clear preferences(Cheng et al. 1978) apparently based on behavioral and morphological
features(Bossemaand Kruijt 1982; Kruijt et al. 1982). Early bonds seemunstable
and are likely to be contestedby rival males. Switchesoccur,apparently as a result
of the chosenmale being displacedby a dominant male which is then accepted
by the female. Disputes between well-matched males are settled by fighting.
Pair-bonds are presumably reinforced by displays, by copulations, and by collaboration by mates in rejecting advancesof rival males. Males perform characteristic displays directed at the female when mates come together (e.g., bellypreen, preen-dorsal, preen-behind-wing, bridling, and lateral dabbling) and in
some speciesthe female may respond with similar displays (e.g., preen-behind-

wing). Pair copulations,precededby mutual head-pumping,occur during the
winter several months before egg-layingbegins.At this time (e.g., Septemberin
Mallards, Arias platyrhynchos), gonadsare regressedand spermatogenesisis not
occurring(H6hn 1947; Johnson 1961, 1966); so apparently these copulations are
part of the mate-testingand/or pair-bond-maintaining processes.Mates give combined display performancesduring encounterswith other pairs or with courting
males. In some speciessimilar displays are given by both sexes(e.g., rapid chin-

lifting in wigeons);more commonly, the female performs inciting while the male
adopts a threat posture or swims away (followed by the inciting female) giving
turn-back-of-head.

In summary, Arias pair-bonding involves expressionof individual preferences
by males (directing displaysat certain females) and females (inciting besideone
of the courtingmales). Acceptanceof the male by the female must play an important role in preserving the bond but, when challenged,the male must be able
to drive away all rivals, if necessaryby fighting.Wittenberger (1979) has termed
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this type of mating system"female-defensemonogamy,"but the implication that
malescontrolthe systemby sequestering
a female(Wittenbergerand Tilson 1980)
is misleadingin neglectingthe role of females in the process.
Pair-bondsof sometropical and southernhemisphereArias speciesare suspected
to be long-term rather than being formed anew each year (Weller 1968; Kear
1970; Siegfried 1974). Retention or reforming of old bonds may well be more
feasiblein sedentarypopulationsthan in migratory ones,and this tendencymight
also be favored by natural selectionin specieswhere mates cooperatein broodcare and/or where breeding seasonsare irregular and of variable duration. Although there are a few records of prolonged bonds in Cape Teal (A. capensis;
Siegfriedet al. 1976) and African Black Duck (A. sparsa;McKinney et al. 1978)
firm evidence on this point is scarce.I suspectthat considerablevariation exists
in the length of pair-bonds in Arias populations with extended and/or irregular
breedingseasons.Judgingfrom the occurrenceof courtshipbehavior before each
breeding season and/or breeding attempt, bonds are frequently contested and
mate-switchesare probably common. This is quite different from the situation in
swans,geese,and whistling ducks, where pair-bonds are characteristicallylongterm and often lifelong.
REVIEW OF MALE MATE-SUPPORT

ROLES

Paired males appear to contribute to their mate's breedingeffort in three ways:
(a) by protectingthe female directly (probably all Anas species),(b) by defending
a territory within which the female feeds(several species),and (c) by helping to
care for the ducklings (certain southern hemisphere species).Obviously these
activities restrict males' abilities to exploit secondarymating options.
Protection of the mate.--Throughout the duration of the pair-bond the male
associatescloselywith his mate most of the time (except when she is at the nest).
From the male's point of view, closeescortingof his mate is necessaryif he is to
minimize the chancesof (a) losing his mate to another male or (b) having his
mate inseminated by other males. The importance of the latter hazard is indicated
by the especially close escorting and guarding of females by their mates during
the period just before and during egg-laying.It is during this same period that
femalesmust increasetheir intake of invertebrate food for egg-production(Krapu
1979), which necessitatesmore time spent feeding (Dwyer 1975; Afton 1979;
Stewart and Titman 1980; Titman 1981). Ashcroft (1976) has shownfor Common
Eiders (Somateria mollissima) that the vigilant behavior of the male allows the
female to feed more efficiently, the male taking over the "lookout" role for both
birds, and the same situation probably applies in dabbling ducks.
The role of male vigilance in protecting his mate from surpriseattack by predators and from attempts by other males to force copulation is strongly indicated
by observationson the behavior of pairs (Seymour and Titman 1978). Mates keep
in close vocal contact with one another, giving very quiet calls as they move
around together, loud contact calls when separated (decrescendo call, repeated
calls). Females respondto alarm calls by their mates by stoppingfeedingand also
becoming alert. Males also call to their mates while the latter are on their nests
(Dwyer 1974). In somesituationspaired malescrouchto avoid detectionby flying
males and move out of sight with the female.
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Defenseof a breedingterritory.--Paired males of severalA nas speciesdefend
stretchesof water against intruding conspecificsfor periods of about one week
(Mallard; Dzubin 1969) up to several weeks (Northern Shoveler, A. clypeata;
Poston 1969; Seymour 1974). Male Mallards hold territories at the beginningof

the breedingseasonwhile their mates are in pre-laying and laying phases,but
Shovelerscontinue to defend their territories throughout the incubation period.
Provision of a secludedarea, where femalescan feed efficientlywhile protected
from interruption by their escortingmates, appearsto be an important benefit of
territoriality in the Northern Shoveler(McKinney 1973; Seymour 1974; Afton
1979) and probablyin certainother territorial species(Gadwall, A. strepera;Dwyer
1974; Blue-wingedTeal, A. discors;Stewart and Titman 1980).
African BlackDuck pairshold territorieson riversand in one study(Ball et al.
1978) territories were maintained throughout the year except for the period of
wing-molt. In this case,the river territory could serveall needsof the pair (food
for the pair and their ducklings,cover for nest-sites,and safe molting places).
There was strongcompetition for mates and for territories, and only territoryowningpairsbred. Other speciesliving on rivers (Salvadori'sDuck, A. waigiuensis;
Kear 1975) or shorelines(Crested Duck, A. specularioides;Weller 1972) hold
similar all-purposeterritories.Probablythis systemis favored in primarily insectivorous speciesby the need to control an exclusive area that will ensure an
adequatefood supply for the young in addition to other benefits.
White-cheeked Pintails (A. bahamensis)behave territorially, both in the wild
and in flight pens,but male intoleranceappearsto be associatedespeciallywith
defenseof the mate againstrival malesand it is not clearif territoriesare important
for female feeding seclusion(McKinney and Bruggers1983). Other Anas species
are known to be territorial (Brown Teal, A. aucklandica chlorotis;Hayes 1981;
pers. obs.) but have not been studied intensively.
Some Anas speciesdo not establish breeding territories. This is the case in the
Northern Pintail (A. acuta), a specieswith largebreedingpair rangesthat may be
economicallyundefendable(Derrickson 1978). Similarly, Green-wingedTeal (A.
crecca)and Red-billed Pintail (A. erythrorhyncha)are non-territorial (McKinney
and Stolen 1982; pers. obs. on wild birds). Flight pen observationssuggestthat
the sameis true in SpeckledTeal (A. fiavirostris) and Brown Pintail (A. georgica).
Assistancein care of ducklings.--Males of all holarcticAnas speciesdeserttheir
matesbefore(or occasionallyshortlyafter) the ducklingshatch and move to safe
areas where they undergo the wing-molt. In the southern hemisphere, broods of
many speciesare observed with two adults in attendance and in some casesmales
appear to assisttheir mates in protectingtheir offspring.However, for most southern species,documentationof male brood carein wild broodsis poor because(a)
the sex of the adults could not be determined (most of these speciesare monomorphic), (b) it was not known if the second adult was the female's mate, and/
or (c) behavioral observationswere not made. In some cases,records for broods
raised in captivity confirm field reports of biparental attendancebut descriptions
of behavior

observed

are scarce.

Based on the fragmentary evidence available, brood care patterns in southern
hemisphere speciesappear to be of three types: (a) male usually present and
apparently contributesto protection of ducklings,(b) male usually not present,
and (c) male sometimes present (Table 1).
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TABLE

1

EVIDENCE ON PARENTAL ROLES IN BROOD-CARE IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE dillaS
Number of wild broods seenwith

Category

Referenceno.

based on

Brood-care
categories

A. Biparental care usual
sibilatrix
capensis

specularioides
castanea

2 adults

1 adult

4
96

10

captives

A
A

A

1

2

A

4

2

4
1

b. baharnensis

5

24

u. undulata

smithii

B

1

4

5

2

7

8, 15
B
B

B
A

1
9
10
3

occurs

A

12

A

10

4

33
usual

14

284
17
usual
225
usual

2
33

rhynchotis

4, 10

A

1

a •w
55

4

presumed

s. superciliosa
hottentota

2
?

g. georgica
georgicaspinicauda

C. Brood care by female only
sparsa

A

usual

a. aucklandica

waigiuensis

5, 6

1

gibberifronsgracilis

versicolor

2, 4
4

3

B. Male's presenceand/or care variable or uncertain
fiavirostris
3

bahamensisgalapagensis
erythrorhyncha
specularis

1
3, 4

captives

11
>50%

aucklandicachlorotis

wild

4
4

4
11

11, 15

3,13
10, 4
A

3
3
14
3
5

11

Referencenumbers:1. Weller 1975a;2. Kear 1970; 3. Siegfried1974; 4. McKinney, unpublished;5. Frith 1967; 6. F. I. Norman,
pers.comm.; 7. Weller 1975b;8. Weller 1975c;9. McKinney and Bruggers1983; 10. Johnsgard1978; 11. M. Ounsl•l, pers.comm.;
12. Weller 1967; 13. McKinneyet al. 1978; 14. Clark 1969; 15. Todd 1979.

I have observedwild broods of Cape Teal, Chestnut Teal (A. castanea), and
BrownTeal and notedseveralkindsof male care.In all cases,maleswereextremely
watchful and alert for predators,spendingmost of the time in head-erectpostures
while the ducklingsfed. Male ChestnutTeal also gave warning calls, escorted
laggingducklings,and attacked hovering birds of prey. Male Crested Ducks,
Bronze-wingedDucks (A. specularis),and Chiloe Wigeon (A. sibilatrix) are noted
for their attentivehessto broods, and probably they provide similar kinds of
protection. Most of these specieshave not been intensively studied in the field,
and it is not known whetherbroodsare especiallyvulnerableto predation.In the
Cape Teal, this seemslikely to be the case, becauseopen habitats devoid of
emergent cover are commonly used.

Two parentsare not usually seenwith broods of African Black Duck, African

Yellowbill(A. undulata),HottentotTeal (A. hottentota),
CapeShoveler(A.smithii), and AustralasianShoveler (A. rhynchotis).In two marked pairs of African
BlackDucks, the femalealoneled their ducklingsall day. At night, however,they
joined the male at favored roostingplaceson their river territories,and it is
possiblethat males help protect their broods from nocturnal predators.
In five southernspecies(SpeckledTeal, Brown Pintail, White-cheekedPintail,
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Red-billed Pintail, and Grey Teal, A. gibberifrons) the relationship of males to
their broods is poorly understood. Some broods are accompaniedby two adults,
othersby just one. In some casesobserversdisagreeon which is the typical pattern
for the species.Active participation by males in care of ducklingshas not been
described.No intensive studiesof wild broods have been made, but I have watched
captives of the first four speciesand noted lessinterest by escortingmales in the
ducklings than was typical in Chestnut Teal and Cape Teal.
Three factors might contribute to the impression of "partial male attendance"
in these species.First, the need for male participation in brood care could vary
in different parts of the species'range (e.g., in relation to availability of escape
cover or predator densities).Second,the accompanyingmale may be interested
primarily in the female rather than the brood (e.g., maintaining his pair-bond for
future breedingattempts, as suggestedby Siegfried 1974). Third, males might be
adoptinga bet-hedgingstrategy,either escortingtheir broods (mate-holdingand/
or protecting ducklings)or desertingfor an alternate mate when circumstances
favor it.
BENEFITS OF MONOGAMY

TO MALES AND FEMALES

By pairing with a single female, a male can protect his genetic paternity and
minimize the risk of cuckoldry. The importance of this factor in dabbling ducks
is shownby (a) the increasedvigilanceof maleswhile their femalesare fertile and
(b) active defenseof the female againstmales attempting to force copulation (p.
76). A male also standsto enhancehis own reproductivesuccessby providing
vigilance, warning, and defensefor his mate. Male vigilance during the fertile
period is probably universal in Anas, but thereafterdesertionof the female may
occur at various stages(e.g., early, middle, or late incubation in holarctic species).
Females stand to benefit in various ways from having a male escort(protection
from harassingmales and predators),but the extent to which males contributeto
their mate's breedingeffortsis likely to changeduring the courseof the breeding
season.Anderson (1984a) has measuredsuchchangesin the Canvasback(Aythya
valisineria), and there are probably many parallels with dabbling ducks. The
interestsof males and females are likely to coincide in promoting strong matedefenseby males during the pre-laying and laying phases.For males this is the
crucial time for protection of paternal investment; for females it is a risky time
when nest-sitesare beingselected,and when intensivefeedingis neededto produce
eggs.Later, during the incubation period, males are likely to have conflictsof
interest. If the male remains in closecontact with the incubating female, he will
be in a good position to fertilize the eggsin her renest clutches,if these are
required. On the other hand, the payoff may be greaterif he desertshis mate and
proceedsto a molting site in preparationfor the wing-molt (e.g., if the earliest
males to molt have advantagesin successfulmigration, wintering or pairing).
Alternatively, males may have opportunities to engagein secondaryreproductive
strategies.In regionswhere breedingis possibleover an extendedperiod, males
may be better off staying with the same female throughout the brood-rearing
period and keeping the same mate for subsequentbreeding attempts. Here again,
the interestsof both partners(though not identical) may lead to persistenceof
the bond.
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FIG. 1. Primary (solid lines) and secondary(dashedlines)breedingoptionstheoreticallyavailable
to Anas species.Two broods require a lengthy breeding seasonusually impossiblein holarctic species.

SECONDARY REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGIES COMBINED WITH MONOGAMY

In addition to collaborating with their mating partners in jointly raising ducklings, both male and female dabbling ducks have other reproductive options (Fig.
1). For females, the major option would seem to be brood parasitism, laying in
the nestsof other birds. Although both inter- and intraspecificbrood parasitism
occur in a number of waterfowl (Weller 1959; Payne 1977; Yom-Tov 1980), this
behavior appearsto be rare in most speciesof dabbling ducks. Most Arias species
place their nestson the ground, in vegetation, often far from water, and neststend
to be widely dispersed.Brood parasitism is common in waterfowl that nest over

water (pochards,stiff-tails)or in tree-holes(perchingducks,whistling ducks),
presumably becausenests are more concentrated and easily located. Among dabbling ducks, it may be common only in a few speciesthat frequently use tree-

holes as nest-sites(e.g., Chestnut Teal; Norman 1982).
In most parts of the northern hemisphere, there is not sufficient time for female
dabbling ducks to rear two broods each year and the annual cycle of thesespecies
is geared at most to producing several replacement clutchesand rearing a single
brood. In many tropical and southern hemisphere species,breeding can occur
over a much longer period and double-broodedness seems to occur when conditions are favorable (Braithwaite, 1976b).
For males two possibilities exist for secondaryreproductive strategies:extrapair copulation and polygyny.
Forcedcopulation.--Dabbling ducksare well known for the occurrenceof forced
copulation (FC). Males vigorously chase females in aerial pursuits, females are
overpowered and mounted (on land or water) and, especially when many males
participate, the female's mate may be unable to prevent forced insemination. FC
has been recorded in 21 Arias species, and probably it occurs in all but a few
members of the group. (The only speciesin which it has been looked for and not
found is the African Black Duck.) Evidence indicating that FC is a secondary
reproductive strategy of paired males in certain Arias specieshas been reviewed
in detail elsewhere(McKinney et al. 1983) and will be summarized only briefly
here. The key points are:
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1. Eggscan be fertilized by insemination during FC (Burns et al. 1980).
2. In all speciesstudied intensively, FCs are performed primarily by paired
males; unpaired males court females and try to obtain mates.
3. In the best studiedholarctic species,FCs occur during the period when eggs
are being fertilized, and in captive Mallards FC attempts were directed
primarily at femalesin pre-layingand laying condition(Chenget al. 1982).
4. Paired malesusuallydefendtheir matesby attackingmalesthat attempt FC.
5. Paired males may force copulation with their own mates. This often occurs
shortly after their mates have been subjectedto FC, suggestingan antidote
insemination strategy.
6. Experiments using artificial insemination and genetic plumage markers in
Mallards have shown that (a) the secondof two competing inseminations 6
h apart overlaysthe former insemination and is 70% more potent, (2) there
is an insemination "window" within 1 h of oviposition when the next egg
in the clutch is fertilized (Cheng et al. 1983). The extent to which males time
their copulations to take advantage of these temporal factors influencing
sperm competition is not known.

The proportion of eggsin wild clutchesthat are fertilized by males other than
the female's mate has not been determined for any Anus species.Also, judging
from the frequencywith which it is observed, FC is probably more important as
an insemination technique in some species(Mallard, Northern Pintail) than in
others (Northern Shoveler). In speciessuch as the Northern Pintail, paired males
undoubtedly spend time and energy seeking FC opportunities, and the concept
of a "mixed male strategy"(Trivers 1972) is appropriate. In speciessuchas the
Northern Shoveler, where males defend a breeding territory and spend most of
their time guarding it, FC is probably an option that males exploit only occasionally when the opportunity presents itself.
Polygyny.-- There appearsto be no firm evidencethat polygynyoccursin wild
populations of any holarctic Anus species,although successivemonogamy can
occur within one season(Humburg et al. 1978) and instancesof bigamy have
occurred when sex-ratioswere experimentally altered in favor of females (Ohde
et al. 1983). Typically these specieshave skewedsex-ratios,with a preponderance
of males (Bellrose et al. 1961) and it is unlikely that a male could hold more than
one mate at a time in unmanipulated populations. Recently, however, we have
observed instancesof bigamy in three southern hemisphere speciesunder flight
pen conditions. No such behavior occurred in three holarctic species(Mallard,
Northern Shoveler, Green-winged Teal) breedingin the same pens in other years.
Bigamous relationships developed in 1981 and 1982 in groups of three pairs
of Speckled Teal in a flight pen (27.5 m x 55.0 m x 3.6 m high). These birds
were bred from stock obtained from aviculturists in the USA and they appeared
to be typical representativesof the Chilean race (Anasf fiuvirostris). The same
male was involved in both years, but the females were different. The events were
carefully documented in 1982 (Fig. 2).
During May and early June, male W was strongly paired to female W (as were
the Y and R pairs). Pair W coptdated regularly and male W also made many FC
attempts on female Y, which was in wing-molt much of this time and especially
vulnerable. On 19 June male W suddenly broke up the Y pair by dominating
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F•G. 2. Bigamousbehavior of captive SpeckledTeal male W with primary female W (above) and
secondaryfemale Y (below) in 1982. ß forced copulation attempts;/x pair copulations initiated by
female; o pair copulations, initiator uncertain.

male Y and keeping him away from female Y. Female Y accepted male W as a

mate and they were seen to perform a pair copulation. (Pair copulations are
precededby pre-copulatorydisplaysand occur only when the female is willing.)
On subsequentdays,male W divided his time betweenthe two females,repeatedly
driving off male Y whenever he came close to female Y. Male W succeededin
maintaining this bigamous relationship for almost two months.
The proportion of time male W spent with each female changed at various
times during the study period. He spent more time with female W while she was
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egg-laying,lesstime with her when she began to incubate, and again more time
with her when she deserted her nest. Conversely, male W spent more time with
female Y while she was in pre-laying and early laying phases,and less when she
was incubating.
The two females showed frequent hostility toward one another, threatening,
chasing,and at times fighting.Each female tried to monopolize male W, actively
following him and inciting beside him. During periods when female W was being
neglected, she initiated pre-copulatory behavior and actively solicited copulation
from male W. Similar solicitationwas also noted by female Y on two occasions;
in both cases,this happened on days when male W was showing renewed interest
in female W. We interpret this behavior as a mate-holding tactic. This is supported
by the fact that female W gave such solicitationsduring her incubation period, a
time when females are not expected to show any interest in copulation.
Very similar sequencesof events occurredin casesof bigamy observedin Cape
Teal (3 pairs of wild-caught birds in a flight pen measuring27.5 m x 27.5 m x
3.6 m) (Stolenand McKinney 1983) and White-cheekedPintail (3 pairs, probably
the Caribbean race A. b. baharnensis,in the same pen as the SpeckledTeal study)
(McKinney and Bruggers 1983). In all cases,a paired male suddenly switched
from making FC attempts on a secondpaired female to courting her and dominating her mate. Copulation solicitation and rivalry between females similar to
that observed in Speckled Teal occurred in the Cape Teal.
These three speciesdiffer from holarctic dabbling ducks in having extended
breeding seasons.Both in the wild and in captivity Cape Teal engagein yearround courtship (Johnsgard1965; pers. obs.), and in many parts of the range
breeding is irregular in responseto unpredictable rains (Siegfried 1974; Winterbottom 1974; Dean 1978). SpeckledTeal also have year-round courtship (yon de
Wall 1965; Standen 1976), and at leastin parts of their rangethe breedingseason
is extendedand possiblytwo broodsare reared (Johnson 1965). In the southern
Bahamas White-cheeked Pintails breed over a long period (McKinney and Bruggers 1983).
With extended and/or irregular breeding seasons,multiple broods are possible,
and pronouncedasynchronyin the reproductive condition of individuals within
local populations is likely. A factor that could be very important here is the timing
of the wing-molt. Flight feathers need to be replaced about once per year and
waterfowl achieve this by a simultaneousmolt after which flight is impossible for
3 or 4 weeks. In specieswith regular annual cyclesthe wing-molt occursimmediately after the breedingseason(Bellrose 1976; Cramp and Simmons 1977) but
with extendedand/or irregular breedingseasonssomeindividuals may be flightless
while others are breeding (Braithwaite 1976b; Dean 1978). In some species,parents can become flightlesswhile brood-rearing (e.g., Cape Teal; pers. obs.), but
otherwise the wing-molt is temporally separated from breeding activities and
flightlessfemales offer no immediate reproductive possibilitiesfor males.
No field studieshave been made on Cape Teal, SpeckledTeal, or White-cheeked
Pintail with the objective of relating breedingseasons,gonad condition, and the
timing of wing-molts.However, the studiesby Frith (1959), Braithwaiteand Frith
(1969) and Braithwaite(1976a, b) provide suchinformation for four Australasian
Anas species.Chestnut Teal, Australasian Shoveler, and Australasian Black Duck
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(A. superciliosa)tend to have regular annual breeding seasons,but Grey Teal
breedat any time of year when conditionsare favorable(Fig. 3). In all four species,
breedingmay be inhibited during periodsof drought,and there are regionalvariations within speciesin the months when most breeding can be expected. The
Grey Teal is an ecologicalcounterpart of the Cape Teal in Africa, both being
adapted to arid country through nomadism and irregular breeding. Braithwaite
(1976a, b) has shownthat the gonad cycle of Grey Teal is largelyunder environmental control (rather than photoperiodicand endogenousas in regular, annual
breeders),and both sexesare capableof rapid gonadgrowth in responseto rainfall,
risingwaterlevels,and the associatedflushof aquaticfood. If conditionsremain
favorable, some birds can raise two broods before molting. Therefore, in Grey
Teal populations there is likely to be more marked asynchronyin the timing of
breedingand molting than occursin holarcticspecieswith a short,regular,annual
breedingseasonfollowed by a regular post-breedingmolt (Fig. 3).
In addition to the wing-molt period, Anas femalesare "unavailable" for fertilization by males while they are incubating and brood-rearing, but females may
be able to begin egg production again shortly after losing a clutch or brood.
Therefore, at any one time, in a specieswith extendedbreedingseasons,a local
population (e.g., of Grey Teal) might include some femalesthat are fertilizable
Ore-laying, laying or in the renestinterval) and othersthat are not (incubating,
brood-tending,post-breeding,molting). This could produce wide variation in
operationalsex-ratios(i.e., "the averageratio of fertilizable femalesto sexually
active males at any given time": Emlen and Oring 1977) and males are likely to
have more varied options than are open to males of holarctic species(Fig. 4).
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FIG. 4. Predicted male breedingoptionsin southernhemisphereAnas species.

I believethat the bigamoustendenciesshownby our captiveCapeTeal, Speckled
Teal, and White-cheekedPintails reflectbet-hedgingstrategiesin malesof these
species.For example,a male might be able to take a secondmate while his first
is incubating.If his primary mate succeeds
in bringingoffa brood, he may return
to her and assistin brood-care.If the primary mate losesher clutch or brood and
does not initiate another breedingattempt promptly, the male could switch to a
secondmate if the latter is closeto egg-layingcondition. Females are especially
vulnerable to desertionwhile in wing-molt, but then so are males. African Black
Ducks associatewith partnersother than their mates while the latter are molting
and such liaisons could lead to mate-switches(McKinney et al. 1978).
Little is known about sex-railosin southernhemispheredabbling ducks.Data
for adultsandjuvenilesof African Yellowbill and Red-billedTeal in birdstrapped
for banding(Dean and Skead 1977) and for Grey Teal, AustralasianBlackDuck,
and Australasian Shoveler from hunters' bags (Braithwaite and Norman 1974,
1976, 1977) are either skewedin favor of males (similar to ratios in northern
hemispherespecies)or showno significantdifference.However, thesefindings
may have little relevanceto the operational sex-ratio. It is the availability of
fertilizable females at different stagesin the breeding seasonthat is expectedto
influencethe potential for polygyny.
The important influencethat degreeof synchronyamongthe individualsin a
breedingpopulationis likely to have on matingsystemsis now widelyrecognized
(Maynard Smith 1977) but few studieshave documentedsucheffects(Wundede
1984).As Wells(1977) haspointedout,in regardto anuranamphibia,it isessential
to distinguishbetweenthe "breeding season"of a species,the "breeding period"
of local populations,and the "breedinghistories"of individuals. To understand
the matingsystem,we needto focuson individualsand their reproductiveefforts
over their lifetimes. Intensive studies of marked birds are required to assess
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whether multiple mates are economically defendable (i.e., the "environmental
potential for polygyny": Emlen and Oring 1977) and to determine the extent to
which individual males can exploit this potential.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER AVlAN MATING

SYSTEMS

Female-defensepolygynyappearsto be a relatively rare type of mating system
in birds (Oring 1982). It is known in rheas, tinamous, and some pheasants,but
in various ways all of these are different from what we have observed in Anas.
Emlen and Oring (1977) expectfemale-defensepolygynyto evolve when females
clump for reasonsother than reproduction (e.g., safety, localized resources)and
the femalesin a harem are expectedto cooperate.It is possiblethat an element
of "resource-defense"is involved in someAnas species.For example, Speckled
Teal are reported to use cavities in nests of the Monk Parakeet (Myiopsitta
monachus)as nest-holesin easternArgentina (Weller 1967), and this could produce clumping that would allow a male to maintain bonds with two or more

femalessimultaneously.Cape Teal nest on the groundbut may prefer nestingon
islands(Winterbottom 1974), which could result in similar clumping of females.
Nothing is known about patterns of nest dispersionin wild White-cheeked Pintails.
Among other waterfowl, polygynousbehavior has been describedin one population of the Comb Duck (Sarkidiornismelanotos),a member of the perching
duck group (tribe Cairinini) with races in tropical Africa and South America.
Siegfried(1979) observedmales of the African race defendingterritories,advertising for mates from tree-top perches,and holding haremsof up to four females.
Femalesnest in tree-holesand Siegfriedsuggests
that the distribution of suitable
cavities is important in attracting femalesto certain territories. He observedmales
competing for females, and females competed with each other for cavities. Unmated males apparently clustered around harems and tried to court or make FC
attempts on females in the harem.
Possiblyother members of the perchingduck group also have polygynoussystems. All are hole-nesters,which could produce clumping of females, and most
are tropical and have extended breeding seasons.
Forced copulationis apparentlya widespreadphenomenon,not only in Arias
but also in other waterfowl tribes. In certain holarctic speciesit appearsto be a
secondarymale insemination strategybut our observationson bigamy in three
southernhemispherespeciessuggestthat in addition to an insemination function,
males might be using FC to establishrelationshipswith females as a prelude to
takingthem as secondarymates.On the other hand, Siegfried's(1979) description
of FC activitiesin Comb Ducks suggests
that an "alternative mating strategy"
(Dawkins 1980; Rubenstein 1980) might be involved here, subordinateunpaired
malesadoptinga sneakingstrategy.Studiesof marked birds in the wild are needed
to establish whether

this is the case.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Monogamy is the primary mating systemin holarctic dabblingducksprobably becauseeach male is unable to monopolize more than one female in
synchronouslybreeding populations with adult sex-ratios skewed in favor
of males.
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2. The environmental potential for polygyny (EPP) is expectedto be relatively
higherin many southernhemisphereAnas populations,which have extended
breeding seasonsand asynchronyin breeding and wing molt.
3. Bigamoustendenciesobservedin males of three southernhemispherespecies
in captivity suggestthat males of these speciescan exploit this EPP.
4. The behavior of female Cape Teal and SpeckledTeal involved in bigamous
relationships indicate strong rivalry for monopolization of the male, and
suggesta competitive female-defensepolygyny system.
5. Forced copulation appears to be the only secondaryreproductive strategy
available to males of holarctic species;in southern hemisphere speciesFC
can occuraswell as polygynyand the two optionsmay be intimately related.
6. Field studies on marked birds of southern hemisphere speciesare needed
to test these ideas.
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ABSTP,
ACT.--The socioecologyof the monogamous Trumpet Manucode (Manucodia keraudrenii) was compared with that of two polygynousspeciesof birds of
paradise,the MagnificentBird of Paradise(Diphyllodesrnagnificus)and the Raggiana
Bird of Paradise(Paradisaearaggiana) on a forest site in the mountains of eastern
New Guinea. Information on diet, food dispersion, and breeding behavior were
examined to test the applicability of various hypothesespertainingto the ecologyof
mating systemsin tropical forest birds (cf. Snow 1976; Lill 1976; Snow and Snow
1979; Emlen and Oring 1977; Bradbury 1981). Two points of focusin thesetheories
are: male emancipationfrom nestingdutiesand the costsofpolygynouscourt display.
The Manucode was found to be a fig specialistand was almost exclusivelyfrugivorous. Even its nestlingswere fed a diet of mostly figs and few or no arthropods. In
contrast,the two polygynousbirds of paradisetook fewer figs, many specialized
capsularvarietiesof fruit, and significantlymore arthropods.In addition, they fed
their offspringa mixed diet of arthropodsand fruit. The ramificationsof the dietary
differencesbetweenthe Manucode and the polygnouspair are two-fold: (1) the carbohydrate-richbut protein- and lipid-poor fig diet of the Manucode nestlingsmay
promote biparental attendance;both parents may be needed to provide sufficientfig
pulp for nestlinggrowth.And (2) the rarity, asynchrony,and non-annualcycleof a
number of fig speciesfavored by the Manucode may produce foragingdemands that
make it uneconomicalfor males of this speciesto pursuethe time-consumingand
energeticallycostly routine of fixed-site polygynouscourtship display used by the
majority of paradisaeid species.
Available theory proves of minimal predictive power, at least when superficially
appliedto the birds of paradisetreated here. In rainforestpassetines,the importance
of the nutritional quality of a frugivorousdiet, and the coevolutionaryrelationship
between food plant and avian seed disperser are two important influences in the
evolution of male emancipationand polygynousmating systemsthat have not been
accounted for in theoretical

models.

INTRODUCTION

A fundamentalquestionin avian sociobiologyis the adaptive basis of interspecificvariation in breedingorganization.This variation may manifest itself in
nestinghabits, pair-bonding, or mating interaction. In this paper I focuson variation in avian matingsystemsand, specifically,
I examinemonogamyin the birds
of paradise,an Australasiangroupof songbirdsin which polygynypredominates.
Monogamyis the dominantbreedingorganizationin birds,and this is presumably
becauseadaptiveconditionsstronglyfavor this breedingstrategy,onethat is nearly
absent among mammals (Kleiman 1977; see Introduction, Chap. 1, for details).
Presentaddress:NHB Room 336, SmithsonianInstitution, Washington,DC 20560.
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Most recent studies of avian mating systemshave focused on polygynous or
polyandroussystemsin an attempt to discover what conditions promote these
atypical habits (Snow 1962; Zimmerman 1966; Orians 1969; Jenni and Collier
1972; Wiley 1973; Lill 1974, 1976; Oring and Maxson 1978). From thesestudies
a broad array of hypotheseshave been generatedto explain the evolutionary
significanceof different mating behaviors (Orians 1969; Lill 1976; Snow 1976;
Emlen and Oring 1977; Oring 1982).
The overwhelming consensusis that environmental conditions stronglyinfluence the organizationof mating systems.John Crook's studiesof the evolution
of social behavior in the weaverbirds (Ploceidae) were important becausethey
provided convincingexamplesfrom an ecologicallyand behaviorally diversebird
family to supportthe argument that diet influencessocialbehavior (Crook 1964,
1965). Numerous subsequentstudieshave broadenedthe empirical basisfor this
generalization.Recent reviewsof the literature treatingvertebratemating systems
have been valuable in catalogingand classifyingthe range of variation in monogamousand polygamousmating systems,and have offered severalmodels to
explain trends in the evolution of mating behavior (Emlen and Oring 1977; Wittenberger 1979; Bradbury 1981; Oring 1982). Studiesof polygynousneotropical
forestbirds by Lill (1976) and Snow (1976) provide additional theoreticalspeculation on the basis of variation in mating organization.
Most of the major theories of mating systemshave been summarized in precedingchaptersof this monograph.In the following sectionI shall briefly touch
on those most relevant to the present study. Most birds are monogamous because
nesting productivity depends strongly on parental investment, and individual
reproductiveoutput is closelyrelatedto effortsof parentalprovisioningof offspring
(Trivers 1972; Maynard Smith 1977). In situationswhere only one parent is
neededat the nest, it is usually the female that assumestheseduties. The female
producesmany fewer gametesthan the male, but thesefew are larger,more richly
provisioned,and expensiveto produce.There is a fundamentalsexualdifference
in the potential rewards of a copulation. The female benefits from being conservative and discriminating. In contrast, the male often can enhancehis own reproductive output by mating polygamously.
In birds of paradise, as well as in many other bird families, considerable interspecificvariation is found in parental investmentby the male. The male either
remains monogamous,helping at the nest, or else he gives up parental duties to
pursuea strategyof attempting to attract and court multiple females.Thus the
crucial behavioral shift is that of "male emancipation" from nesting duties. To
understandthe typical polygynousmating system,the mechanicsof this shift in
male parental investment must be explained.
Naturally, male emancipation can occur only under conditions where the solitary female can successfullyprovision her brood (Snow 1976; Lill 1976). This
depends, in part, on being able to harvest sufficient food for herself and her
nestlings.It is further postulated that the feasibility of such a scheme varies,
dependingon the diet of the bird: a singlefemaleforagingfor elusiveand difficultto-harvest foods, suchas arthropods(Lill 1976), will have difficulty successfully
provisioningthe nestlings,whereasfrugivoresor frugivore/insectivoreswill have
greatereasein meetingthe demandsof single-parentnesting.This argumentis
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based on the idea that fruit is abundant and relatively simple to harvest, compared
with arthropod prey. Additionally, Snow (1976) postulated that frugivory allows
less time to be spent on foraging and more time to be spent on other pursuits,
such as mate acquisition, which further promotes the polygynous lifestyle.
Finally, Bradbury (198 l) noted that dietary considerationsproduce patterns of
spatial use that may influence the potential for polygamous mating by males.
Wide-ranging females with high individual overlap of rangesraise contact rates
between the sexes, whereas sedentary habits and exclusive territoriality reduce
rates of contact, and lower the potential of promiscuousmales encounteringand
mating with many females. Bradbury showed that different diets could promote

different rates of intersexualcontact, and thus alter the "polygamy potential."
In this paper, I will examine the validity of these ideas about frugivory, male
emancipation, and mating systemsin birds of paradise. In the final sectionI will
offer some ideas about the applicability of generalizationsderived from my study
of birds of paradise on Mount Missim to theory on mating systemsamong other
tropical species.
The study.--The birds of paradise(Paradisaeidae)are a family of 42 speciesof
jay- to crow-sized forest birds of New Guinea, easternAustralia, and the Moluccas.
Available data suggestthat at least 31 of the speciesin this family are polygynous
(Beehler and Pruett-Jones 1983). In such a family, where monogamous behavior
is the exception to the generaltrend, it is instructive to examine what pecularities
characterizethosefew speciesthat strayfrom the paradiaeid "norm" ofpolygynous
arena display. In this way I will focus on the nature of monogamy and attempt
to test the ideas of Snow, Lill, Bradbury, and othersconcerningthe environmental
factors favoring this habit in an avian group where monogamy is a "peculiarity."
I examined the behavior and ecologyof three speciesof birds of paradise:the
monogamousTrumpet Manucode(Manucodiakeraudreni•),and two polygynous
species,the Magnificent Bird of Paradise (Diphyllodesmagnificus)and the Raggiana Bird of Paradise(Paradisaea ragDana). The hypothesesof Snow and Lill
predict that, all things being equal, the Manucode should face environmental
constraints that demand biparental care at the nest, or else that prevent a male
from attempting a polygynous strategy even if male emancipation is feasible. The
presenceof a male at the nest does not necessarily mean that uniparental care is
impossible. It simply may indicate that, given the various alternatives, male help
at the nest is the most productive option for his long-term inclusive fitness.
METHODS

From July 1978 through November 1980 I studied birds of paradise on a plot
of forest at 1450 m altitude on the southwesternslopesof Mount Missim, Morobe
Province, Papua New Guinea (7øl 6'S, 146ø42'E). The plot was in original forest
that is relatively aseasonalin rainfall and temperature (Beehler 1983a). The 17ha plot straddled a ridge in well-drained, hilly, forested country with ridge-andravine topography. The birds were studied in an undisturbed state, although the
local human inhabitants also use the forest for hunting the larger game birds and
feral pigs. I was assistedin various aspectsof my study by two, and occasionally
three, indigenousfield technicians,who provided essentialskillsrelated to handling
mist-nets in the canopy, and finding bird nestsand display sites.
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In this study I focusedon three aspectsof the birds' life histories: (1) diet, (2)
spatio-temporal dispersion of foods, and (3) breeding behavior. Below I summarize the field techniques.
Diet.--Most (and probably all) birds of paradise consume both fruit and ar-

thropods,and, on occasion,small vertebratessuchas frogsand lizards (Gilliard
1969; Schodde 1976). I used two methods for documenting interspecific differencesin diet: (1) collectionof fecal samplesand (2) systematicmonitoring of the
birds foraging at fruiting plants.
To document the relative importance (by volume) of fruit and arthropods in
the birds' diets, I assayedthe contents of fecal samplescollected from mist-netted
birds. Individuals were placed in a darkened holding cagewith a wire-mesh floor
and excreta were collected and preserved in small vials of 70% ethanol. In the
laboratory each labeled sample was washed and separated into its fruit and ar-

thropodcomponents.The volumesof thesefractionswerethen measuredby visual
estimate by spreadingthe two componentson a gridded petri dish and comparing
number of covered squares.Nearly one half (27 of 56) of the sampleswere either
100% fruit or 100% arthropods.
To obtain detailed information on fruit-feeding preferences,I made repeated
observationsat fruiting trees to monitor the birds' foragingactivities. In addition
to the speciesvisiting the fruiting plants, data were collectedalso on foragingrate,
length of feeding bout, and interspecific aggression.Further description of my
methodsand a detailedanalysisof thesedata appearelsewhere(Beehler 1983a, b).
Measuring food availability.--I used five methods to estimate the spatial and
temporal distribution of food on the studyarea:(1) phenologicalsurveyof selected
food plants, (2) fruit trapping, (3) mapping of all trees within two adjacent 1-ha
plots, (4) seasonalsurveys of fruit production by all specieson the 17-ha study
site, and (5) detailed mapping of populations of eight speciesof paradisaeid food
plants on the study area.

Early in the project I ascertained the location and identity of fruiting plants
favored by birds of paradise and selected 110 plants of 29 speciesfor monthly
phenology studies. Further data on seasonalcycles of fruiting were obtained from
50 fruit traps arrayed through the forestand checkedon a biweekly schedule(see
methods of Pratt 1983).
Spatial patchiness of food plants was measured on two scales.I mapped and
identified all trees larger than 15 cm DBH within two 1-ha plots in the forest. In
addition, every four months I carried out intensive seasonalmapping censusesof
all plants producing fruit within the 17-ha study site. Each censusrequired ca. 70
man-hours. Survey lines were walked through every section of the study site, and
all plants with ripe fruit were recorded on a 1:3300 scaletopographic map. Near
the end of the study I made a special effort to map every individual of eight
species of food plants that were most important to the birds of paradise. This
mapping project was integrated with the fruit censuses.Fruiting periodicity was
documentedusing data from the fruit traps, phenologytrees, opportunisticreports
by members of the field team, and from fecal samples. Information on spatial
dispersion of the food plants came from the detailed plant mapping, intensive
censusing,and opportunistic searching for particular species.
Insectscomposean important part of the diet of many birds of paradise(Schodde
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TABLE

1

ASPECTSOF SEXUALDIMORPHISM,MATING ORGANIZATION,AND NESTING
AMONG THE THREE BIRDS OF PARADISE1
Bird of Paradise

Character

Sexualdimorphism

Magnificent

Raggiana

Manucode

great

great

minimal

Mating interaction

polygynous

polygynous

monogamous

Displaysite
Male defends
Parentalcare/nesting
Vocalization

terrestrialcourt
displaycourt
femaleonly2
male only

communallek tree
lek perch(= rank?)
femaleonly
male only

unfixed,arboreal
(female?)
maleandfemale
male and female

Data from Mt. Missim studies,supplementedby publishedinformation, wherenoted.
Everitt 1965; Bulmer,in Gilliard 1969.

1976). This portion of thesebirds' diets is consideredin greaterdetail elsewhere
(Beehler 1983a). For the purposesof these analyses,the proportion of arthropods
in the diet is consideredas the key measureof insectivory.
Courtshipbehaviorand nesting.--Although descriptionsof courtshipbehavior
have already been published for thesethree species(Gilliard 1969), I gatheredan
additional 201 h of behavioral observationson the Magnificent Bird of Paradise
and 71 h of observationson the Raggiana Bird of Paradise. Becausethe Manucode'sdisplaysand courtshipare brief and unpredictable,I was unable to make
systematicobservations,but I observedManucode mating behavior opportunistically. With the aid of field assistantsI searchedfor active nests. When found, a
nest was studied from a blind on the ground, observingwith a 15 x telescope.I
monitored parental attendance (e.g., sex roles) and food provided to nestlings,
with specialeffortsto obtain information on the typesof foodsnestlingsconsumed.
The nesting Manucodes had been color-banded and identified to sex by Thane
K. Pratt, who was carrying out another study on Mr. Missim.
RESULTS

Comparisonsof behavior.--The two polygynousspeciesshare several morphological and behavioral featuresthat differ from those of the monogamousManucode (Table 1). Sexualdimorphism is evident in both polygynousspecies,with
males showingelaboratenuptial plumageused in courtshipdisplay. The sexesof
the Manucode are superficially alike and are relatively unornamented.
A fixed and traditional site of display and mating makes it simpler for females
to find and evaluate potential mates (Bradbury 1981). Display sites are fixed for

the two polygynous
species,but not for the Manucode.Males of the polygynous
speciesattend their sites every day during the display season,which lasts more
than six months per year. The male Manucode has no fixed or traditional site for
courtship;copulation occursafter a comparatively brief and simple nuptial display
that can take place at any locale within the home range (Hoogerwerf, in Cooper
and Forshaw 1977; Beehler 1983a).
Resourcedefenseamongthe three speciesprovidesno obvious contrasts.Unlike

many temperateinsectivores(e.g.,SongSparrow[Melospizamelodia]and others;
seeOring 1982, for examples),thesebirds of paradisedefend no foragingor nesting
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2

RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF ARTHROPODS IN FECAL SAMPLES OF THREE BIRDS OF
PARADISE 1

Number

Species

Frequencydistribution of sampleswith different
proportions of arthropod material

of

samples All arthr. 0.9-0.7

Magnificent
2
Raggiana
Manucode

31
12
93

2
--

2
--

0.6-0.5

0.4-0.3

0.2-0.1

0.1

All fruit

Mean4 for all N

5
1

6
1

2
4

3
3

11
3

0.3 (_+0.3s.d.)
0.1 (+--0.2s.d.)

2

7

0.01 (_+0.02 s.d.)

.....

• Here measuredas a proportionof eachsample,by volume.See•xt for furtherexplanation.

2IntersI•cific
comparisons
weremadebetween
thesamples.
A Mann-Whitney
U-test,one-tailed,
wasused1ocompare
theMagnificent
to the Raggiana:U = 253.5, P > 0.03, N.S., comparingthe combineddata for the Magnificentand Raggianaagainstthe Manucode:
U = 308.1, P < 0.001. Assignedlevel of significance
= P = 0.01 (Siegel1956).
• Dala for three Manucode samplesfrom Sehodde(1976).
4 These meansare calcula•l from the actual measurementstaken, which in this table have been classifiedinto sevenca•gnries for

convenience
of tabulation.Accuracy
of measurement
increased
asthe proportionof arthropodmatterin the sampledecreased
below
0.2. Thus data for the Manucode are noted to the level of 0.01.

territory. All three speciesare primarily frugivorous(seebelow), and it is apparent
that competition for mates is not based on resourcecontrol (sensuEmlen and
Oring 1977).
The Manucode exhibits biparental care at the nest with both the male and
female attendingand feedingthe nestlings.Available evidenceshowsthat individual pairs of Manucodes may remain together for more than a single season
(T. K. Pratt, pets. comm.). In the two polygynousbirds of paradise,the female
constructsthe nest and rears the nestlingsunaided. That intersexual cooperation
is more important in the monogamous speciesis further indicated by data on
vocalizations.For the two polygynousspeciesthe male is highly vocal while the
female is almost mute. The male vocalizes to advertise his presence in the forest

and, presumably,to attract potential mates. In contrast,both male and female
Manucode deliver a variety of sex-specificvocalizations. Pairs occasionallyperform rudimentary duets.
Comparisonof diets.--Examinationoffecal samplesshowedthat the two polygynousspeciestook significantlymore arthropods(by volume) than the Manucode
(Table 2). Althoughnone of the three took more arthropodsthan fruit, this insect
componentaveraged30% of the Magnificent, 10% of the Raggiana,and 1% for
the Manucode.

I recorded 836 feeding bouts by the three paradisaeidspeciesat 29 speciesof

plants,from 14 botanicalfamilies(detailsin Beehler1983b:Table 2). Morphologically,the fruits show considerableinterspecificvariation. For comparison,I
classifiedfruit of the 29 speciesinto three groups: capsular species,drupe/berry

types,and figs(Beehler 1983b). The first two categoriesare non-taxonomicand
primarily morphological.Capsular specieshave the edible arillate "reward" encased in a dehiscent inedible protective capsule. In the drupe/berry fruits the
edible portion surroundsthe seed;this type is eaten whole and lacksany protective
husk. Tt/e fig categoryincludesonly speciesof the genusFicus, which are struc-

turallysimilar,butnonet.
helessvaryin sizeandcolor(Janzen1979;Wiebes1979).
Of the 29 speciesof fruit taken by the three birds of paradise in this study, 10
specieswere capsular(N = 288 foragingobservations),10 were drupe/berry(N =
163), and 9 specieswere figs(N = 385).
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TABLE

3

FRUIT PRODUCTION AND DENSITY OF FOOD PLANTS IMPORTANT TO THE BIRDS

OF PARADISE(BOPS)
1
Food plant

Plants/ha

Crop size
per tree

Ficus gul

0.12

Ficus #275
Hornalanthus
Gastonia
Chisocheton
Endospermurn
Elrnerrillia

0.12
1.2
0.12
0.29
0.47
0.59

100,000
12,000
40,000
4,500
30,000
15,000

50,0002

Dysoxylurn

0.35

2,500

Ficus odoardi
Cissus

0.65
0.3_+

5,000
15,000

Leng. fruiting
season(mo)

2

% laken by
BOPs

85%

Fruit availability/day•,4

700

1.5
5
1.5
3
2.5
1.5

35
93
100
100
57
40

775
75
900
50
225
125

3

100

25

95
54

65
135

2.5
2

• This list of 10 speciesis made up of the food plants most frequently visited by the three primarily frugivorous birds of paradise.
The list includesthe five most frequentlyvisited plants for each of the three bird species.There is someoverlap in choice.SeeBeehler
(1983b) for completelaxonomic nomenclaturefor theseplants.
2 This figureis estimated from cropsof treesencounteredon the study area. In the last seasonof the study, a typical mature individual
for each specieswas usedas the sample. Fruit here is equivalentto edible portions. In most casesthis equalsa whole fruit or fruifiet,
but in Ficu• odoardi,which is eatenby breakingit into pieces,each large fruit is consideredthe equivalentof five edible portions.
3 Calculated:total fruit crop/lengthof seasonx the percenttaken by BOPs.
4 For the favorite Manucode figs,given a measuredpopulation density of I plantY8ha (Fig. 2), a fruit productionseasonof 2 mo,
tolal populationasynchrony,and a non-annualfruiting cycleof 9 mo, the followingcalculationcan be made. Eachplant producesfruit
for 2.7 mo/yr, on avcrnge. Under perfect conditions of no inter-plant overlap, 4.4 plants could provide fruit during the entire 12 mo
of the year. Assuming,however,that chancepermits 50% overlapin timing of fruit production,we doublethe number of plantsneeded
to provide fruit during all months of the year, to 8.8 plants. The orca needed to cover these 8.8 plants would be 70 ha.

The two polygynousbirds of paradisetook greater proportions ofcapsular fruit
than any other category(Fig. 1). Capsular fruit made up 49% of the Raggiana's
fruit diet (44% of total diet), 58% of the Magnificent'sfruit diet (41% of total),
but only 8% of the Manucode'sfruit diet (8% of total). Figs, on the other hand,
were rarely taken by the Magnificent (9% of fruit diet, 6% of total), moderately
popular with the Raggiana (35% of fruit, 32% of total), and the dominant fruit
sourcefor the Manucode (80% of both fruit and total diets). Drupes represented
small-to-moderate fruit sourcesfor all three species.
In summary, the Manucode is a fig specialistand nearly an absolutefrugivore.
The two polygamousbirds of paradisepreferentially take capsularfruits and smallto-moderate quantities of arthropods.
Spatial dispersionof fruit resources.--Foodplants of birds of paradiseare relatively rare in the habitat. On the Mount Missim studyplot, the oak Castanopsis
acuminatissima(not a paradisaeidfood plant) was presentin densitiesas high as
50 plants per ha. In contrast, most paradisaeid food plants were present in low
densities(fewer than one mature plant per ha; Table 3). Among paradisaeidfood
plants, however, there are differing degreesof rarity, from a low of 0.12 plants
per ha for Ficus gul to a high of 1.2 plants per ha for the small euphorbiaceous
tree,Homalanthusnovoguineensis,
which is irregularlyscatteredthroughthe forest
(Fig. 2) perhaps becauseit is a light-gap specialist.Endospermurn medullosumis
much lessclumped. Thus, a range of spatial distributions among the food plants
is evident (Fig. 2).
Temporaldispersionoffruit.- Timing and synchronyof fruiting are important

factorsthat,combinedwith the spatialcomponent,
producethe resource
cycleto
whichfrugivores
adjustseasonally.
Threeimportantdeterminants
ofYruit'stern-
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FiG. 1. Proportional representationof fruit-types taken by the three birds of paradise.

poral availability are:(1) lengthof eachplant'sfruiting season,(2) seasonaltiming
of its fruit production,and (3) synchronyof fruiting in relation to other plants.
Fruiting seasonsfor individual trees are as short as 1.5 months for strangler
Ficus species#275 to six months for Homalanthus. In most instances,lengthof
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fruitingseason
andpercentage
of the fruit cropavailableat anyonepointare
inverselyrelated.Thus,otherthingsbeingequal,foodplantswith shorterseasons
offerforagersmorefruit per day, servingas richer"patches."
In contrastwith othertypesof food plants,many fig speciesproducefruit

throughout
theyear.Individualtreesof a numberof figspecies
produce
cropson
a subannual
schedule
(i.e.,in somecalendaryearsproducetwo crops)andmost
or all species
showpopulation
asynchrony.
Thespecies
FicusgulandF. drupacea
exemplify
thispattern,showing
no annualperiodicity,
andthusmakingan unreliable
foraging
resource.
Because
ofextreme
within-species
asynchrony,
onecan
findindividualfigtreesfruitingin anymonthof the year.
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Fro. 3. Compositemapsof fruit resourcedistributionofthe threebirdsofparadise.The populations
of the five most usedfood plants for each bird are mapped. Numbers accompanyingthe species-keys
indicate estimatesof daily fruit production (Table 3). A. Magnificent; B. Raggiana; C. Manucode.

By contrast to the figs, specieslike Homalanthus, Pandanus conoideus,and
Dysoxylum produce reliably in the same month every year. All individuals of
each local population fruit in the same season(high synchrony),making the fruit
of each speciesavailable in relative abundance at one predictable season, then
entirely absentthroughoutthe rest of the year. Table 3 summarizesinformation
on the five most important food plants for each of the three birds of paradise.
These plant speciesvary considerably in crop size, length of fruiting season,and
use by birds of paradise. To provide a static view of differencesin the patchiness
of fruit resourcesfor each bird of paradise, the distribution of favored food plants
is mappedin Figure 3. Within this ca. 25-ha map area, the two polygynousspecies
could find 49 and 54 individuals of preferred food plants, whereasthe Manucode
had only 20 favored plants in the same area. Becausethe typical home range for
each of the three speciesis as large or larger than 17 ha (Beehler 1983a), the size
of the resource patch sampled reflects a realistic subset of the food plants used
by the birds.
Information on the fruit crops (Table 3) of these favored food plants provides
an added contrast in dispersion of resourcesfor polygynous vs monogamous
species.The five favored food plants of the Manucode show an average daily
production of 525 fruits (for method of calculation see notes with Table 3 in
Beehler 1983a). For the two polygynousspecies,the average crop production is
314 fruits per day. Because the average size of the edible portion of favored
Manucode fruits does not differ significantlyfrom that of the polygnousspecies
(Beehler 1983b), this higher per-day production of Manucode fruiting plants reflectsgreaterconcentrationsof food in fewer, more widely spacedpatches.
DISCUSSION

The hypothesesof Snow (1976), Lill (1976), Emlen and Oring (1977), and
Ricklefs (1980) predict that interspecificdifferencesin mating systemsshould
correlate with parallel differencesin diet. They argue that dietary differences
promote different strategiesfor nestingand mate acquisition. One diet might favor
easy provisioning at the nest by a single parent, whereasanother requires both
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TABLE

4

CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO FRUITING

PLANT STRATEGIES
Fruiting type

Character

Trapline

Opportunist

Nutrition

rich in lipid and protein

Crop size
Mean distance between patches

small to moderate
moderate

Availability throughyear

moderate to long season;
absentfor part of year

rich in water and carbohydrate
large to very large
very high
short patch-life but available
in different patchesthrough

Year-to-year patch predictability
Overall annual production per

high

low/absent

small to moderate

large to huge

year

plant

Rate of renewal (per plant)
Examplesfrom this study

Used by what foragers?

annual

subannual or annual

Chisocheton
Dysoxylum
Homalanthus
mostly BOPs

Ficus gul
Ficus drupacea
Ficus obliqua
many types

parents to work full time. In addition, one diet might be compatible with daily
foragingfrom a fixed site (important for a bird with fixed-court display), whereas
another diet might require heavy weekly ranging movements to locate rare food
resources.To testthe importanceof the role of diet in paradisaeidmatingbehavior,
I examined the relationships among diet, male emancipation, and mating organization for the three speciesstudied.

Diet and behavior.--The Manucode and Magnificenthave an averageclutchsize of 2, the Raggiana 1 (Gilliard 1969; Cooper and Forshaw 1977). Nesting
conditions appear similar for the three species.All produce an open cup nest
placed on the outer branches of a tree (Gilliard 1969). No obvious interspecific
differencesrelated to nesting habits are known except that one speciesshows
biparental care, whereasthe other two show female-only care at the nest.
Two factorsmight be important in the role of male emancipation:(1) distribution of food for adults, and (2) distribution and nutrition of food for nestlings
(Snow 1976; Snow and Snow 1979; Foster 1978). One of the clearestfindingsin
the comparisonsofparadisaeid diets was that the Manucode preferentially takes
figs,whereasthe two polygynousspeciespreferentiallytake fruit ofcapsularspecies.
The characteristicsof these two fruit resourcesdiffer considerably, so they merit
further discussion.

Opportunistvs traplinefruit.--A well-known dichotomy in fruiting strategies
exists for food plants of vertebratesin the tropics (McKey 1975; Howe and
Estabrook 1977; Bradbury 1981; Janson 1983). One strategyis to produce copious
amounts of relatively "cheap" fruit for a wide spectrumof generalizedforagers.
Termed the "opportunist" strategy,this fruiting mode in the New Guinea montane
forestrefersto plants that attract foragersby producinglarge quantitiesof smallsized, small-seeded,and unprotected fruits which can be harvested easily by a
wide range of birds from numerousfamilies. The secondstrategy,termed "trapline," refersto the type of plantsthat servea more restrictedsubsetof presumably
superiordispersersby producingsmaller quantitiesof larger-sized,larger-seeded,
protected (or morphologicallyspecialized)fruits, whose crops ripen slowly over
a long season(Bradbury 1981; Table 4). The trapline speciesproduce more elab-
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orate fruits, with better provisioned seedsand more nutritious disperser rewards.
Only a few speciesof birds that can manipulate these fruits can utilize these
specializedfood plants (Howe and Smallwood 1982).
The term "opportunist" means that these food plants apparently depend for

seed dispersal on the opportunistic use of fruit by a diverse array of foragers.
"Trapline" is used becausethe plants of this type depend on a selectsegmentof
the avifauna to harvest the small quantity of fruit that ripens daily. To obtain a
satisfactorydaily supply of fruit, these foragersmust visit a series of different
plants, taking small samplesfrom each. These two fruiting strategiesproducefood
resourcesof distinctly different spatio-temporal availability and nutritional quality. Birds that feed preferentially on one or the other of these resourcetypes can
be expectedto facedifferentforagingchallenges,which may influencesocialhabits
(Ricklefs 1980; Snow 1980).
As with most biological phenomena, this dichtomy in fruiting types is not
absolute.Many plant speciesexhibit characteristicsof intermediate nature or share
characters drawn from both extremes. Just as no bird of paradise is restricted
solely to one fruit type or another, few plant speciespossessall the traits of one
fruiting strategy or the other. Nonetheless, the phenomenon is real and many
birds show real preferences.Of the 29 food plant speciestreated here (accounting
for 78% of tree-visits taken during foraging observations), 16 can be readily
classifiedeither as primarily "opportunist" (6 spp.)or primarily trapline (10 spp.).
About 74% of the Manucode's fruit diet was composedof "opportunist" species,
whereas76% of the two polygynousspecies'diets consistedof"trapline" species.
In montane New Guinea these two categoriesare filled by specificsubsetsof the
flora. The "opportunist" plants, in most cases,are figs,and the "trapline" species
are largely capsular varieties.
A typical "trapline" fruit is relatively rich in lipid and protein, whereas "opportunist" fruit is rich in water and carbohydrates(McKey 1975; Crome 1975;
Howe and Estabrook 1977; Foster 1978). "Trapline" resourcestend to be distributed in larger numbers of small-sizedfood patchesand are produced over a
longer season,whereas the "opportunist" food plants tend to be rarer, but very
large and ephemeral crops. Foragersusethesetwo resourcesin strikingly different
ways. Birds visit a "trapline" plant in small numbers, checking for ripe fruit on
a daily basis. At an "opportunist" fruiting plant, flocks of foragersswarm over
the tree during its short fruiting season,and depart rapidly after the crop is
depleted.As predicted by Snow (1976) and Ricklefs (1980), the polygynousparadisaeidspeciesprefer the specialized"trapline" fruit, whereasthe monogamous
speciesprefers the "opportunist" fruit. Two characteristics,nutrition and predictability, stand out as possiblefactors in this relationship.
Nutrition and nesting.--The Manucode prefers"opportunist" food plants,generally figs more than others. Most figs are nutritionally poor, especiallyin comparison with the specialized "trapline" fruits. For example, many of the arillate
specieshave large seeds,lipid- and protein-rich arillodes, and specializedsets of
avian dispersers(Crome 1975; Frost 1980; Foster and McDiarmid 1983). Given
that the Manucode relies on figs and takes virtually no arthropods, it may face
difficultiesin obtaining sufficientlybalancednutrients for self-maintenance,breeding, and critical periods of nestling growth. Foster (1978) has shown that total
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frugivory is a viable alternative for an adult bird, but potentially limiting for
nestlingsbecauseof problems associatedwith processinglarge quantities of fruit
pulp, to extract the relatively rare but essential proteins and lipids.
It may be impossible for a single parent Manucode to processand feed its two
offspring enough fig pulp for rapid growth to fledging. My observations at one
nest showed that the male and female took tums bringing food and brooding
nestlings. When the foraging parent arrived at the nest and regurgitated its fig
pulp, its brooding mate departed. This pattern continued throughout the day.
Although I observed 70 nest exchanges,only once did a parent return without
providing some food to the nestlings.Analysis of fecal contents below the nest
showed that more than 90% of the material was fig pulp. No parent fed any
identifiable insect matter to the nestlings.One can speculatethat for the Manucode,
a strict frugivore that specializeson figs,two parents are needed at the nest because
of the demands of providing their offspringwith sufficientfig pulp to fledgequickly.
In the Magnificent and Raggiana birds of paradise, only the female tends the
nest and the offspringare fed a diet of fruit and arthropods (Dharmakumarsinhji
1943; Everitt 1965; Beehler, unpub. data). Nestlings of the Raggiana and Magnificent are fed a more balanced diet that includes sizable proportions of arthropods and a variety of fruits. The singletending parent (female) can subsiston the
most easily obtainable fruit at the time of nesting, but the nestlings are fed a
mixed diet of arthropods which are considereddifficult to harvest (Lill 1976), and
fruit (which varies in nutrition and easeof harvest).
Suggestiveparallels exist in other ornithological studies.For example, Donaghey
(1981) provides critical data on parental effort and nestlinggrowth for two Australian bowerbirds, the polygynous Satin Bowerbird (Ptilonorhynchusviolaceus)
and the monogamous Green Catbird (Ailuroedus crassirostris).Although both
sympatric specieshave a clutch-size of 2, the pair of catbird parents feed their
nestlings a diet that is two-thirds fruit (mostly figs), whereas the solitary female
Satin Bowerbird parent provides a nestling diet that is mostly arthropods. Feeding
rate for nestlingsof the Catbird is 1.6 times higher than for the Satin Bowerbird,
yet the young of both speciesfledgeafter 21 days (growth rates are unavailable
for the Satin; Donaghey 1981). On the other hand, Snow (1973) showed that the
polygynousWhite Bellbird (Procniasaverano) has uniparental care and a nestling
diet of fruit only. In this exceptional circumstance,the fruits fed to the nestling
bellbird are highly nutritious, specialized varieties which Snow's analysis showed
to be rich in lipid and protein.

Fig-eating and male courtship demands.--The peculiarities of avian specialization on figs may promote monogamy through its effect on nesting ecology,or
it may affect the male's ability to establish a functional polygynous courtship
system as exemplified by the other tropical forest lek-displaying species.
Fig plants are unusualfor their remarkable coevolution with their Agaonid wasp
pollinators. Janzen (1979) contends that the dynamics of this mutualistic relationship are responsiblefor the asynchrony of fruiting and flowering within populations. Efficient wasp pollination also may make it possible for some fig species
to maintain populations in the forest at very low densities.At any given time,
one will find individual trees displaying different stagesin floral reproduction.
This occursbecausenewly emerging female fig waspsleave a fig plant at one stage
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in this cycle (at which the figsare ripe) and then must immediately find suitable
sites for ovipositing (at which the fig fruits are at the young, receptive stage).
Details of the wasp-plant relationship are given by Wiebes (1979). The rarity of
some fig speciesin the forest is almost certainlybecauseof the inability of their
tiny seedsto compete with the better provisioned (larger) seedsof the average
"true forest" species,suchas typical trapline fruit (Janzen 1979). The annual seed
crop from a singlefig plant of a speciesfavored by the Manucode includesmany
millions of seeds.But mature individuals of the speciesare exceedinglyrare. For
example, the density of Ficus gul on the study area was approximately one per
eight ha. The presenceof a mature fig in the forest is a result of the statistically
rare event where a disperserdepositsa fertile seed in a situation where light,
nutrients, and the lack of competitorsfor sunlightall coincide (Janzen 1979).
The intra-populational asynchrony of many fig speciesis important to avian
foragers.Primarily, this asynchronyenablesa forager to specializeon figs yearround (Fig. 4). By searchingan area of about 50 ha, a Manucode can expect to
find one ripe Ficus gul tree every month of the year (seeTable 3, footnote4). A
roughestimateof the size of a home rangeof a male Manucode is 200 ha (Beehler
1983a), enough forest to support a population ofFicus gul with at least four ripe
fruit cropsbeing producedin any particular month of the year.
The effects of fig asynchrony contrast sharply with the annual populational
synchronycharacterizingtypical "trapline" food-plantsfavoredby the polygynous
birds of paradise(Fig. 4), whosefruit is abundant through the forest only during
a predictable annual season. Thus, in one six-month season Hornalanthus fruit

are abundant and widespread,but then are absentfor the ensuingsix months.
Becauseof the seasonalnature of typical "trapline" species,fruit specialization
by other birds of paradisediffersconsiderablyfrom that of the Manucode. Whereas
a Manucode findsfigsthroughoutthe year, a MagnificentBird of Paradiseexhibits
seasonally predictable specialization, taking a small but specific suite of foodplant species,and shifting its choice of fruit from one seasonto the next as dictated
by the phenologyof the various food plants.Thus on Mt. Missira, the Magnificent
concentratedon Hornalanthus from July to September,on Gastoniafrom October
to November, and on Chisochetonfrom December to January.
For the male Manucode, the rarity of fig plants in the forest (Fig. 2), in conjunction with their temporal unpredictability, produces a resource distribution
that presumablyrequiresspecialforagingefforts.With populationasynchronyand
non-annual fruiting of individuals, figs are locally concentratedbut seasonally
"elusive" foods. The forager never has the opportunity to develop an annual
foraging schedulewhereby food-plants are available at predictable sites during
the same seasons,year after year. Conversely, feeding on the predictable "trapline"
fruit, the MagnificentBird of Paradisecan rely on a predictableharvestingregime,
which it presumably learns during its first few years of life.
The nature of the fig resourcemay help explain why the Manucode is wideranging, non-territorial, gregarious,and lacking in a traditional and fixed site of
courtship display. The ability of the Magnificent and Raggiana birds of paradise
to occupy traditional fixed sites of display for more than one half of each year
dependson their ability to invest great amounts of time and effort in attendance,
maintenance, and courtship activities at the traditional site. This elaborate courtship habit may be made possible by the predictable nature of their nutritious
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TRAPLINE
FIG.4. Schematicrepresentation
of the patternsof fruitingof the typical"opportunist"food plant
vs the typical "trapline" fruit. Open circlesrepresentfood plantswithout ripe fruit; solidcircles=

plantswith ripe fruit. For thisstudy,the typicalopportunist
plantwasa fig;the typicaltraplinefruit
was a capsularspeciesfrom the family Meliaceae.

"trapline" fruit resource.In contrast, the male Manucode must renew the search

for ripe figs,rare and unpredictable,eachnew season.The timing and distribution
of ripe fig fruit changeseveryyear.The demandsof huntingfor theseelusivefig
resourcesmay not be concordantwith the costlyinvestmentsof polygynouslek
display.
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Monogamy in other birds of paradise.--The few monogamousbirds of paradise
for which there is information appear also to be specialized frugivores. The Crinkle-collared Manucode (Manucodia chalybatus), which shares the Mt. Missim
study site with the Trumpet Manucode, is similarly a fig specialist and is monogamous (Gilliard 1969; Beehler 1983b). One other monogamous species,the

crow-like Macgregor'sBird of Paradise (Macgregoriapulchra) is perhapsexclusively frugivorous;apparently it specializeson a singlespeciesof food plant, the
gymnospermoustree Dacrycarpus compactus(Beehler 1983c), and seems to be
restrictedto the high altitude subalpinehabitats where this tree grows.
Birds of paradise and mating systemtheory.--The Trumpet Manucode is by
no means the prototypical monogamous species.Ostensibly, its wide-ranging,
frugivorous habits would make it favorable for males to attempt a polygynous
lek-displaying strategy,as exhibited by other polygynoustropical forest frugivores
(Snow 1976; Emlen and Oring 1977); but one can understand the causal relationship betweenthe bird's diet and its monogamoushabits after looking closely
at the ecological conditions under which the Manucode lives.
Used in a superficialway, dietary generalizationslike "frugivore" and "insectivore" can cover a multitude of ecological conditions. The frugivory of the Manucode involves nutritional and energetic costs totally unlike those for frugivory
in the Raggiana or Magnificent birds of paradise. The costs and benefits of insectivory in a primarily frugivorous species(like the Raggiana) are entirely different than those for an entirely insectivorousspecies.To the primary frugivore,
insect-eatingprovides a back-up sourceof key nutrients needed by offspring;to
the strict insectivore, it symbolizesthe long hours of foraging each day to obtain
needed energy as well as limiting nutrients. The "specialized frugivory" of the
Manucode is similar to frugivory by most parrots and pigeons.All three arian
examplesrely primarily on fruit, but not in a fashionthat might promotebeneficial
coadaptation between food plant and forager. Most parrots and pigeons are seed
predators. The Manucode specializeson a food plant that is simply not evolutionarily tuned to specializedseed dispersal. Thus neither Manucode nor the
parrot/pigeon assemblagegain from benefits that might accrue through a plantbird mutualism, the special relationship in which many of the polygynousbirds
of paradise appear to belong (Beehler 1983b).
For birds of paradise, the diet that apparently promotes polygynouslek behavior
is a mix of insectsand fruit, the latter consistingof largely "trapline" varieties,
but usuallysupplementedby "opportunist" varietiesas well (Beehler 1983b). The
"opportunist" fruits provide the abundant sourceof cheap energy. The "trapline"
fruits provide a food source that is spatially and temporally predictable, as well
as nutritionally rich. The arthropods provide valuable nutrients for growing nestlings. These different food resourcescombine to provide an apparently ideal
foraging environment for the evolution of male emancipation of polygynous lek
behavior.

For the Manucode, the demands of provisioning nestlingsand the costsof male

courtshipdisplay appear to be adaptive barriers that make monogamy the economical pathway for both male and female reproductive fitness.In this respect,
monogamy in the Manucode is probably similar to that phenomenonin many
other monogamousbird species.Althoughmonogamyis the exceptionamongthe
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birds of paradise,it remains the phenomenonwhoseexistenceis simpler to explain
in terms of its adaptive function in arian species.
For a full understandingof the evolution of mating systemsin tropical forest
passedfies,more study is needed on the nutritional and energeticdemands of
provisioningaltdfcialnestlings,and the relationshipbetweenforagingecologyand
the demands of male attendance of a polygynouslekking site.
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ABsx•cx.--According to my theory on the evolution of mating systems(Murray
1984),the kindsof matingrelationshipsoccurringwithin a populationareconstrained
by the individual'sprobabilitiesof survivingto later breedingseasons,the female's
potentialannualfecundity,andtheadultsex-ratio.Femalesare oftenconfrontedwith
a choicebetween(a) mating with an alreadymated male becauseunmatedmaleson
suitableterritoriesare not availableand (b) waiting until a later breedingseasonto
breed with a monogamousmale. The cost of the former is reducedpaternal care in
rearingthe young,but the cost of the latter is a greateraverageannual fecundity.I
proposethat a female acceptsmating with an already mated male when suitable
unmated males are unavailable and she cannot afford to wait until a later breeding

seasonbecauseher minimal annualfecundityis greaterthan her potentialfecundity.
This theory is illustratedby comparingthe behaviorof Prairie Warblers(Dendroica
discolor)and LaysanAlbatrosses(Diomedeaimmutabilis).
INTRODUCTION

The demographyof populationshasbeen all but ignoredin developingtheories
accountingfor the evolution of mating systems.A few early authors did suggest
that unbalanced sex-ratioswere responsiblefor polygamousmating relationships
(Skutch 1935, 1976; Armstrong 1947; Williams 1952), and Maynard Smith and
Ridpath (1972) thought that an unbalancedsex-ratio must have been the initial
event in the evolution of the unusual polyandrous relationships occurring in the
Tasmanian Native Hen (Tribonyx mortierii). The prevailing view, however, seems
to be that the mating relationships occurring in a population result from the
distribution and availability of resourcesand the individuals' relative abilities in
controlling these resources(Orians 1961, 1969; Verner 1964; Verner and Willson
1966; Lack 1968; Selander 1972; Jenni 1974; Pitelka et al. 1974; Wittenberger
1976, 1979; Altmann et al. 1977; Emlen and Oring 1977; Graul et al. 1977;
Halliday 1978; Borgia 1979; Wittenberger and Tilson 1980).
In this paper I discussthe influence ofa population's agestructureand sex-ratio
on the evolution of monogamy.
DEFINITIONS

The terms monogamy, polygyny, polyandry, and polygyny-polyandry(e.g., the
Greater Rhea Rhea americana, Bruning 1973) should not usually be applied to
speciesor populations. Such use can be misleading. For example, Verner and
Willson (1969) definedpolygynyas the mating systemin which at least 5% of the
males had two or more mates simultaneously. Although this definition is acceptablefor the purposesof Verner and Willson, it is not acceptablefor thinking
about the evolution of mating behavior becauseit obscuresthe fact that within
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a "polygynous species"as many as 95% of the males and 100% of the females
may have no more than a single mate.
The terms are better used to describe the relationships between males and
femalesin distributingtheir gameres.No referenceis made to the lengthor quality
of the pair-bond (see also Gowaty 198 la). For my purposes,the terms refer to

the number of mates an individual has during a singlereproductivecycle.In a
monogamousrelationshipeach sex has a singlemate. In polygyny,males have
more than one mate. In polyandry, females have more than one mate. And, in
polygyny-polyandry,each sex has more than one mate. According to my definitions,the numberof mateseachindividualhasisthe only criterionfor recognizing
the relationship.Including other criteria in the definitionsleadsto a more complex
classification
and may compoundtwo or more separateevolutionaryproblems.
For example,ifpolygyny and promiscuityare distinguishedby the relative length
of the pair-bondsbetweenthe mated individuals, then we may tend to think in
terms of two different mating systems.If instead we define polygyny as I have
done,then we can think of"polygyny with long-termpair-bonds"and "polygyny
with brief pair-bonds" and realize that we may be dealing with two different
problems, the evolution of polygyny and the evolution of pair-bonds.
A DEMOGRAPHICEQUATION

If we can assumethat populations have structure,that is, they consistof males
and females of particular ages(whether or not we can count them), and if we can
assume average values of age-specificmortality and fecundity, then we can use
Lotka's equation,
1 = Z Xx•xe -•x

(1)

[whereXxis the probability of an individual's surviving from birth to age class
x, •x is the averagenumber of progenyborn to or siredby individuals of age class
x, 0 is the rate of increaseof the population, e is the baseof the natural logarithms,
and x is the age class (Murray and G,•rding 1984)], to estimate values of 0 for
subpopulationsof individuals with particular traits. We can then compare these
values in evaluating the relative successof individuals with alternative traits. For
example, we could compare • values for birds beginning to breed at age 1 and
others beginning to breed at age 2. If the former trait has the greater •, then the
latter trait should eventually decline to near extinction.
In thinking about the evolution of mating systems,it is useful to calculate the
average annual replacement fecundity 0zr) of individuals making up subpopulations with different life history characteristics,in particular, different survivorship
schedulesand agesof first breeding. Given severalsimplifying assumptions(Murray 1979), the average annual replacement fecundity is given by

•r = 2/• XX,

(2)

where a is the age classof first reproductionand w is the age classof last reproduction. For a given survivorship schedule,the average annual replacement fecundity increasesas the age of first breedingis postponed(Table 1). Individuals
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1

SURVIVORSHIP,
AGESOF FIRST BREEDING,AND AVERAGEANNUAL FECUNDITYOF
A HYPOTHETICAL

Age

Age class
(x)

0
1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5
6

POPULATION

Probability of surviving Age classat first
to ageclassx (h.)
reproduction(a)

1.000
0.200
0.100
0.050
0.025
0.000

1
2
3
4
5
--

Averageannual replacement fecundity0•,)

1.455
5.333
11.429
26.667
80.000
--

Averageannual
fecundity

2
6
12
27
80
--

with below average annual replacement fecundities are being selectedagainst, and
those with above average annual replacement fecundities are favored.
POPULATION

SIMULATION

Since the publication of Williams's (1966) book, Adaptation and Natural Selection, evolutionists have placed much emphasis on the individual. Many evolutionar• "hypotheses" have the form, "if individuals benefit from behaving in
a particular way, then that behavior evolves." These are often no more than
stories,and, as pointed out by Gould and Lewontin (1979), the only test of many
of the stories told by evolutionists is their consistencywith the theor3' of natural
selection. But, evolution is a population phenomenon. It is the change in frequencies of alternative traits within a population over the course of time. Trait
frequencieschangeby natural selectionwhen individuals with one trait are more
successfulin surviving and reproducingthan individuals with alternative traits.
The result is a population of individuals with the favorable trait. Thus, in considering the evolution of a trait that seems beneficial to individuals, we must
determine whether a population of individuals with that trait could exist. This is
especially so with regard to behavioral traits involving interaction with other
members of the population, such as mating behavior. In fact, as we shall see, a
population'sagestructureand sex-ratioplaceconstraintson the kind(s) of mating
relationship(s) that can occur within a population.
We may seehow a population's structurecan affect the evolution of monogamy
by consideringa hypothetical population of 20 males and 20 females, all sexually
mature and ready to breed, as representative of any population with a sex-ratio
of sexually mature males and females of 1.0. If the males are intrasexually aggressiveand establishterritories, they may divide the available habitat in sucha
way that only 16 are establishedas territor• holdersand 4 are not (Fig. 1). What
kind(s) of mating relationship(s)can occur?
Clearly, only 16 females can be mated to monogamous males. What happens
to the remaining 4 females?They seem to have four options: (1) not to mate at
all, ever, (2) mate with non-territorial males in monogamousrelationships,(3)
mate with already mated males in polygynousrelationships, or (4) wait until the
following year or later and breed in monogamous relationships. If these are alternative traits that can be acted upon by natural selection, that is, these traits
differ genetically,then which one prevails?
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F•G. 1. Territories in a hypothetical population. If 16 of 20 sexually mature males are able to
establishterritories, a few of which are better quality (shaded)than the others (unshaded),then only
16 femalescan be mated to a monogamousmale with a territory. The mating relationshipsin this
populationdependupon the sex-ratioand upon whetherthe more numeroussex can afford to wait
until a lateryearfor a monogamousrelationshipratherthan upondifferences
in thequalityof territories.

Each of these possibilities has costs. Any genetic combination responsiblefor
traits resulting in non-breeding behavior at all ages (option 1) must surely be
severely selectedagainst. Females rarely mate with non-territorial males (option
2), presumablybecausesuchbehavior has a high cost. Mating with already mated
males (option 3) has a cost in reduced assistancein parental care from their mates,
whereaswaiting to breed (option 4) has a costin greaterannual reproductive effort
compared with that for breeding earlier (Table 1). Nevertheless,females often do
mate with already mated males in polygynousrelationshipsor wait and breed at
a later time in monogamous relationships.
In summary, options (1) and (2) are rare and seeminglymaladaptive. Options

(3) and (4) occur frequently, and each is presumably adaptive under particular
conditions. These last two options require further evaluation.
Although recent theory regards the distribution and abundance of resources
and the relative abilities of individuals to control resourcesas the important factors
in determining mating relationships(seereferencescited above), I believe (Murray

1984) that a population's age structureand sex-ratio affect the evolution of territorial behavior and mating relationships (see Murray 1979, for a demographic
theory on the evolution of clutch-size).
NUMERICAL

EXAMPLES

We can evaluate the constraininginfluence of a population's age structure and
sex-ratio on the evolution of mating relationshipsby examining the options open
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FIG. 2. Survivorshipand averageannualfecundityin the Prairie Warbler. Survivorship(solidline)
is drawnfrom data in Nolan (1978). The averageannualreplacementfecundity(dashedline) of females
beginningto breedat a given ageis calculatedfrom equation(2).

to female Prairie Warblers (Dendroica discolor) and female Laysan Albatrosses
(Diomedeaimmutabilis)by applyingLotka's equationto survivorshipdata. The
data discussedbelow for the Prairie Warbler are from Nolan (1978), and those
for the LaysanAlbatrossare from Fisher (1975) and Van Ryzin and Fisher (1976).
In the Prairie Warbler, annual mortality is high, with lessthan 6% surviving
the firstyear (Fig. 2). With this survivorshipschedule,femalesthat beginbreeding
at one year of agemust produce,on the average,14 eggsin every year of their
reproductivelife if they are to replacethemselvesand their mates(Fig. 2). Females
that begin breedingat two yearsof age,however, must produce,on average,21
eggsin every year of their reproductivelife if they are to replacethemselvesand
their mates(Fig. 2), much lessdo better than the femalesbeginningto breedearlier
(assumingfor simplicity that survivorship is unaffectedby the differencesin fecundity [seeDiscussion]).
I suggestthat 21 eggsper year could in fact impose much too high a cost in
reproductiveefforton femalePrairieWarblers,requiringfemalesto beginbreeding
in their first year. As the sex-ratio in the Prairie Warbler favors males at the
beginningof the breedingseason,the Prairie Warbler populationhas somepo-

lygynous
matings,about5% at thebeginningof thebreedingseason.
My conclusion
is that all the benefitsfor femalesof mating with monogamousmalesare irrelevant
if females must breed in their first year and if there are not enough males to
provide each female with a monogamousmate.
By contrast,survivorshipof the Laysan Albatrossis high (Fig. 3). With this
survivorshipschedule,femalesthat lay a singleeggin every year of reproductive
life need not lay their first egguntil the age of 15 (Fig. 3) if they are to replace
themselves.However, Laysan Albatrosseslay less than one egg each year, and
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FIG. 3. Survivorshipand averageannualfecundityin the LaysanAlbatross.Survivorship(solid
line) is drawnfrom data in Fisher(1975). The averageannualreplacementfecundity(dashedline) of
femalesbeginningto breedat a givenageis calculatedfrom equation(2).

thus they must begin breeding at an earlier age. For example, females that lay,
on the average,2 eggsevery 3 yearsmust beginbreedingby the ageof 11. Female
Laysan Albatrosses,then, are in no hurry to begin breeding.They can wait for a
monogamousrelationship, and this they do. The average age of first breeding of
female Laysan Albatrossesis 8.9 years, whereasthe averageage of first breeding
in males is 8.4 years. I conclude that the demographicsof the Laysan Albatross
allow the evolution of obligate monogamy, whereas the demographicsof the
Prairie

Warbler

do not.

DISCUSSION

The examplesof the Prairie Warbler and Laysan Albatross provide only simple
illustrations of how a population's age structure and sex-ratio can influence the
mating relationshipsbetween its members. In fact, calculating specificvalues for
various (sub)population parameters is much more complex. Each combination
of traits is likely to have a different survivorship schedule. For example, postponing breedingin the first year reducesmortality throughthe secondyear, compared with that for birds breeding in their first year, and the greater reproductive
effort once breeding begins must increase mortality relative to that for birds
beginning to breed at an earlier age with a smaller annual reproductive effort.
Thus, comparing quantitatively the p values of alternative traits requiresknowing
the survivorship schedulesof the groups exhibiting alternative traits. What few
survivorshipschedulesexist, however, are composites,including all the individ-

uals (at least of one sex)in the samplepopulation.
Even though we are never likely to have the quantitative demographic data to
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evaluate the successof alternative traits, we can at least think about how different

patterns of mortality affect the adult sex-ratio and the probabilities that males
and females have in obtaining mates. It happens that the potential number of
combinationsof male survivorship,female survivorship,and agesof first and last
reproductionis almostinfinite, but it alsohappensthat there are only a few general
patterns.These have been presentedand explored in detail elsewhere(Murray
1984).
It is tempting to believe that the cause-and-effectrelationshipis just the reverse,
viz., that differential survivorship of the sexesand the sex-ratio are consequences
of selectionfavoring particular mating systems.It is certainly conceivablethat
one or the other sex may suffergreatermortality becauseof differential parental
effort. For example, if one sex does most of the incubation, and if incubators
suffergreater mortality than non-incubators,then differencesin parental behavior
can effect the sex-ratio. No doubt, one factor in determining differential survivorship of the sexesand, therefore, the sex-ratio is the different roles the sexes
may have in reproduction. But these roles vary greatly, and therefore one cannot
predict the direction, much less the magnitude, of the sex-ratio. For example,
among monogamousspecies,femalesof the Red-billed Gull (Larus novaehollandiae;Mills 1973) and Black-leggedKittiwake (Rissatridactyla;Coulsonand Wooller
1976) survive better than the males, whereasin the Yellow-eyed Penguin(Megadyptesantipodes;Richdale 1951) and the Ad61ie Penguin (Pygoscelisadeliae;
Ainley and DeMaster 1980) males survive better than females. In these species,
at least,monogamyseemsnot to have produceda consistentpattern of sex-ratios.
It remains to be demonstrated that polygyny necessarilyleads to greater mortality among males and polyandry to greater mortality among females, thus accounting for the sex-ratiosoften associatedwith thesemating systems.Theoretically, at least, any mating system can occur with any sex-ratio (Murray 1984),
suggestingthat mating systemscannot predict the sex-ratio, even qualitatively.
What matters is how the sex-ratio and the female's annual fecundity influence
the evolution of intrasexualaggressionand the agesof first reproductionof males
and females (Murray 1984).
Analysis of the data on the Prairie Warbler and the LaysanAlbatrossindicates
that when females have a choice between mating with an already mated male
now and mating with an mamatedmale later, obligate monogamy (i.e., polygamy
very rare) evolves when the sexescan afford to wait for a monogamousmate.
When femalescannot afford to wait, theyjoin already mated malesin polygynous
relationships. Males with only one mate in such populations are facultatively
monogamous. Although not presented in this paper, a similar analysis can be
made for the options open to males, and when males cannot afford to wait for
monogamousmates becauseof a shortageof females, they join other males in
polyandrousrelationships.Females with only one mate in such populationsare
facultatively monogamous.
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SUMMARY

After defining the various mating systems(monogamy, polygyny, polyandry,
and polygyny-polyandry)as relationshipsbetween mated individuals, and after
suggestingthat the probabilities of successfulreproduction by individuals can be
calculatedwith Lotka's equation, a hypothetical population with an adult sexratio of unity is consideredto show how a population's age structure and sexratio affect the kind(s) of mating relationship(s)that can occur in a population.
Often females have a choice between mating with an already mated male in a
polygynousrelationshipnow or waiting until a later breedingseasonand mating
with an unmated male in a monogamous relationship. Although polygynousrelationships incur a cost to females of reduced parental care from their mates,
waiting incurs a cost in increasedannual fecundity. These alternatives are evaluated for the Prairie Warbler and Laysan Albatross. This evaluation indicates
that obligate monogamy can evolve only when females can afford to wait. Otherwise, females accept polygynousrelationships.
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